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CHAWER X 

Statement of the Problem 

The problem of this study is to compare the present 

practices in the field of leadership education in certain 

representative local Methodist Ohurehe® in the Antral Texas 

Conference with (l) the procedures recoiamended by the 

Methodist ciiuroh* and (2) the specific needs of the local 

churches. In the process of analyzing the leadership 

education program as it is practiced in the local churches, 

the following questions are considered * 

1. What goals$ aim©, and procedures for leadership 

education are reeowiended by the Methodist Church? 

2. How does the Methodist Church assist the local 

churches through Its Division of leadership Education and the 

Conference Board of Education? 

3. %iat do the selected representative local churches 

consider to be their specific needs for leadership and 

leadership education? 

4. What are the current practices of the selected local 

churches in the field of leadership education? 

S» What criteria can be used for comparing the current 

practices in leadership education in the local church with 



those suggested by the Methodist Church? 

6* feat conclusions and rec omraendationa can to© iaade In 

tile light of this study for helping local ohurches 

their practices in leadership education to meet thai? specific 

needs in Imdershipl1 

Background and Significance of the Study 

From its beginning the Christian church ha© found way® 

to cosmtunicate its faith. Various methods te?e been used to 

teach its basic beliefs s by word of mouth* the written page* 

art and symbol, Hong and story, fhe Protestant churches haw 

placed omch of the responsibility for the teaching of this 

knowledge in the hands of ttie layisan. 

Hie SbtmcMUet Church has a limy® reeogniied the importance 

of Christian education and has eaphaslssed the responsibility 

of laymen for the task {2, j>» 3) • John Wee ley beH«v*6 that 

the means of grace were available for children m well as for 

adults. Be supported the early Sunday School wwmsht awl 

insisted that lapsen teach both children pad adults in the 

study groups that were formed in the neighborhoods (3, pp. 18-36). 

In the earlier periods ©f the Methodist Church the chief 

dependence in the development of lay leadership lay in the 

consecration sad devotion of the worker. Many churches 

assumed that if the intention of the worker was good, the 

proper means of impl ement&tion would be found. M®«r?er# as 

progress was made in teacher training in the public schools, 



the churches became aware of a need to give help to their ovm 

leaders (I, p. 4), 

Crimes (3# PP« 183-87) says that is 1910 the International 

Sunday School Association set up standards f w training 

schools. It its not until 1923, however, that the term 

"leadership draining School," as suggested by the International 

Council of Religious Education̂ , ca» into iase* Hie Methodist 

Church accepted the name "Leadership draining School," and 

made extensive plana of ways to help mm teachers learn the 

rudimentary aspects of teaching church school and to give 

*9$e*jL6needi teachers new insights and greater aff&aleacy* 

ttMf*ver» the plana did not keep pace with the needs since the 

ofcoroh schools vere growing s© fast, Sie mata? of teachers . 

and officers in the Jiethodlst dtarch increased from 4&L«846 

in 1948 to 633»G08 in 1958 (l4, p. 113}, 

Development has been not only in terraa of increased 

nuisbere* but also in different types of training. Hhere once 

arbitrary plans were made by om person and were .accepted 

without question, today each church is e»^«raged to develop 

thoughtful planning for to good of all. 3his type of 

procedure has called for a different kind of training with 

new ideas and methods. Idttle (5) indicates that these new 

ideas and methods led to eonfus&ox* in BOS© areas because 

leaders turned to materials and methods with which they were 

not familiar. 
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In 1923 the Methodist Church began a process of making 

available training opportunities to all who desired then (6). 

toetris ear© has been taken to both methods of irais&iig 

and methods of actaiinlstration. Courses have been offered by 

coirospoMeiiee* Local schools have been held both for tb* 

diatriet and the local church. Laboratory schools have been 

lit tip to give firsthand demonstrationa of the principles of 

good teaching* both in the use of materials and in understaiwliis 

papils (6). ftsose in charge of developing training materials 

have learned to make use of the current findings in the areas 

of education* psychology# &nd human de-velopaeat* Adaptations 

to a changing world are neeese&ry in order that tfce training 

program. can always be geared to new conditions, $b$ prograa 

of the Methodist Church has chaiiged rapidly to keep up with 

these changing ideas (9» pp. 155-58). 

In view of the foregoing changes in church school methods, 

it seemed iafportant that an analysis be soade of what has taken 

place on the local church level in order to see if what is 

intended is really feeing accomplished, directors of the 

leadership education program of the Mstbodlst Church have been 

aware of the need for evaluating the program in the local 

church for m m timM but the ImaJc of .funds,* time* and 

personnel has made prohibitive such an analysis, therefore, 

this study was undertaken in hopes that it would be functional 

for the Methodist Church and its results have immediate and 

practical use. 



Definition of Terras 

For the purpose of this study it is necessary to define 

the following terras: 

1. Central Texas. Conference—A geographic" area for 

which the Methodist Church sets the boundaries. Hie state of 

Texas is divided into five conferences of which the -central 

area is designated as the Central Texas Conference, 

2. Christian Education--Education sponsored by the 

church and related agencies for the development of Christian 

attitudes, skills, and understanding* 

3. Christian Workers' School—An organized class or 

group of classes taught by certified instructors where credit 

is given for training conpleted. 

4. Leadership Training Classes—A relatively small 

group of people whose purpose is improvement of leader® and 

teachers in answer to a specific need. 

5. Church School—to educational program operated by a 

local church. 

6. Co-operating; Church—A church willingly participating 

in the intensive study of its leadership education program, 

7. Ihe Discipline—The doctrines, plans, records, rules, 

and constitution of the Methodist Church. 

8. Leadership Education--Education sponsored by the 

church for the development of teachers, advisors, and sponsors. 

Hie term was used synonymously with Leadership Training in 

this study. 
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9* Workers' Conference—A program of regttlarlf-seli@4ul.efi 

meetings* in which all the church* s educational leaders 

participate. 

Limitations of the Study 

Although it is recognised that leadership in the church 

include© all workers who are serving the church in any special 

capacity, for the purpose of this study only ttee teachers and. 

officers of the church school will fee considered. 

Item the 330 churches in the Central ferns Conference# 

twenty were asked to serve m co-operating churches* fhe 

Fact Booic (8, p. 82) listing of churches by size 

of membership was used a® the basis for choice of the 

co-operating churches. Bte following categories were listed x 

(1) Church School* of 1,000 or more neaters# (a) 500 to 1,000 

members, (3) 300 to 500 motibers* and (4) ttndftp 3®0 members. 

Si© nuiaber chosen in each category was in relation to the 

nurrfber of churches in the Conference of each group, ffee 

Executive Secretary of the Conference served a$ advisor in 

the selection of representative churches. Tti& study of the 

practices, procedures* and needs in leadership education In 

the co-operating churches «as limited to the year June 1, 

to June 1, 1966. 

m e principles, goals, and recommended procedures of the 

Methodist Church ware accepted for this study, (Set Basic 

Qoals .and Objective®, Chapter XIX.) 

mailto:regttlarlf-seli@4ul.efi


fable I shows some of ttie general ehasmcteristies- of Hie 

churches selected for this study. ®ie churches are listed in 

the order of the Biz® of ohurch i»efsb©rshlp, the growth for 

both Membership and church school attendance is shown as 

mil m the WfflA>er of clashes in the church school. • 

Procedures and ®re»ti»©mt of S&ta 

Hie following procedures were used for this study t 

1. A study was made of the development of leadership 

education and of the goals , atandardg* and prwMfa&m 

for leadership education suggested by the Methodist 

<^uroh* 

2U ®&e suggested needs for leadership and leadership 

education were obtained from the staff of each 

co-operating church for the year June I, 1959# to 

tfune la i960, as follows: 

a. Schedule E-4, Appendix A, was filled out by at 

least three staff meiabers of each churchy sueh 

as the sinister# educational director* church 

school superintendent* commission on education 

chairman, or division chairmen. 

b. Interviews were held with members of each church 

staff, the church school officers, and teachers 

for additional or clarifying material. 

3. A visit was made by the .investigator to each of the 

co-operating churches to interview teachers, officers, 
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comaissiou on education members, and church staff 

aethers, One visit ima »d© during the church 

school hour to observe the teaching process and to 

t&lk with the teachers after' the Sunday mornintg 

session. Cue visit ma mi# at either a workers 

conference or cossaisaion on education meeting In 

' order to hear the plans and prohlei® of Hie 

educational program diseuaped* Often a third vlait 

was made to interview other teacher# who had not 

hern. contacted on previous visits. Swples of the 

questions asked in the interview are found in 

Appendix B, 

4, A study ma wade of the leadership education program 

of each co-operating church for the year. 

a* the following schedules were prepared! 

(l) leadership status of teachers and prospective 

teachers, (2) students' ideas of values received 

frssa individual training clauses# (3) teachers* 

evaluations of classes, (4| leadership statu#, 

of the local church, (5) change# noted by 

supervision, (6) investigators* mtlng of 

huildiiigs and equipment. (See Appendix A for 

copies of these schedules.) 

b. fables were prepared from the data collected 

with relation to: (l) the general characteristics 

of the co-operating churches, (2) current needs 
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(2) current needs of the co-operating churches, 

(3) types of training which the teachers in the 

co-operating churches would like to have 

available, (4) occupations of church school 

teachers in the co-operating churches,' 

(S) educational background of those who teach in 

the co-operating churches, (6) age groups taught 

by teachers in the co-operating churches, 

(?) teaching experience of church school workers 

in the co-operating churches, |8) time spent in 

lesson preparation by teacher© in the 

co-operating churches, (9) reading of religious 

books and magazines reported by teachers of the 

co-operating churches, {10) reported motivation 

for teaching by church school teachers of the 

co-operating churches, (11) the pastoral staff of 

the co-operating churches, (12) rotation of 

teachers and leadership education committees in 

the co-operating churches, (13) types of training 

completed by teachers from the co-operating 

churches, (14) national and jurisdictional leader-

ship training programs attended by members of the 

co-operating churches, (15) conference and 

district leadership training programs attended 

by members of the co-operating churches, 
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(16) local church training attended by menders 

of the co-operating churches, (17) Christian 

workers* schools la the Central ferns Conference 

June, 1959—-June# I960, (18) investigator Is- rating 

of buildings, equipment, and procedures used for 

leadership training, (19) kinds of training 

reported most helpful to students in leadership 

education, (20) reasons given by teachers for 

not attending Christian workers' schools, 

(21) responses to interview concerning the 

Worker®* Conference* (as) values received by 

students from leadership classes, (23) educational 

background of those certified to teach leadership 

education in the Central Texas Conference, 

m professional status of those certified to 

teach in the Central Texas Conference, 

(25) teachers' statements of objectives in 

Christian workers1 schools,. (26) teaching methods 

used in leadership classes attended by raetribers of 

the co-operating churches, (27) teachers* 

evaluation of space and exposition of the groups 

in leadership training elasses attended by 

members of the co-operating churches, (s8) local 

church staffs1 rating of their educational 

program, (29) local church staffs* rating of 

training and its value for the prograia, 
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(30) self-evaluation of the local church program, 

(31) self-evaluation of the church program as to 

training value# (32) teachers1 mm evaluation of 

improvement after training* (33) supervisors1 

observation of teachers1 improvement after 

training. 

c, Figure 1 indicates some of the procedures used in 

collecting data for this study. Schedule £-1 

Investigator 

Twenty Co-operating Churches 

Questiianimires 

Appendix A 

Interviews 

Appendix B 

Ministers • Officers teachers Jtlnisters OffjUtere femh&n 

20 61 578 20 56 443 

Fig* 1—Collection of Data 
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was given to 54# church school teachers, and 

43©, or 78 per cent* were returned* M irnnl. 

instances these schedules were handed out at a 

workers* conference or a teachers' meeting, 

sometimes by the investigator and soiaetiises by 

the pastor, educational director# or a church 

school officer, Usually the schedules were 

filled out immediately and returned* In three 

churches they were taken tion© to he filled out 

and then returned, and in one church the schedule 

w m sailed to each teacher, and the teacher in 

turn brought it to her division ehalaan, In 

saaisy instances division chaimen took the 

reeponslbility of contacting teachers who were 

absent when the questionnaix*es were given out. 

Schedule &-3 was given only to tfecwe who had 

attended a leadership class. Here, again, the 

investigator or ohurch school officer was 

responsible for handing out and collecting these 

schedules * Haturally, laany of these were the 

same teachers who had filled out Schedule E-i, 

but no record was kept of this, so the number of 

teachers indicated in Figure 1 is & total nuiaber 

of questionnaires filled out by teachers. 

Schedule £-4 was given to ministers, educational 
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directors# coassission on education chairaen, 

Îmirch school superintendents, and division 

superintendents. At least three were filled out 

fey these officials from each of the twnty 

churches. A part of this schedule was used by 

the investigator In interviews and teachers * 

saee tings to get the teachers1 evaluation of their 

program and training* 

Schedule 1*5 was filled out by each total!*? of a 

leadership class in the twenty-seven training 

opportunities participated in fey of the 

twenty churches. 

Schedule £-6 m s completed by the investigator. 

Each Christian Workers' School or local church 

leadership training class was checked for 

suitability of building, room, and 

procedures for leadership education. 

Schedule E~7 was given to some of the supervisor® of 

a representative number ©f teachers- who had 

attended leadership classes., Use supervisors 

indicated what change or lack of change was 

evidenced as a result of the training experience, 

A part of this schedule was aMo used by the 

Investigator in interviews and teachers1 meetings 

to allow the teachers to evaluate- their leadership 

progress. 
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d. She records of the conference Board of Education 

were e»»iBeMt and used for statistics and reports 

(l) on all leadership education programs where 

credit was given for courses tsk®»# (2) for the 

qualific ations and t^kspraun&i of teacher® in the 

leadership program, and (3) twe work: of the 

conference staff, the reeords of the Annual 

Conference of the ffettiodist ®i«reh were used to 

obtain the statistics used in relation to the 

twenty co-operating churches * 

3. After the data had been collected a comparison was 

• made between the present practices in leadership 

ed«o&t$o» of the local churches and fl) their 

suggested needs, and (2) the procedures suggested by 

the Methodist Church, "Then conclusions were drawn 

as to whether the local churches were meeting their 

mm18 in leadership education and Aether they had 

reached the standards of procedure set by the 

Method!et Church. Suggestions are wt&e for iĵ noired 

practices in the local churches, to help thera meet 

their needs, and to further approach the standards 

of the HethodiBt Church. 

Belated Studies 

SOB® significant studies have been iaade which deal either 

directly or indirectly with the leadership education program 
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of the Method!8t Church. Howard Grimes (3) a&d* an 

historical study of the use of laymen in taw Methodist 

Church, Attention was centered on uhy la^aen are nsM in the 

church unci stressed the increasing s?e-3Luetarns© ©a the part of 

laymen to accept such responsibility even though training 

opportunities have increased,• 

Ssthitr Johneon (4) analyzed the development of teacher 

tfalnlag in tlit junior department of the Madison Avenue 

Presbyterian Church- However, the Johnson research deals 

only with help received through Presbyterian Materials, m 

it would not directly relate to this type of study, 

John Dean JfeDowell developed guides for «m in 

desionstration schools (7). Shis la xaore of m analysis of 

the principle of Christian education and, therefore, is not 

the same kind of approach to the problem of leadership 

education* 

feorge. Henry ̂ orapson worked out a handbook for 

leadership development in the church (12), but it deals sore 

with materials to be used in a training program, thus it 

would not meet the needs of this study. 

Etymon*! M. Redden studied lay leadership in Southern 

Baptist Churches (10), As Kith other studies cited, it was 

designed to laeet the needs of a different group, especially 

to j>fomote the development of a philosophy of leadership 

eduofttioo* 
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Olivia Pearl Stokes analyzed the leadership program for 

Baptists at Harlem, Mew York (11), Since this program was 

designed to fit Negro churches whose leaders had little 

opportunity for training* it would t»v# no specific bearing 

on this study* 

Other relate*! studies will t*# mentioned in Chapter IX, 

along with a discussion of the development of leadership 

education and its plaee in the MethMist Church today. 

Basic goals and objectives of the Methodist Church, as well 

as specific needs of tfee treaty co-operating churches, will 

be gi^ea in Chapter 111, Chapter IV will ©xaMne the current 

practtoes la leadership education. Chapter V will compare 

the goal® and standard® of the ifetfeodist Church and the 

needs of the local churches with the current practices in 

each of the co-operating churches. Chapter WX will give a 

suaaary, suggestions for further study, and the conclusions 

of this study. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE DSVELOFME»T OF feSADBRSHXP EJMCM1QM 

m *$m wammm cmmm 

Understanding leadership 

Hi© twentieth century has been characterized by changes 

In concepts and skills in all areas of living. Not the least 

of these is the change in the concept of leadership and the 

increasing: deaand for more leadership skills on the part of 

more people, She use of leadership is not new, but the study 

of tti# art of leadership im$ according t© laird* He aaya, 

"I spent nearly a quarter of a century in universities and 

never saw a course in leadership listed" (28, p. lx). Hhere 

are many social forces that influence leadership development, 

according to Id-verlght (30# pp. 6~ll), Sow® of these ares 

(1) co®i>lexifcies of laodcrn life, (2) urbanisation, (3} mass 

media dependence# and {4} the concept of bigness. He further 

points out that training techniques are not publicised, and 

the pleasures and |oya of leadership to lead are not brought 

to the attention of most people. 

Leadership Btflxwl 

the term leadei'ship has been defined in various ways. 

According to fead {4l# p. 20), on© definition includes both 

the task of working with the individual and working with a 

ao 
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group. He says, "Leadership Is the activity of influencing 

people to co-operate toward some goal which they come to find 

desirable," To Oerth and Mills (14, p. 405} leadership Is a 

relationship between those who are led and the leader, and 

because of the influence of the leader those led either feel 

or act differently than they otherwise would, Oibb (15, p. 879) 

insists that the term leadership can only be applied when it is 

shared direction. Snowies (27, p. 17) feels that leadership 

is a shifting and dynamic concept that cannot be adequately 

defined, but is "an Interactional phenomenon," 

the Findings of the Behavioral Sciences 

Although the role of the leader is interpreted in various 

ways by studies In the field of leadership, most of the 

findings agree that (l) leadership implies certain kinds of 

authority, (2) the leader is largely dependent on group 

dynamics, and (3) co-operation with group members is essential. 

the leadership trait theory.--She earliest studies of 
liWKrtilllMUmiHIli XWIiWII TTWliiliWillWpriHiBttMliltPiaWi; 

leadership were chiefly concerned with the personality traits 

of the leader, according to Oogue and Fleishman (16, pp. 318-30), 

In 1940 Bird (2) found seventy-nine leadership traits mentioned, 

In twenty different studies, but only a few of these traits 

were common to six or more of the studies, ®lbb (15, p. 889) 

held that there was no consistent pattern of traits that would 

characterize leaders, but he went on to say that a survey of 

recent trait studies would indicate the personality of the 
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leader does sake a difference la the way the group behaves or 

acts* 

One author (if , pp. 40-41) feels that mlsunderstanding 

of the word trait has resulted in an Inadequate except of 

the leader's role. He insists that personality traits are 

not similar to physical traits, but should be treated as a 

"deep giving, persisting motivation, to iaw degree 

unconscious, which may produce variable behavior." fead 

(41, pp» 111-112.) says the rola of today1# leader should 

include the following i (1) the leader oust have an 

understanding that he should mt be too far ahead of those 

he lesde, (@) the Imd^r should be conservative, but also 

ever alert for new and better ways of doing things and for 

new things to do,. (3) the leader must believe is hi® 

ability and self-sigja.ficanceji but he nust also be content to 

be himself and not to feel that he must appear as someone 

el?s@, (4) h& cannot deceive others for long, and honesty of 

personality will serve Mm better, (5) the leader who can 

feel comfortable only when he can dotsLtaate the situation 

should interpret his feelings as a danger signal. Knowles 

(27* PP. 19-21) declares that the leader must believe in other 

people enough to help them grow. Exploitation has no place 

in democratic leadership. People themselves constitute a very 

laport&nt value. 
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situational theory of leadership, —«Aa the concept of 

leadership changed fro© the importance of leadership traits 

to the sitnational theory, Jennings suggested that individuals 

who emerge as leader© in one group laagr not in another# and no 

one leader has all the successful attributes (26, p. 23), 

She adds s "Leadership appears as a process in which not on© 

individual has a ma^or role, but in which relatively many 

shore*" Frank (12# p* 45) feels that {l) the leader must 

accept his role m a genuine and sincere individual with 

personal cossaitment to the group, (2) he stusit have the 

capacity to mature, {3) he must be able to share, (4) h© 

mint understand the goals of the group, and (5) h® must 

utilize the channels of cofiimunieation that hold the group 

together. 

led! (37* pp. 573-96) did a series of axgwrlmnts in 

which he combined situational dynamics with analyses of the 

leader1 s personality. He felt that, although it is important 

in the study of leadership to note what the leader brings to 

a group, what others contribute must also be considered. 

As the problem of leadership became better understood, . 

more attention was placed on leadership m a function of the 

group rather than on the personality of th© leader. Studies 

by Cartwrlght and Zander (4, p. 538) indicated two functions, 

(l) goal achievement, and (2) group maintenance as essential 

to the leadership structure of the group. Other studies 



emphasised not only the leader traits and the fmotions of 

the group, but also the situation (15# p. 901} • 

the kind of environment that aneouragee leadership* a# 

reported by Hoas and Hendry {39, p. 98), should Include 

sharing of le®y§erahi33 tasks* bringing ©f issues and profcletsa 

to the group, and eoHopwnttlve worfe toward • inproveioent of 

instruction, Individual group Mft»ex*8 mist be helped to 

realise their highest potential* Th® social cXSmtm should 

he friendly and. lnf orml. Htus# the situational theory of 

leadership tn&lmtm that leadership can he recognised and 

tee tad only in the kinds of aittaatlone in which it la expected 

to function* 

i»ics approach to »*She varioue 

roles that a leader m y use are summarised briefly by Knowlea 

(27, p, 12) as shifting away frcua the notion that the "leader 

la one who plans for, thinks for, takes the responsibility 

for, and directs other people* toward the notion that the 

leader is primarily a eanvener* trainer, and oo-ordlnator for 

one group." Siis kind of leadership is reflected in tee group 

dynamics approach* Kurt Lewin (4, pp* $58-61) la credited 

with developing this concept into its present form. With a 

group of associates he measured three elements of group 

leadershipt democratic, authoritarian, and laissez-faire. 

Wien these were measured in teiws of productivity and impersonal 

relatione, It was found that the group was more effective if 
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democratic, dese same authors go ©a to any that this Idea 

would Indicate a© permanent or long-term leader, but the group 

would operate on a principle that follows its own design, 

under such a plm each person may be m lewtep for awhile a® 

he serves the whole group* The iraplication of this idea is 

that leadership is not so much what on© individual does as 

what helps the group move in the direction it wishes to go. 

Although this may be a goal toward which the group works, in 

actual practice leadership is a term used to designate a 

function exercised by one person who is the primary influence 

on the group. Since most groups are slow to accept the group 

goal process, the term "group dynaiaics" should be restricted 

to a study of the forces at work within a group of people 

who are engaged in a common ta.sk,, although it has been 

loosely applied to all kinds of group activity (36). 

Sj© whether he knows it or not, is largely 

dependent upon group dynamics, reports Little (29, p. 16). 

®3ere are forces at work within the group that m y vitalise 

or demoralize, unify or disintegrate the group. 

toss and Hendry (39* p. 35) maratrtsft some of the 

findings of social scientists in the study of leadership by 

saying s "Leadership is an aspect of group life, m 

institution itiiels develops in all types of social 

organisation, a form which is recognized and more accepted by 

all iseiabers of organisations." Hheae saiae authors {39, p. 36) 
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add that "any co85>rehensive theory of leadership must take 

into account the fact ttiat roles in groups teal to be 

structured,, arid that the leadership role is related to 

personality factors, to the attitudes and needs of the group# 

and to the situation*" 

Hallenbeek (22, p. T) Indicates that the difference In 

what a leader Is and what he does depends on tos»r he got to fee 

a la-ad#!?* what functions he '1® ftsgre&ted to pspfora* and Um 

^hamoter and pwpom of hie group* Thm* It » « © that a© 

adequate theory of leadership involves -all three of the above 

©oneepts* Sa this study use will be iaa.de of the three m 

ttajgr apply to church leadership. 

leadership Education in the Church 

Since the days of John Wesley and the founding of 

Jfethodism* laysien In the church have hê n encouraged to 

transrait the Christian heritage by formal teaching and 

exauple (10, pp, 3-6). wffie process of finding and training 

layaon m workers in the church is leadership education," 

according to eN*yim (21, p. 9). fhis ass» author goes on to 

say that "ths content of leadership education is to be found 

(1) in a study of hurnn behavior, (2) a thorough knowledge 

and understanding of the Christian message, and (3) gradual 

mastery of th© most successful methods to b© used in directing 

the teaching-training process." 
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McKibben (34, p. 35) Indicates that many forces act upon 

and inf luence the nature of the church school group. Some of 

them are more or less sel f -evidents the teacher; ft® children.; 

youth* or adults that make up the group being taught; the 

physical environment--whether we l l equipped or spacious 

enough; the tasks to he performed; and the pwj'pose of the 

group, A group i s a lso influence# by the personal i ty probleias 

o f the group, i t s s ize, the s p i r i t o f the gmKM3X«r amI the 

kinds of contro l previously used on the gw^up. Curatttigghaii (9) 

says a small town group may bo cohesive and the mashers expect 

to work we l l together,, tfoereaa i n a c i t y cfeuroti the meisbers 

raay not knew each other outside the church and fee l no cense 

of eo~ej»emt£©n nor have a senn i t i v i t y to each other 's needs. 

However, there might be resentments and Jealousies i n the 

saaXl group that would destroy the coheBlvenoss, wt&Xe i n the 

larger group a sense of the importance of the work to be done 

might resu l t i n a c lose ly -kn i t group. Mil of the in terac t ing 

forces must be taken i n t o consideration, by the church, fhese 

forces w i l l tend to determine the type of leader personal i ty 

needed and the t ra in ing that w i l l help produce a more 

successful group. I n cooler to help the loca l church develop 

i t a own leadership, the Methodist Church has delegated the 

various educational tasks to agencies which, i n turn, are 

responsible f o r the t ra in ing px*ograra. 
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9l«g Begnonaible for leadership Mug at Ion 

fh@ teneral Conference of the Hethodist Church makes 

plans for the work of the church In accordance with the 

Discipline {20)# but the work, is administered through eight 

general boards, each to auperviae its mm. area* Figure 2 

shows how the work is divided so that it can be adequately 

handled* Hi# general Board of Education is the agency which 

supisrviseii the educational work of the church throughout the 

IMited States. Many times the Board of Education works in 

co-operation with other boards on projects related to Christian 

Education tooth in the Wnited States and in other countries* 

In general, however, this study will toe confined to that 

portion of the church's task which is supervised toy the 

General Board of Education. 

The General Board of Education is e m M M as follows f 

All of the active bishops who are residing in the ̂ bited 

States $ one minister, ©tie layiaan, and one youth representative 

from each Jurisdiction and one asinister and one layman from 

each 400,000 aaeiribera or major fraction thereof (10# p, 348). 

Hie extent of the responsibility of the Board of Education is 

very broad indeed, for the Methodist Church has always been 

education Minded, Shie Board sets up a program through which 

it hopes to cany out the educational work of Hie entire 

church. Use Board has the responsibility of training both 
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clerical and lay leaders for the entire church* She goal it 

has to. work toward is i "a well qualified teacher in every 

class in every church school and a trained person in every 

office" (43, p. 56). 

®i© Board of Education is constantly seeking ways to 

improve Christian education for the entire church. A higher 

level of effectiveness might be possible if the following 

suggestions of the Board were followed; 

Instead of including education as one of several 
phases of tfoe program of the church such as evangelism, 
missions, stewardship, and the like, education belongs 
in another category* It is a procedure, not a content 
or program phase as is stewardship or evangelism. It is 
a way of bringing these things about. 

Christ commanded his disciples to preach, to 
witness, and to teach. Siese are the basic, scriptural 
channels along which the gospel is eojmmnlcated. *Bie 
pulpit and the church school (which i® the church 
engaged in teaching) both oust carry the full sessage 
Of Christianity and as such both must b© available to 
evex»jr tatuw in the local church, 

fti® denominations in America which are growing and 
serving dramatically are those denominations which'have 
discovered and are following this truth. Methodism has 
been slow to recognize the full implications of the 
great, Christ coisaa&nded trinity of preaching, teaching, 
and witnessing as the way to acccapliBh the divine 
purpose for which the church exists. • , » If Methodism 
as a whole would turn to its Church School and exact its 
full potential, our denomination* s service to our Master 
would dramatically increase (38, p. 113), 

fhe work of the Board of Education (43, p. 51) is 

divided into three main departments: (l) th# Division of 

Educational Institutions, (a| the Editorial Division, and 

(3) Division of the Local Church, The Mvision of 

Educational Institutions takes care of training the clerical 
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leaders of the church and, therefore* is not a part of this 

study, through Its Editorial Division the Board attempts to 

give a curricula® to all the churches, which in turn 

strengthens the whale pmgm® of the ehuroh, and provides, a 

unifor® basis for study and training of teachers. "The basic 

purpose of the educational program of the church Is not tee 

attainment of any specific external objective, but the 

stimulation and guidance of the total growing life of the 

church in a Christian Hanner" (43, p. 57). 

Hie Division of the Local Church is the department tn©'»t 

closely related to this study, as indicated in the Discipline 

of the Methodist Church, Its function la as followst 

fit* Division of the Iiocal Church shall develop a 
e©fflprehensive mid unified program. of Christian 
education vhieh shall lead to coM&tiaent to Christ 
and mtabmmMp in his Church and to a knowledge of 
the Holy Scriptures, the Christian religion# and 
the Christian Church. In cooperation with the 
Mitori&l Division it shall seek to inform the 
church on all phases of church school work; shall 
establish am4 maintain standard j shall co-operate 
with the Curriculum Committee in &rternining the 
curriculum of the church school, including the 
courses of leadership educationi and give direction 
to a comprehensive and unified program of Christian 
education in the local church, It shall provide for 
Instruction in the local church (10, p. 367). 

She Division of the Local Church is a service agency 

providing leadership, help, and resources for Christian 

education workers in their own local churches (10), $& 

order to carry out the vast work that is necessary in 

providing guidance for local churches, the Division of the 
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who hold positions of leadership and who are regarded as 

essential to church organization {38# pp. 112-113)» 

The Department of General Church School Work cooperates 

with the other departments in developing Christian education 

in the church. However, the department with special 

responsibility in the area of this study is that of 

Leadership Education, which acta in an advisory capacity to 

all local and conference training programs (43, p. 43). 

fhe Central Texas Conference, as required by the 

Discipline of the Methodist Church (10, p. 382), carries out 

its program of Christian education through a Conference Board 

of Education. The executive secretary of the Conference Board 

of Education has general responsibility for the promotion of 

the work of the board and supervision of its other staff 

members (10, p. 381). He works very closely with the district 

officers and committees, giving advice in regard to the work 

of the local churches whenever requested. His guidance will 

be reflected often in the reports later in this paper. 

In addition to the conference staff, further provision 

is made for help on the district level. The Conference Board 

of Education makes suggestions as to the district 

organization. ThiB Board usually proposes that the District 

Superintendent give centralized leadership for the whole 

district, and then a district staff is appointed, including a 

district director of children's work, a district director of 

youth work, a district director of adult work, and any others 
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that are desired, fhe function of this staff, lay os? 

ministerial, is to help the work of Christian education in 

the district in every way possible, Bie help given in local 

churches nrt.ll vary with the person selected, the ©aphasia 

placed ©11 the mrk by the district superintendent, and the' 

Conference executive secretary (43). 

Since the local congregation is the basic unit of church 

organization, it is here that the leadership program reaches 

the people, m m Methodist Church (6, p. 38) suggests the 

Plan &f organisation pictured in Figure 3* in order that the 

local church way be in harmony with the denomination as a 

whole. M mis plan indicates, the Quarterly Conference is 

the body of control in the local church to whleh all other 

church groups are responsible. The Official Board is the 

administrative body, and it, in turn, delegates specific work 

to coBSBissions and committees, 5he educational program is 

under the direction of the Gowission on Mucation, which 

tmkes general plans for and directs the church school program, 

keeping the church inforaed about the Christian education 

program. 

fh© meabera of the Commission are elected by the 

Quarterly Conference and Include, because of the offices they 

already hold.# the pastor, church school superintendent^ 

membership and cultivation superintendent, the three division 

superintendents, church school secretary, church lay leaders. 
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director of education, music director, ana, in- addition, on© 

pemon elected toy ttie Hethodiet Youth Fellowship, «na fey the 

Ifawit1'® Society of Christian Service, and one fey the Methodist 

Men and several meiabers at large, fhe Coimilssion in siaall 

churches is often coiabined with the Workers' Conference. All 

church school teach#r« awl officers then besom© members and 

do the work for both groups, MoKibben (34, p* 48} points out. 

He goes on to say that the eosmisslon Itself saj be divided 

into coumlttdes, the one especially related to this study 

is a leadership education coximtttee responsible for 

«n3£*tnef»t# recruitment, and training of leader® needed for 

carrying -out the educational work of the church, . 

$be Wooers1 Conference is wa.de up of all teachers, 

officer®, and walkers in the church school and mtees teamwork 

possible among the classes and organisations of the church 

school. Flans aye made cm how to do the work laid out by the 

Gmmlmim m Bducation. It slight toe said that the Comalssion 

sets the goals and the Workers1 Conference carries them out in 

detail* Soswtiitea in larger churches much of the planning i@ 

clone in departmental meetings, but, however divided, it should 

help temhmm and worker# do a better Job of educating the 

ehureh (3^# pp. 48-5^)» Each department of th© church should 

test? what -the other is doing# and meetings of the Workers' 

Conference jaa$ce this possible. These meetings also provide 

opportunity for use of resource person® in the development 

of better teaching. 
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Crossland (7) indicates that in the plan of the Methodist 

Church the pastor occupies the place of greatest responsi-

bility. He a#1! only has charge of all the services of the 

ohurch* but moBt of the officers of the church are nominated 

by hlra. He is an ex~officio meaner of all committees and 

often la the only one who has made any plans «r given any 

thought to the program before the ccaaaittee meets. Whatever 

personal leadership power he has adds to the significance of 

his office.* 5he people look to M » for puisne# and more 

willingly carry out plans that he upholds and 

*Bm Methodist Church raeoOTiteMa that all committees and 

officers, including the leadership education coiaBiittee under 

th@ Couiaission on Education, take the people of the church. 

into their confidence that they aay gain theii* co-operation 

in the plans feeing suggested* She plans should already tmv© 

been carefully made* and only such projects as are definitely 

needed should be suggested to the church as a whole (6). 

Since all local Methodist Churches are ejected to make plans 

with the same general objectives to guide the% a ewertcvOm 

was developed to assist them. 

for leadership Mucafioh 

flie curriculum or educational plan of the church is built 

to carry out the objectives of Christian education* thereby 

indicating what needs to be accomplished and providing guidance 
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on tile criteria for the selection of the M M of experience 

and learning activities that are to be included (21). fh© 

cxxrrimlvm designed for use in leadership adue*t£QK! grew out 

of an attest to help 'teachers grow in slsill and knowledge. 

Concern for the training of teachers has been shared by all 

denominations,. according to Grimes (19, p# 3US2}«- for some 

years the interest in training teachers was carried on by the 

International Sunday School Association which wade a great 

contribution through suggestions to churches, and in great 

part through courses carried on through suggested reading in 

one-volume books #ap#eially prepared for this traJJdng. fhe 

International Sunday School A»©'eiatioia also sponsored soae . 

GowiiMiity training School® of RtiUgltm* Sdncation# Schools of 

^principles tad Methods with provision for granting special 

certificates# and the Standard Teacher Course |T* 6). 

Opines (19) «j»orts that in 1925 a GonKltttoei on leader* 

ship training was created under the National Ootgnell of 

Churches to combine the work formally done fey several 

organizations and to standardise the curriculum. 8b* 

Standard Esther draining Course was adopted for us®# with 

oaif revisions, additions, and deletions. By 1935 the 

IVaining Course w » called the Standard leadership Curricula 

and ha® continued since to help all denttKUBt&ttip fey 

publishing and promoting adequate text and source aaterials. 

®te curriculum has been broadened in many areas because the 
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original plans were in need of constant ©Image and development 

through til® years to meet current needs audi interests (6, p, 272), 

Th® Consul ttee on Leadership draining (21, p. 0) was responsible 

for til© selection and adoption of the eight objectives of 

Christian S&weatioa which all denoaiimtlofi nesfcers of the 

Ocmneil of Churches use in the <teveXopn»At of' their 

MtoMtlonftl program* All elsurohes of this group continue to 

eoHgwrate in training schools, both national and local, la 

publishing books and materials to aid teachers, in conferences 

to rs~think the philosophy of Christian ed»«atio% and to share 

1tse methods and, skill to put the new philosophy into- practice. 

Standards nag* ««t for credits issued by the council and the 

denominations (20). She masber of these credits given has 

steadily increased through the years. 

fh® Mstbodist Church has ea-opepated with the National 

Council of Church#® in providing opportunity for growth and 

traLsttag for leaders, through use of the Standard leadership 

Ciirrlcultsa {32} and th* use of ©bjeetives and standards for 

schools and ft&iislng set up by the Council, with &qqe& 

additions and points of eupb&Bls partleultrly related to 

Methodism. Ste use of Standard Leadership Courses is only 

one way by which workers can be helped, but it is an important 

one because the best of all the knowledge, abilities, and 

resources in leadership education of all desmimtlons is 

used., She Standard Leadership Curriculum (32) is also the 
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most widely used method and plan of leadership education and 

la the source of set standards in curriculum and training, 

Ifte curriculum of the Methodist Church is revised 

periodically, the last revision having been completed in 

1959. As a result of such study# some courses were 

discontinued, others revised, and new ones developed. 

Changes were made in Phe Manual for Christian Workers' 

Schools (32) to give more aid in planning. A new section 

listing the courses recommended for each worker in the church 

school has been added. Also, a new pattern has been 

developed for long-range planning to meet more effectively 

the needs of the workers who attend. Suggestions are made 

for courses for a four-year period for both large and small 

schools so that duplication might be avoided, and a more 

complete coverage of content and method courses can be 

used (32). Courses and textbooks are selected from those 

approved by the national Council of Churches or the General 

Board of Education of the Methodist Church. 

She Standard leadership Curriculum and the courses in 

Leadership Education of the Methodist Church are of two 

levelst First Series Courses# with a minimum of five hours of 

class time, designed in general for those taking first 

training and needing to start on a simplified course and type 

of material; Second Series Courses* with a minimum of ten 

hours of class time designed for more advanced study and 
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material (32). She Manual for Christian Workers' Schools (32) 

lists all of the leadership education eour&es- as follows $ 

Group X General Courses 

1. Religion in Personal and Social Life (6 courses) 

2# fise Mfele (10 oourfrea) 

3. $he Church (13 courses) 

4, Psychology and Method for Church Leaders 

(9 courses) 

5» Missionary Mue&tion (6 course) 

6* Canning (l course) 

irotip IX Children1 s Division Courses 

1* Cfeneral Courses for All Workers with Children 

(6 courses) 

2, Working with Hursery ChiMreti '{3 courses) 

3* Working with KindexTgarten Children (3 courses) 

4, Working with Primary Children (3 courses) 

5. Woriclng with Junior Boys and Girls |3 courscs) 

® » u p X X I Youth Division Courses 

1. Courses for Mult Workers with Youth (12 courses) 

2. Courses for Youth {6 courses) 

Group 2? Adult Division Courses 

1, divisional Courses (6 courses) 

2. Christian family Courses (4 eourses) 

&roup V leadership Development Course {1 course) 

Gr©up ¥X Administration (2 oourags) 
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Courses are regarded as units of work which are separate, 

distinct, and complete in themselves, and credits are given 

in each course to students who satisfactorily ocntplete the 

requirements • Credit Is received if the studenfci have 

maintained regular attendance, are over fifteen years of age., 

»»d reecwateisdê  texts, and fulfilled the required out-of-class 

activities suggested fey the instructor, Zocal churehea m & 

workers1 schools are encouraged to maintain careful records 

for future reference in planning of programs, provision for 

publicity, and reports of classes*. 

Hi® Department of Leadership Education hag maintained 

various means of supervision to meet high standards. These 

are indicated in nethods used to accredit deans and teachers, 

including the preteaching statement regarding plans for 

teaching the course and the postteaching report of how it 

actually worked out. There is direction through the "Leaders1 

Guide" which gives suggestions on meeting the needs of classes 

In each area of study, fexttoooira and materials are listed, 

and, if a teacher wants to use other than those reeoiisaended., 

he must clear the substituted material with the Department 

of Leadership Bdue&tion {32, 38}. 

Since so much depends upon the quality of teaching in a 

Christian Workers' School, the Department of leadership 

Education has set certain desirable qualifications for 

instructors* fhese are listed in the Manual for Christian 
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Worker®1 Schools so that every school may ê phasisse them* 

1. Be an active Christian, & mmfeer of the church, 
and: a participant in the ongoing program of 
Christian education. 

2. Have a good education and fee acquainted with 
important trends in religious a M social life, 
(MSoat certified instructors are college graduates} 
in fiotae cases, wide experience and study nay 
compensate for lack of college work.} -

3. Be thoroughly familiar with the content, purposes, 
•and policies of the educational program of Hie 
Methodist Church, 

4. Be familiar with current books in the field of 
religious education and psychology, and of the 
course to be taught. 

f>* Rave had special training and experience in the 
field of the course to be taught. 

6. Be able to uee affective educational 
procedures (32* pp. 20-21), 

Extreme care should be exercised in staking preparation 

for teaching in a Leadership School, according to ffae Manual 

fox* Christian Workers' Schools (32, p» 21)«, Shore will be 

only a few short periods, so the best possible use must be 

aa<4© of the time available. There is much to be covered, so 

the exact purpose of the course must be adhered to lest the 

time be wasted. The people who attend the classes come from 

wide and varied backgrounds and experiences; therefore, the 

teacher isust be prepared to motivate each one. 

The Conference Executive Secretary and the General Board 

of Education will help la any way possible to better prepare 

the teacher. Hi© following steps are recommended for 

certification* 

1* Hec oaaaenda tions are ias.de to the Board by the 

Executive Secretary on a blank, giving data about 
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the prospective teacher's quallflcatlona s M 

expert enaefi. 

2. k letter of invitation to teach m<& a plan blank 

are sent tran the iDeparineAf; of jteEOership S&ieatioi* 

With & "teatier®1 Qulde1' for & coarse, 

3* 2h€ prospftet&ve teacher auntie his teaching plan to 

be reviewed, and a constructive report is made on It. 

Careful preparation is neoeasAgy to be acceptable. 

In scMitioti to the &u& revolvements for 

instructors in a Christian Itaefcers* School, or*® who teaches 

a laboratory o3Las& must make further detailed plan® for 

teaching approve# by the lfeparta#iit or &$a4e?»&£$ atoeattoft* 

$hl9 is essential since guiding student touchers is a aonble 

teaching load, audi plans .Must h& M&qimi® (32# p. $). 

educational program is developed & M cawtftal out on the baalc 

of a philosophy of leitttership eiiuoailosi mrlcetl out by the 

Methodist Church. 

^ Btea tion 

J M 2£ raersitiisg practices 

ami. principles arc essential to acquiring adequate leadership, 

CMSmm believes <21, p. 34). If recruitment is done In the 

woifig way, it makes training that such harder* Motivation of 

the r#cnaiterss as well as those feeing recruited, is essential. 



la his study Orimes {19# pp. 125-27) reports the problem 

of motivation for church school trailing and teaching cannot 

toe separated fro® the larger issue of motivation for Christian 

service# Frequently, workers will agree to serve on a 

coasaittee, aaher^ teach# or do some other task because they 

consider it their duty, or they feel that it will place the* 

in the spotlight of recognition, or someone has talked the® 

into doing sew. task. Securing people to take twining to 

teach is not nearly so likely to be a result of such motivation* 

although it could be* Undoubtedly, there are people teaching 

who feel Mist they need some special training or ability for 

the Job, This is also true of other positions of leadership* 

Orimes points out that the question of motivation is not 

a new one* Back in l8ld the leaders of the Sunday School 

talon worried about finding enough people willing to serve as 

church leaders, and the problem has continued to plague 

church pastor® and educational committees ever since, In 

view of thin continuing problem the Leadership Education 

Division of the Methodist Church (38, p, 134) suggests that) 

(1) the method used for making an appeal to recruits should 

be given careful study, {2) those in charge of the enlistment 

program should learn what motivates people to teach, and 

(3) the appeal should be founded on the great concerns of the 

church that wast be met. eunninghaw (9) suggests that some 

will answer an appeal because they feel that a congenial 
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human cosfpanionship may develop, some are motivated by the 

possibilities of ©10 lob before them, some nay answer any 

public appeal, and some will feel that it is an opportunity 

for service. 

Enlisting co-workers is a slow task and wist be diligently 

parawed, ftiere is such a rapid turnover in church school 

workers, according to Sharrill {̂ 40, p. 131)# Wfortiug in a 

recent survey, that aore than half of the workers have been in 

office for tm years or legs, Jtay times this can be accounted 

for by the "twaA to mouth basis" of recruitment, He further 

points out that one of the greatest contributions to be made 

by a church school superintendent may be in the recruiting 

and developing of leaders. Sherrill feels that on an average 

one complete turnover in every five years could be avoided 

with the proper selection of recruits. 

Good recruitment practices and good training methods go 

hand in hand, there have been many suggestions offered and 

new ideas put to work in this area of thinking within recent 

years, She following plans have been tried successfully and 

are recoaanended by the Methodist Church (25)» 

(1) Recruit for short periods of time, Uiis gives the 

new leader an opportunity honestly to try without pressure of 

a long-tem Job. 

(2) Uhdergird with resource persons. This not only 

gives the new teacher help in the preparation of material, but 
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gives Mas a much needed shame to observe how other people 

teach, and it becomes an essential part of the training 

program, 

13) Recruit on the basis of" the task to be performed 

and the abilities of the person to whom the appeal is made* 

(4) Use the loaders1 covenant or pledge of consecration 

sight give the task the proper perspective in the minds of the 

teachers or leaders. It is suggested that the pastor firat 

explain the task without miniffiiEiiig its. obligation or the 

difficulties of the work* 

(5) Mk& certain that the church eoMitt&e or persons 

doing the enlisting are those whose loyalty and intelligence 

-are of the highest calibre. Each of these persons should be 

completely faailiar with the church's plan for recruitment 

and training* 

(6) Care should be taken that standard® are not set 

higher than the actual requirements for the task. Oils sounds 

at firfrt like a contradictlon of the previous suggestions, 

but it is not. It could be illustrated by a situation where 

the standards called for creativity, but the ^ob is routine. 

A creative person night soon becowe dissatisfied and be less 

proficient than one who enjoys routine Jobs. 

Since the manner of recruitment is m Jjqportant as 

training, enlisting should be done in the name of the church, 

for it is an opportunity in relationship to the church, says 

McKlbben {34, p. 136). 
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Cunningham (9) suggests that the church keep a file of 

the church membership, listing their areas of former and 

present service, their talents and interests, and their past 

training. Such a file would help the recruitment committee 

in their search for future workers. McKibben (34) adds that 

an inventory of Jobs and the qualifications needed by the 

person to fill the Job would be helpful. 

It Is pointed out in ted Qladly Serve (1, p, 23) that In 

enlisting workers for the church it Is best to start with the 

material available. There is m point in waiting for a 

talented person to ccaae on the scene. It is better to train 

those who are already there to accomplish the task. Ihere is 

great need to see the latent potential In pmpl® in the 

church* There should be a continual search for good qualities 

In people that can be brought out and developed* 

Sherrill p» 134) made a study of the ages of people 

most often recruited to teach. Sis findings indicated that 

the age most often neglected was that below thirty. • He says 

that only one worker in seven was below thirty, while one in 

five was over fifty, and suggests that churches would do well 

to seek more workers from young parents and young adults In 

the business world. However, he indicates that even with 

many over fifty now teaching, this age group may still 

provide an added source of leadership since early retirement 

has given more free tiiae to many people. 



0wynn (21# pp. 3»~37) point® out other areas to use in 

recruitment* Be suggest© that the vacation church school is 

often a source of new leadership. Be adds, also, that parents 

will often teach classes while their children are in church 

school» Sometimes this stems from a desire to devote tine to 

the church because of the children.1 s interest# as well as 

their own. 

Harner (24, pp. 56-72) adds that, although the process of 

selecting leaders doeu not appear to be leadership training, 

it has a training off-act and ©an he an effective tool of 

leadership training if the criteria by which leaders are 

selected are explicitly and widely discussed* fhis would 

clarify in the minds of the group the kinds of leaders they 

want to have and to become. One of the most difficult 

problems in selecting leaders is selecting adequate information 

about individuals being considered, this same author goes on 

to esqjlaln. Group self-training will help them since the group 

would be constantly collecting information about the leadership 

abilities of all its members. 

31*6 philosophy of education for leadership. — A leader 

must not only be motivated and enlisted, he mmt also be 

trained, mere are ©any said varied means of training, all of 

which can be useful to the church leadership program* 

Training means should be within easy reach of the trainee, 

according to Gwynn (21). He needs to understand the goals of 
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the. group that he may pass them on to those lie beaches. He 

apftt b9 «ML» t o st imulate learningi therefore, he should he 

4ble to crest© situations f o r learning ami guide to 

' satisfactory solutions. He must fee able to pose problems 

which stimulate a deslro to learn (1 , p. 16). 

The learner should have opportunity to observe others in 

Wtloii and to a s s o c i a t e with great leaders. Care should be 

taken that the learner does not IssLtate a leader whose methods 

are ineffective (9)* ®»e learner also needs access to a 

, considerable store of inforaation, and & broad, range of 

lUl fofmt ion to cope with a variety of imprvdic table 

situations, It i s not p o s s i b l e In one lifetime* t o give a 

trainee firsthand experience in every possible situation he 

might encounter. Instead, he should have certain bodies of 

knowledge so that he can use basic principles in solving 

problems as- they arise. Ability to see r e la t ionsh ips and 

»ake applications i s basic to good leadership, according to 

fead (41, p, 127). f h l s ability i s closely related to 

Intelligence, enabling the leader to aee analogies quickly 

and t o pick out the salient f ac tors in hi© experience and 

observation which may shed l i g h t on the current situations. 

Crossland (?) suggests that he should be given access to 

books, magazinesand printed material that will give folia the 

b e s t information possible. Periods of specific instruction 

and guided reading dealing with techniques and bodies of 

content which will be helpful should be provided. 
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the presentation of fact® is not the whole of training, 

teaming involve® the whole person* It is an active 

experience (41, pp. 142-43)« Vleth expresses the necessity 

of training experience, by saying: 

Training is essential to effective Christian 
service. If church schools were conducted by 
professional workers, we Might eispeet theai t® be 
trained before they are called into service. 
Depending as it does on voluntary workers, the 
church must assume responsibility for training 
than. A training program is an important part of 
the curriculum of Christian education (44, p. 188). 

Cunningham (9) suggests that teacher training and 

supervision must go beyond the imparting of information. It 

must be the kind of training that provides self-egression 

and self-examination that will result in self <*underatanding 

and redemptive changes within the self* Suoh changes will 

come from interaction in small face-to-face groups and will 

make possible the development of new skills in working with 

personalities (8). 

Hie Methodist Church has planned extensively for the 

training of workers (l, 25). the program involves many 

agencies through which it® content Is made available to 

church leadership* In the educational leadership program of 

the Methodist Church there are at least six separate kinds of 

opportunities t (1) formal courses, involving many different 

kinds of content, administered under the auspices of the 

Department of leadership Education through loeal church classes j 

(2) formal conference®, assemblies, institutes, and other group 
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meetings which include not only formal courses, but many other 

opportunities for growing in understanding, skill, Inspiration, 

and knowledge, as mil m for fellowships % {5) an increasing 

number of laboratory schools and classes, also under the 

auspices of the Department of Leadership Education* {4} a 

great many conferences, institutes, discussion groups, 

workshops, and other "Informal" agencies held by representatives 

from the Department of leadership Education i from the children's, 

youth, and adult divisions of the Division, of the Local' Church, 

and from conference boards of education, as well as by otter 

leaders especially trained for the task; (5) an unknown amount 

of "oa-the'^ob" training don© in local churches by minister©, 

directors of religious education, everts brought to the 

church for special occasions* and voluntary supervisors j and 

(6) the entire youth and adult educational program, which, 

though principally for enrichment, is not unrelated to the 

issues involved in leadership growth. Besides these agencies, 

there are the printed materials which are furnished to local 

leaders—teaching helps, pamphlets on various subjects, books, 

and a growing number of audio-visual materials in this 

area (1, p. 9), 

)erlmente in 

trough research and experiment, churches are constantly 

striving to improve their programs of leadership education, 

lie national boards of the denominations making up the 
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national Council of Churches share their ideas sad changes in 

concept and, in turn, try to pass these suggestions on to the 

local churches» At a recent conference on Leadership Education 

in St. Xjouis, a series of papers was read by Miller (35), 

Toby (42), and Walters (46), indicating new trends now toeing 

recoiamended to the local churches. Hie panel pointed out 

that there is a trend toward using national and jurisdictional 

conferences to train key leaders to be able to go back to 

their local churches and train their own nestbers. Toby (42) 

recommended (l) longer class sessions for both training school 

classes and church school ©lasses,. (2) training for other 

leaders—such as stewards, ushers, board members, and 

committee nenjbexia--&0 well as teachers, (3) & sequential 

kind of curriculum for training leaders, and (4) additional 

use of laboratory and coaching methods, The panel went on to 

point out that there is a renewed interest among lajpaen in 

the theology and doctrine of the church, and its relation to 

the educational program, 2a view of this interest, Walters 

(46) suggested the following approach by the local church s 

the leadership plan should be the one developed by the local 

church itself* Therefore, the plan will be shaped by that 

church's resources, leadership, equipment, and needs. Anyone 

trying, to help the church, such as the educational director 

or minister, must guard against taking this responsibility 

away froci the people themselves, but instead should help then 
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to see It In its proper perspective (33). Since the people 

shape the real leadership education program,, they should 

decide what the curriculum should be, and what leadership 

will he required to maintain their program at its beat, 

Saeh group m&3a to make an evaluation at regular Intervals 

to see how the plan is working and to give mm people an 

opportunity to serve. 

Killer (35) reported that some of the churches in 

Canada are experimenting with a new type of school. A 

laboratory school is being held each summer to train 

ministers in the field of leadership education, and they, in 

turn, go back to their local church and hold training school® 

to help l&2wm learn new leadership techniques. In addition 

to this experiment, one denomination in Canada has established 

four residential training centers for lay leaders. Miller 

added. Use first center to go into active u«© had 700 lay 

leaders take six months of training, fhe centers are 

strategically located throughout the area, and the program is 

carried out on the pattern of college courses, Many local 

churches are expected to try this experiment with the 

possibility of at least a hundred such centers being 

established in the near future, according to the Canadian 

spokesman. 
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Hie Role of the teacher m leader 

Although there are many different kinds of leaders, the 

type to to® diseussed in this study is tine appointed leader 

or teacher. According to Wagner and Arnold (45, pp. 89-92), 

this kind ©f leader should not be a dictator, but should 

encourage democratic thinking* and lead* and guide. ®ie 

teacher must exert some control, but the amount will depend 

on til© m® the group. In the school situation it is Most 

often true that a leader must instruct as well m steer the 

group# Miles Ĉ 7# PP* 30-45) feels that the teacher's role 

is twofold t that vihieh ha has in the coinjiiunlty, and that 

which he occupies in the classroom. 

Sociologists feel that there is a definite relationship 

ImiWBQn the teacher's position and his behavior (3, p. 231). 

Siose who associate with teachers have certain expectations 

in regard to them* and this, in time, influences the actions 

of the teacher. Usese ejqpectations, as they are interpreted 

by the people Involved, are termed the "role" of a teacher* 
fj3irough repeated behavior, teachers may have developed an 

occupational personality type.' In areas of teacher-pupil 

relationships teachers are expected to maintain doaiiston, and 

to maintain social distance and respect. In the community 

teachers are expected to live in the coraiaunity, but remain 

strangersJJ they are barred from some community activities, 

meh m politic© {18, p* 32)> and certain social functions 

(11, p. 23). 



A teacher is an object of love or hate*. ant object of 

identification, a source of support, a carrier of mores and 

value®# and an ©valuator and counselor. He is to be a source 

of facts, a, guide, a spur, a persuader, a mentor, an 

explainer* an adainis trator , and an encourager, according to 

Greenhoe (18, p. 268). 

Frank {12, p. li) indicates that every teacher must use 

language ant! gestures, owploy spools, and establish some 

relations with the mask era of his class as a teacher. *0» 

teacher has to foster learning, and the mastery of subject 

natter and skills# in whatever he w she teaches, even as 

the .leader of any group has to exercise leadership functions! 

and needs the same basic orientation of his role and of the 

potentialities of the group lie is leading. ' ®t@ ad-alt leader 

of children or adolescents should recognize that he has a 

different status as an older, more experienced person. He 

mat be more responsible, but still treat the Beakers of the 

group with dignity and respect. Children and adolescents 

should not fee tied to leaders' apron strings. 

Fritzham (13, p. 301) ©ays (1) the teacher has opportunity 

in connection with the resourcefulness of the children to 

vitalize ideas, replenish evidence of variety, and enrich End 

elaborate the direction of planning and action; (2) the teacher 

exeinplifiea his leadership by being one who experiences along 

with the children, lis role la that of a liberator for 
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responsibility • He does riot have a captive audience> if he 

Sid# he would lave to keep the children in line with hi® 

purposesi and (3) the teacher should provide the conditions 

which will have the Uapaet to promote an excitement about 

ideas on the part of the children who, in turn, augiaeat the 

conditions into eta® wider- raises of learning experiences. 

Miles (47,. pp. 23-28) indicates that the search for new 

ways of ijaprovltsg teaching, has been going on for many years, 

but teaching cannot be significantly improved by any new 

standardised methodology or toy any array of clever devices* 

Learning mmt fee organized in terms of undertakings that seeia 

real and compelling and valuable to the learner, that engage 

his active purpose, that confront hi» with significant 

challenges* and that lead to wider and deeper insights, more 

discriminating attitudes, and raore adequate skills, fhis 

author goes a© to say t 

2he value that democratic society places on the 
individual demand© one task of every teacher—leading 
each pupil to a deeper appreciation of the worth of 
each person In the class, the school, the nation, 
and the world. . . . Teachers have the responsibility 
of helping the individual learn such skills of group 
participation as coiaraunieatlon, stating a problem, 
forming and operating groups to collect and analyze 
data, sharing Information, helping the group reach a 
decision and organize to execute it (4?, p. 26). 

fhus, the teacher as leader has a role both in the classroom 

and in the cosimmlty, In this paper the leader referred to 

in most instances will be the teacher. Hie particular role of 

the church school teacher will be discussed in a later section. 
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file Role of the Church School Teacher 

She fore en that influence eburoh school ttachera are not 

all the same as those which detemlne the role of the p<ufelic 

school teseher* Charters (5, pp* 296-298} argues tot, uhlle 

the public school teacher in expected to have Intensive 

training la the atibjeet inatter he is teaching-, the lay teacher 

In the church school rarely sees his goals clearly, and has 

little training In the subJeet he teaches. 3Ms author goes 

on to say that, tn speaking of a church school teacher, one 

does not Iraply a professional expert* but rather a group 

relationship, and Indicates that esqphasls should be on the 

interests and needs of the student, rather than, acadeoic 

training of the teacher. 

Other authors (23, p. 249) feel that dedication to the 

4©fe 18 the first criterion of the lay leader, although roles 

and techniques are lisportant and should toe a part of every 

leader*s training. dingier <31* p. 89) points out mat if 

teachers Mere paid they could he expec ted to have a higher 

degree of training and more "on-the1 .fob" training. He Indicates 

that the volunteer leader oust respect group meatoar opinions 

and be aware of, and provide opportunity for# controversy and 

differing points of view to a greater degree than the paid 

leader. 

Crossland <7, pp. 28-36) points out that pupils in the 

church school wmt have a satisfying experience or they will 



not return, coatr&at«?d to required attendance in the public 

a-shool. Be also adds that^sine® future joba %u4 sdvaneeiiefits 

are not demandant on continuing attendance* adults m m t toe 

Motivated on the b&Bia of interest, Cunningham (9) insists 

that the teacher mx&t be able "to woo his pupils away from 

a thcuocind and one activities that a&ke up the world today." 

I^MngXer (31# p. 93) finds that the church school 

rewKsee the order of training insisted upon, by the public 

schooli for public school teaofeors first attend training 

school ana do practice teaching, while the church school 

usually starts teachers teaching without much training ead 

then tries to supply some "on-the-job" help. 

Earner (24j p. 106) indicates that "church school teachers 

need to bo thoroughly sensitized to the individual needs of 

their pupilslie further points out that the araount of time 

available for church school teaching isaSces it essential to 

task© the best possible use of each minute of time. Other 

factors that deter the educational program of the church are? 

scattered and irregular attendance on the part of both teacher 

end pupil, constant tardiness, lack of home co-operation# poor 

equipment m d materials, and lack of planning, 

*S3©re are certain similarities between th« public school 

and the church school, according to Cully (8, p. 14). Kaoh 

is a coiwralty to which the people t*ho belong feel a 

responsibility. same author goes on to nay, "Both 
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cultural education and Christian ©creation m e rational 

approaches, and both understand that reasoning is essential 

to knowledge." Cultural "Education is more often arialyttcal 

and iajperaonal* •while the Christian faith deals with 

interpersonal understandings grounded in hiatoiy. However, 

the bettor a person understands the purpose of cultural 

education the hotter able he is to understand tho particular 

function of the Christian faith and to explain its atanlng. 

Cully (3, pp* 110-117} believes that: (i) teaching Is 

a part of comuaicatlon through vihich Ctoct makes himself known 

ana scripture is mads relevant to the need3 of Christians| 

(3) since the church school teacher represents or speaics for 

tiie church* he is not entirely free to teach his o m private 

opinions, but rather ten the task of making past experience 

or the Christian faith relevant in present activity, and his 

teaching toecoae© a form of witnesss (3) a teacher must fceash 

what he understands, and, regardless of the oatarial given 

for hi® guidance, he must mediate it to the elans in texwa 

of what it means to him; therefore, the orientation of a 

teach#!*1® life is very important j (4) children tova to leant 

about the Christian faith through familiar thot^fit forms, and 

the moral iraplieations of the guspel isust be set forth within 

reach of their ê qsorionccj. 

Cully (8# P* 117) summarizes by sayings "Christian 

nurture is dynamic and the gospel will not be reduced to five 
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s teps* Mew methods of t each ing grow out of new undere tandings 

of t he t a s k audi the message, b u t t hey w i l l no t n e e e e s a r i l y 

s imple t o w r i t e o r m e * ®i© a t t e o p t t o t each i n l o g i c a l 

p r o g r e s s i o n t h r e a t e n s t o d e s t r o y t h e v i t a l i t y of t he t e a c h i n g . " 

Althcmgh a l l of t h e o p p o r t u n i t i e s f o r t r a i n i n g l i s t e d 

above a r e a v a i l a b l e t o l o e a l ehurch l e a d e r s , only those 

p a r t i c i p a t e d i n by t he aewfcer© of the twenty co -ope ra t i ng 

churches of t h i s s tudy w i l l be desc r ibed i n d e t a i l i n a l a t e r 

c h a p t e r . Xa t h i s c h a p t e r a t t e n t i o n has d i r e c t e d t o t he 

development of l e a d e r s h i p educa t ion i n the Ss tho&is t Church. 

Hie nex t c h a p t e r w i l l p r e s e n t the g o a l s , cfejeetlv&si* and 

s t anda rds of the Metho&Lat Church* m we l l ass t he s p e c i f i c 

g o a l s and needs of the twenty~co«operat ing etmrohes of t h i s 

s tudy , • 
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» HIE W m m OF IEADERSHIP EDUCATION 

Scleral Goals and Objectives 

In til© foregoing chapter an attest was made to explain ' 

the importance of the leadership education program in the 

Methodist Church, to see something of vihat it meant by 

leadership* and to show methods which the ohurch suggests for 

carrying out an adequate program of leadership education. In 

order to corapare the procedures recommended by the Methodist 

Church for a strong program in leadership education with what 

is actually being done in that field in the Central ferns 

Conference, it seems necessary first to examine the goals and 

objectives of both the Methodist Church and the local churches, 

i**®M Objectives of J*£ tfethodist Church 

The following set of broad objectives has been agreed 

upon by the Division of Christian Education of the National 

Council of Churches of Christ in the United States, and these 

are basic to all other goals set up by the Methodist Church 

or any local Methodist Church; 

1, Christian education seeks to foster in growing 
persons a consciousness of God as a reality in human 
experience and a sense of personal relationship to Him. 
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2. Christian education seeks to develop in growing 
persons such an understanding and appreciation ol the 
personality, life, and teaching of Jesus as will lead to 
experience of Him as Savior and Lord, loyalty to Ilia 
and Mis cause, and will manifest itself in dally life 
and conduct. ' • • 

3. Christian education seeks to foster in growing 
persons a progressive and continuous development of 
Chrtstlike character, 

ft, Christian education seeks to develop in growing 
person® the ability and disposition to participate in 
and contribute constructively to the building of a 
social order throughout the world, eobodylng the Meal 
of the fatherhood of Ood and the brotherhood of man* 

5. Christian education seeks to develop in growing 
persons the ability and disposition to participate In the 
organized society of Christians—the church. 

6. Christian education seeks to develop in growing 
persons an appreciation of the meaning and importance of 
the Christian family, and the ability and disposition to 
participate in and, contribute constructively to the life 
of this primary social group, 

7* Christian education seeks to lead growing 
persons into a Christian interpretation of life and the 
universe * the ability to see in It God's purpose and 
plan; a life philosophy built on this Interpretation» 

8. Christian education seeks to effect in growing 
persons the assimilation of the beat religious 
experiences of the race, pre-eminently that recorded 
in the Bible, as effective guidance t© present 
experience (10, p. 5). 

Cloala for Sach Age ®roug 

M a further aid to the teachers in understanding their 

233* ©n toalg and Materials for ghrlstlaii Teaching 

lists a set of goals for each ag® group, fhese goals are 

carefully considered in planning the curriculum for each 

division and grade in Methodist church schools and are 

ejected to be familiar to each teacher who uses the materials, 

The goals are s 
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Kinder%arten~«»for children of 4 and of 
Clod T^'XwSm aoan 'earns :iiiroi#i people; realization that 
©tie can talk to God any time# anywhere. 

Ideas of Jesus, as the special person who really 
lived, m a friendly to children, helped people* 

Discovery of the Bible as the special hook which 
tells about God and Jesus. • ' • 

Joy and satisfaction in the church, a place where 
people work, worship, play. 

Ifeblts of Christian livingj awareness of right and 
wrongj beginnings of an appreciation of contribution of 
othersj a desire to help. 

Frlinary~«for children of 6, 21* £* ••A growing 
response io Qtoa as creaior,~wbo work's ' through natural 
laws| learning that God is the father of all people. 

Appreciation of Jesus as friend and helper who 
taught what <lod Is like. 

A growing understanding of the Bible as the book 
containing stories of Jesus and of all other people who 
felt tod's nearness; a.guide for living today. 

A sense of being a part of the church fellowship. 
A concern for the welfare of others at hoa® and 

around the world. 
Junior--for boys and girls £ througdh 11. «--Under-

standing of GgkT*airatKer, creator,1 and dependable power 
in the universe. 

Appreciation of the kind of person Jesus was, 
leading to coraaiti&ent to Jesus Christ as Xiord and Savior, 

Skill in using th© Bible in study, worship, and 
everyday living. 

Increasing appreciation of the church, its history, 
organisation, and function. 

Ability to raake decisions in accordance with the 
life and teachings of Jesus* 

Sensing th© meaning of" the fatherhood of Sod and 
the brotherhood of mm. 

Intermediate—for youthfron 12 ItoouKfa 1ft.--Pager-
standing or and sense of fellowship w j o w o W # Father. 

Growing understanding of a commitment to Jesus 
Christ. 

Increased knowledge of the Bible« 
Understanding of the story of the church and 

becoming active in ohurch membership. 
Achievement of Christian attitudes and relations at 

hoae, in the oomtminlty, and in boy-girl relations. 
Understanding of the missionary enterprise. 
Understanding of Christian beliefs. 

, „ jsaissrlsc 22Hgi £™S. H «gowa» 1£. —arowlng faith 
in God, Father, and Creator. 

Commitment to Jeaus Christ, Son of Sod, 
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I# 
U : 

Understanding of the Bible as a revelation of God* 
Increased knowledge of the mission of the Church. 
Acceptance of obligation for fellowship and service 

in the church and society. 
Growth in Christian family life and boy-girl 

friendships. 
Growing sense of obligation from the outreach of 

the gospel. 
Growing knowledge and acceptance of basic Christian 

beliefs* 
€&der 3fouth~~ror youth front 18 through S3. --Personal 

f a i w o o * . mmmm 
Commitment to ifesus Christ, Savior and &ord* and to 

the kingdom of God* 
Knowledge of the Bible as a resource in Christian 

living. 
Growing understanding of the ohurch. 
Attitudes of Christian brotherhood» 
Fulfillment of obligations of Christian dlsclpleehlp. 
Christian attitudes toward and preparation for 

marriage and fatally life. 
fltaqpoosifele participation in the tttfrislslaii coB»unity. 
tmxm a d u l t s « o f self to God through 

ChrisC,"',u 
A historical view of the Bible in relation to daily 

living. 
Accepting ohurch membership and learning the skills 

of churchnmnahip. 
A personal faith based on a growing religious 

experience. 
Striving for Christian personality. 
A sense of Christian vocation, 
A wholesome and creative social life. 
A deoision and plan for regular and proportionate 

giving* 
Planning a marriage, assuming parental responsibilities, 

or being single, as Christians. 
A sense of responsibility for the hoae and world 

©OBWinlty. 
Ittdale adults.̂ Oosaaltraent of one's life to God 

through diris"C 
Discovering resources in the Bible for meeting adult 

responsibilities. 
Providing adequate Christian leadership in the church. 
Confirmation, through adult experiences, of the 

Christian view of life. 
Growing into a sore nature Christian personality. 
Maturing Christian family relationships. 
A creative use of leisure awl fellowship activities*. 
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Finding satisfaction in one's present work; 
discovering more satisfying easployment; or planning for 
changes aeoessary on retirement. 

Participation as Christian citizens in oososaunity, 
national,, and world affairs. 

Older adults,-->* sustaining faith in 0od as revealed 
toj a compassionate Christ. 

Us© of the Bible for a deepening sense of fellowship 
with God and man. 

Continued participation in the church to'the extent 
possible, 

fteaffirmlng Christian values in meeting inevitable 
experiences. 

Continued growth in Christian personality in the 
light of new and former experiences, 

Ongoing responsibilities, according to ability, in 
use of time and possessions. 

Wholesome Christian fellowship to overcome loss of 
lifetime friends, 

4 creative relationship to the family or substitute 
family* 

Providing Christian leadership in the cosanunity, 
nation, and world {10, pp. 6-23)* 

Since these goals are intended to be th$ basis for what 

each teacher hopes to accomplish each year, the General Board 

of the Methodist Church uses several way® to publicize themi 

(l) a large wall chart has been made for study by ohuroh 

school groups which "gives the specific goals for Christian 

teaching, the experiences that can help persons achieve these 

goals, and printed naterial that can be used la the church 

school and In the home to stimulate and guide the experiences 

needed to achieve the goals" (10, p. 5). these charts are 

available free for use in the church school. (2). A Manual On 

jffllig Q9&. jftlttgials for Christian Teaching (10) will also be 

sent free of cherge to any church school requesting it, and 

contains, in addition to the goals and suggested literature, 
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reasons for use by the teacher and ways to apply thorn to the 

experiences of the pupils. (3) Suggestions for programs 

built around the goals chart can toe obtained fro® the General 

Board of Education. 

Leadership Eructation Goals 

In a consideration of the program of leadership education 

there are certain specific purposes and goals, Shese, too, 

haw been agreed upon by the Loa&erohlp Education Caamittee 

of the M^ision of Christian Education of the National Council 

of Churches of Christ in the ftelted States of America, and 

are aunmarized by dwynn. 

1. Persons learn through osperienee* Leadership 
for the chureh is developed: both through eovmm s M 
conferences and through continued guided escperietnees in 
traAaln® which are integral to the ongoing work of the 
church. 

2. ttod*s revelation is basic to Christian teaching 
as well as the recorded e3£perte»e©3 of others who have 
come in contact with his power and grace, Hence* each 
worker in the church should be led to a careful and 
reverent- study of the Bible and other religious 
literature. 

3. He learn through association with other persons. 
therefore, all leaders should share in group experiences 
of worship, service, planning, and tvaln&ag* 

fc. Iimer drive or motivation is essential for 
success in any venture. Me are also stimulated by 
appreciation from the grot# of which we are a part* 
Therefore, a person should be encouraged to accept tasks 
that sees to he suited to his abilities, and he should 
be given the guidance, training, and recognition that 
will lead hia to suceass in his work. 

5. Most important of all in guiding others are the 
attitudes and personality of the teacher or leader. 
Hence, a oajor objective of leadership education is the 
personal enrichaent of the lives of all church 
writers (8, pp. 16-17) • 
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It is usually understood! that leaders in the church are 

growing In skills and knowledge* font there are also other 

qualifications that should tee evidenced in good leadership. 

*2o a degree each church sets up its own standards., but the 

following* which are listed in tod Gl&dlw Serve. are generally 

regarded as basis : 

A. Personal faith and attitudes i 
1, i^erience of an intimate fellowship with tea 

as Father and with Jesus Christ as Savior. 
2. Courageous devotion to the good life Oust Ood 

progressively reveals. 
3* Continuous growth in personal Shristian 

experience* 
4. love for and concern about people. 
5» A Joyous sense of responsifeility and comradeship 

in the enterprise of Christian education. 
Villingaess to give time necessary for adequate 

Snowledg© s 
1, An uKKferstsnding of the Bible and ©f other 

resources that can strengthen the Christian life. 
2, Familiarity with the history and prograat of the 

church# including its mission in the world, 
3, Ail unders t sliding of how persons learn and of" 

how they m&j fee led to develop Christian character* 
C. Abilities essential for working successfully with 
people: 

I* ;f© know and understand the persona with whoa 
one works, 

2. 96 join with others in experiences of worship, 
study, fellowship, and service which result In personal 
development and in the Chri s tianisation of individuals 
and of society, 

3. *&> arouse in others the desire for Christian 
growth and Christian action. 

4. To lead others to personal to Christ 
and to active participation in the Christian fellowship. 

5. fo sense the trends of the tine and Wte 
unfinished tasks of the kingdom of God, 

6. fo luring the contirlbutlons of the past to bear 
on the needs of the present (l, pp. 15-16). 

Shift could be supplemented, by sany other lists of 

qualification© for teachers, but probably m e greatest value 
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of t list of standards lies In their element of motivation 

for better teaching (?). ftie church, and other Interested 

agencies, frequently distribute such Material in list for», 

or as personal performance and. rating scales, or ©veil in 

story form. Any teacher or superintendent of teachers Mil 

find many of these available (4), 

Rating scales, standards ana qualifications of teachers, 

and goals are used in this study for general comparison. 

Each goal and each standard will not be compared with actual 

practices, but rather an over-all picture of the desired 

teacher and Mi© goals to- be attained. If a church'Staff has 

specifically stated that they are working toward a particular 

goal, these will be considered in the comparison, the 

interest of this study is in tee leadership education program 

rather than in the work of the individual teacher. 

How the Local Church Determines Its deals 

fhe goals and standards for teaching and for leadership 

education listed above are used in the preparation of lesion 

materials by the national Board of Education, but unless they 

are also understood and used by fee teachers 'and leaders in 

the local churches they are of little value. "She success of 

all programs of church worle ia conditioned upon their being 

received, understood, and put into execution in the local 

church" (l, p, 36), Sane churches nay acquiesce passively to 

these goals, and then through sheer inertia fail to do anything 
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about them. Oil the other hand, some local chtirches accept 

whol©hear tedly the plans stagested and work diligently at the 

task of educating Its mensbers for leadership ($)» Ihere are 

problems involved for the local churches even ®oi»a, "Life Is 

flexible and the needs of each group are different*, Ihe 

needs of each person differ, and how to xaake a leadership 

course flexible and adaptable seems to be the problem" (13, 

p* 260}» 

Standards for recruitment and training vary with each 

church, although each subscribes to the standards suggested 

by the General Board, For exajnple s all of the twenty 

co-operating churches urge that their church school teachere 

be Members of tine Methodist Church, but only one church (3) 

ha® a written statement rfM̂ ulrlfig aetiberalilp of it® teachers. 

fhree of the co-operating churches have $ne tt> three noraaembers 

teaching in ttielr church echool. 

there Is sow© variation aaong local churches as to which 

group is responsible for the specific goals for that church. 

Sie Sj^rtaaiee of the minister and his leadership cannot be 

overlooked. He gives guidance in this area, and the programs 

of tine church school often depend upon his support. In 

ehureheg where he wholeheartedly gives help in both hla 

seraons and the training program, the goals are understood by 

the people, and they help work toward the»* ffee minister's 

role was indicated;by each of the churetjeg* of this study, as 
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shown in Appendix A. & some instances the minister stated 

that he emphasized the goal© which he wanted to support, 

Church, school superintendents felt that they must take their 

cue from the minister« In those efnirehes of this study 

where the sinister strongly supported the educational program, 

there were e?Metie#& of increased participation on the part 

©f the people, One educational director stated that his 

minister gave hie leadership to help establish or maintain 

any part of the training program that the director suggested# 

toother director found quite the opposite attitude# for he 

stated Mmt his minister gave him neither support nor 

criticism, but kept a "haads offM policy that »wt© it appear 

to the church m@wker& that he m® not interested in the 

educational program (12). 

The edacatloxoa director and church school st̂ arinteisclent 

also occupy places of importance in determining goals. Since 

they direct the educatioiml program it is their responsibility 

to promote the study of the goals that the church mil 

emphasize, Sometimes they decide what the program needs and 

through the Cowtissiea on Muoatlon or the Workers' Conference 

present their plans t© the people. 

Goals Reported by Individual <aiuyehea. 

interviews (12) indicated that only three of the twenty 

churches of this study had actually based one study session 

of the Workers* Conference or the CocsiiiK&ion or* Education on 
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each age group or on the tight broad objectives of Christian 

education. $heae three churches were all, in the category of 

churches with less than 300 laesabers * In several other churches 

the goals had been mad© available to teachers in the <Ai££dresi'ft 

division, and It was assumed by the church staff that the 

teacher's were aware of thaa. Since these objectives and goals 

are used in the preparation of lesson materials fey the ®@«©raX 

Board of Education, teachers mmId make some me of them 

whether or not they were aware of each specific goal or 

objective. However, many teachers indicated that tteey were 

aware of some of the general goals, and particularly those 

used In the literature for the elass they taught. 

One of the three churches which had a program on goals#, 

set up some additional specific goal® for that church. A 

report was made by this church of the appointment of a 

committee on goals as a part of the work of the Commission 

on Education. Hie goals suggested by this eoM&ttee were 

accepted by the CousaissiGn as the areas where work should be 

done in the coiaing year. She goals are primarily related to 

physical of equipment and material. She eewilttee on 

goals recossaendedt 

X. frovtslon for further leadership training for 

teachers„ 

2. Consideration of ways to liaprove church school 

attendance of both pupils and teachers. 
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3» Securing a cabinet for filing literature. 

4. Provision for broom closets. 

. 5. Putting class names over the doors. 

6. Improving the lighting in the Sanctuary and the 

educational building* 

7. Purchasing and. delivering literature for shut-ins. 

8. Beginning a Cradle Boll. 

In the churches where definite plans have been made on 

what the church hopes to accomplish, goals are fairly well 

defined. Otherwise, it is often a case of wanting to do 

better, but allowing other things to come first. "Sue church 

spirit is a factor in the carrying out of the educational 

program in the direction of its goals. If the whole church 

regards the educational program as Just a Job that has to 

be done, the teachers will have the same idea, and from the 

teachers this attitude will pass to the students. In 

eni>haslzing this, Foster says, "the attitude of the church 

toward its mission in the world is one ©f the most Important 

factors in the educational program" (6, p. 113). 

Each church staff member Indicated that he had certain 

goals in mind toward which he was hoping his church school 

would work. In each case these goals were not written down 

to be discussed and voted on by the Consuls s ion on Education, 

but rather were suggested from time to time by a staff member 

as something that should be done. Bach staff member reported 
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that: (l) the achievement of adequate space and equipment, 

{2} a teacher and substitute for e&db class, «kS (3) better 

traln&d tmehars were goals for the future toward wfrich they 

were working* A regular training class for teachav* in their 

own church mi? indicated by several superintendents md 

pmators as a goal* As Cfeyisa (8, p„, 36} points out, each 

commission member needs to have & definite idea of the alias 

of the «hole educational program, the specific goals tenNUKl 

Khlah each teacher vrorks , m4 an underatanding that without 

goals work Is haphazard and spwsiaodie, "Shis same author goes 

os to say that the leaders who plan ahead in definite wye to 

meet goal© are the ones making Sjtprevmaafc, 

totd©rsM# levels of the Gô op@r®.ttag OhtivoHnB 

She goals that become Uaportaat to a local church serve 

to point tg> areas of weakness where wrote needs to be done, 

staff of each of the twenty churches mm asked to specify 

the used© of tfe#ir church schools especially thosa aped* vteteh 

they cc«sicl@r#d jasst ux&ent or of greatest- importance from 

the standpoint of ttie goals indicated (js$»p@allx A# Schedule E«4# 

and AppeiwijLx B* interview 2)* 2hese aeads can b* divided Into 

two categories* ( l ) needs for operation of tt» educational 

program* and (2) need of training required to do an adequate 

task. 
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The needs for the operation of the educational program 

urteS with each of the twenty churches. Stuff Members of 

each church were asked to fill out Schedule f*4# Appendix A» 

41t* suggested uead® were recorded on fable XI and included 

new foundings, new classrooms, new classes, and additional 

teachers» Church pastors, educational directors, churoh 

school superintendents, division superintendents, and 

countssion chairmen co-operated in making this report, In 

eleven case® the results indicated on fable IX were discussed 

in a church school workers* conference and then suBtmarized by 

the pastor or educational director. Each pastor or director 

indicated (Appendix B, Interview 3} that he felt the church 

school mas more likely to reach its goals if the operational 

needs were discussed and the teachers themselves sought ways 

to fill the needs# However, nine pastors or superintendents 

had made no effort to bring the matter of needs before the 

church school workers, The needs expressed in connection 

with additional buildings were based on immediate needs 

without consideration of future growth, 

There are churches that have only a one-room building j in 

each instance the pastor expressed a desire for a place for 

classes that could be separated into units, one for each 

class. Since a new building was not feasible with such a small 

congregation, the minister or superintendent expressed a desire 
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l i . 1 1 2 1 0 ' 0 0 
15. 0 0 s ! 0 1 1 0 
16. 0 ! 2 ! 1 1 1 3 2 0 
17* 0 3 I a 1 0 : 1 1 
1€J. a 0 2 ; 1 i 0 1 : 1 
19* i 4 4 ; 4 

*T I • I 4 
20 • 0 2 0 0. ' 0 0 1 

f e t a l 6 : 4 i 33 41 : 129 20 ^ 22 

Total teachers neededs 171 



for partitions of soite kind, In all cases wtjep© aor© than 

one class met ia the sanctuary* a desire for dividing the 

spaa© .to give more privacy, was evl<toneed« One church felt 

that it would like to take the one class that met in the 

sanctuary to another room to separate the church service 

frc© the school situation, . . 

•Several churches have adequate space in. terns of square 

feet, but find the no longer suited to the needs 

of the church. Ifiere once church schools set for general 

assenbliea at the opening or closing of the Sunday aoratng 

session, it is mm preferable to have ©Eels, ©lass open and 

close its ami session (4). All church staffs, except those 

of one-room cln&obesj Bald they hoped to ro&mtttge claasro« 

space so this could be don^, OhiMren's dcspisrfctiejit rooms 

showed the greatest need in this area, libera- once the 

eMlfiwu had be§n relega feed to dark# t̂inggf b&seja&fits or the 

church Scltchen> Atodesnt e<$ucational plants use attractiveness 

as the keynote for children*s roeus* with each class given a 

roe® by itself* 

Fourteen of Hie twenty churches indicated a need for new 

clau.300 • ®i»e of these churches represent rapidly growing 

areas with cowesponding esjpawiim of nenfcership. All 

sinister# li&Xicstsed a desire to Iceep classes assail enough 

for group participation with an Meal eapvmed of about 

twenty to twenty-five Meters fo®» adult classes and seven to 
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fifteen pupils for children and youth classes. In two 

instances the minister felt that some classes could be 

combined to make room for new mm that were needed. 

S$a need for more teachers was indicated in all but two 

of tli# churches. Some teachers were needed to start new 

classes and some to fill vacancies already existing. Bie 

total number given for new teachers did not include substitute 

teachers * although w h church staff expressed a desire to 

have a substitute for every class.- 33ie twenty churches had 

a total of 171 teaeliers reported as needed immediately, and 

this was m addition to a reported $45 teacham Hon at work* 

Seventgf»five of these teachers listed as needed were in one 

church whieh me growing rapidly. However, this large mfeer 

also reflected the desire of the educational director to have 

otv» teacher for every seven to eight pupils in the children's 

classes. 

fi£ M H i , H i a i l 

Each of fche church staffs indicated a need for (l) better 

trained teachers, (2) a definite plan for recruiting sad 

training of teachers-* and (3) a concern on the part of the 

church members for sore adequately trained teachers. Jfbwever# 

four ministers felt that such a plan constituted an ideal and 

were content for the present to ask new teachers to fill 

vacancies when they occurred. 

Table III indicates that teachers thewel-ves are interested 

In more training' than they are getting. One hundred and twenty 
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TABLS III 

A jXJfJS#& wJT Jt *$& JUre<&*il# WfiULwjs AJnI'S# A uinfK̂  
wmm' m m «o w m m k m m m 

{n»120J 

$ypeB of draining ffcufeer of 
Requests 
Per Stasia* 

District op Sub-district training School. . . . . . 76 

local Church draining School, . . . 83 

Supervision, including observation 
mnd personal training. . . . , . . • . 35 

Local Qiureh Workers1 Conference. 109 

Opportunity to observe others in 

demonstration or laboratory schools. . . . . . . 105 

AMtd&og or Correspondence Course® 13 

Sxrnmer Workshop or Training School. . . . . . . . . #6 

•flany persons cheeked sore than one item 
n will to# used in this table and. all succeeding tables 

to indicate the moaber of persons replying to questionnaires 
or interviews. 

teachers were anked to indicate what teaching aids they would 

he interested in having in the future training (Appendix A, 

Schedule S-3). All of the teachers responding had participated 

in some torn of teacher training in the pant* Wile XXX 

indicates that most teachers would rattier get their training 

as close to home as possible, preferably in the local church. 

Interviews (Appendix B) further indicated that 

demonstration and laboratory schools have been gaining in 

popularity for several years, fe&ehers expressed the idea 



that watching someone teach was much more helpful than being 

told the theory with no opportunity to see hew it sf$v§e$du 

Heading and correspondence courses mm least desired, 

although for some who felt it preferable to study at borne, it 

appeared to be the best answer. ifiere there were small 

children in the home, this was especially true. ®ie suBffier 

training schools, and workshops ar@ well-liked, but gone times 

they interfered 'With vacations, children, and Church 

leaders agreed that suoaer training schools offered an 

excellent chance for training leaders to corae back to the 

local church and train the teachers there, Sotste of ttie 

leaders in fete larger churches felt that this kind of training 

was ttw best answer to their leadersMp pa?ofeS«s, 

Jto ittt#wi-<«® with .ministers, church school 

and teachers, suariy other needs were mentioned. Biese other 

needs included j a library, a better library, audio-visual 

equipment, and a library of films, slides and records, jaore 

regular and punctual teachers, better trained teachers# an 

orientation class for new teachers, better placing on the 

part of the Cowission and teachers for carrying out their 

work, more interest in reading good books and. mgttKlao* on the 

part of teachers, and greater appreciation on the part of 

church members for the work done by the church school teachers • 

Poster {6, p4 96) says that financial aid for shipment 

and training will be easily obtained if the church feels that 



it Is &s9$8s3?y» Apparently the staffs of the treaty etairoh©® 

would agree since mm of then aentlosied the desire for 

financial help in meeting the goals or needs listed above. 

fhe one n#@d that was ejqpressed or i®pli#d goat of ton by 

church leaders in nearly all situations was that of motivation 

of the laity to accept positions of responsibility in the 

transmitting of their Christian faith. 

Consideration has been given in this chapter to the 

goal® and objectives suggested by t8w Mbthotflst Ctereh as 

well as to how each local church detexnlnes its am, goals 

and needs. Ute material in this chapter mill serve as the 

basis for comparison with the actual practices in the 

churches to be given MM Chapter XV» 
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Hi# teacher in the Looal Church 

Ihe goals of the local churches show what they a w 

trying to accomplish through the bast use of the methods and 

materials suggested by the Board of Education of the Methodist 

Church. 'In order to determine m e rol© played by leadership 

education in developing these teachers, it will be desirable 

first to see who teaches in the twenty co-operating churches 

of this study. 

Occupational Background* of Church School. fm&Mm.. 

Hi© backgrounds from which the teachers of the twenty 

co-operating churches come are indicated in Table I¥, 

laterally, the background of a teacher has an effect on the 

method of teaching and the richness of escperienee brought to 

the situation. Housewives lead the list of occupations and 

account for nearly half the total number of teachers. 

Interviews (16) and Questionnaires (19) indicated that this 

group itself represents a rich variety of backgrounds and 

train i n. g. Many of these housewives have been trained as 

teachers and already are familiar with th© methods of teaching, 
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TABLE iv 

GC0TJPAT2GMS OF' CIIHRCH SCHOOL TEACHERS 
$» U S CO-QflMTMl CHW1CHE3 

(n~425 ) 

Occupation 

1, 

2, 

3« 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

a. 

9, 

10, 

I3LJL> 0 

12* 

13. 

14. 

Housewife. . . , . 

Teacher. 

Office Worker, . » 

Salesman 

Tradesman, . . . . 

Betired. , , , , , 

Pamer-Ifeneher . . 

Engineer . , , , . 

. . . . . 

Business Ifen . , . 

Student, 

Law, 

Other professions, 

Others 

Hunker of 

fersons 

. 194 

43 

39 

23 

21 

IT 

15 

14 

12 

10 

a 
6 

12 

11 

but are in need of more help in the content of utiat they teach* 

Other housewives had been nurses, secretaries, and sales 

personnel, Several indicated that they had mmr worked 

outside the home. 

m©3e professionally engaged in teaching, either in the 

public schools or in colleges, are the second largest group 
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and further demonstrate the training background and experience 

of many who teach in the church school» A rich variety of 

experience is represented by the other occupational backgrounds. 

Hi# church school teacher might be found in any job or 

profession and brings with him to the class the results of 

his training and experience from *hich he draws help in 

presenting the lessons. However, the responses from the 

questionnaire did not show anyone engaged in snanual labor 

other than fanning, and none of the "lower class" occupations 

were represented. Leaders in the church school need to learn 

from &m another, and a varied occupational background is a 

fruitful source of new programs and skills (4, pp* 117-18). 

Lay leadership has been steadily increasing in recent years, 

and new ideas being developed and tried are showing the way 

for adults to share their many experlaittee with each other, 

either In classes or discussion groî ps, 

educational Background of Church School teachers. 

the educational background of those who teach in the 

co-operating churches ie recorded in fable V. nearly half of 

the total number of teachers have had more than one year of 

college, even though the largest figure is that of high 

school graduates. "One of the ways that Christian education 

should function is to help people whose intellectual 

backgrounds are laeager, understand the materials that come 

from the publishing houses of our churches" (13, p. 27). 
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TABLE ? 

EmcmmmL mcmmoxm OF •EHOSE mo TEACH 
m f ® 0Q«0fEMT2MQ GHUHSHES 

(tt=43T) 

Education Completed Hun&er of 

Persons 

Grade School. 16 

Junior High School. . . . . . 15 

High School » • • * * . . . . . . . . . . . 169 

One to Tif® fears of College 72 

College graduate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8? 

Bam Graduate work, 23 

|festtt**8 Degree . . . » 27 

B. D 11 

Doctor's Degree . . 9 

tUils statement would apply not only to church school class 

members, but especially to those who teach, 

fti© ssedlait of the educational backgrounds of the teacher© 

falls at about one year of college. A further study of the 

ques tionnalres (Appendix A, Schedule B-l)indicated that varying 

educational experience was fairly well distributed through 

the twenty churches, except for those holding doctor*® degrees. 

Eight of the nine people lieting doctor*® degrees earn* from 

the four largest churches. there was no differentiation in 

regard to the field represented toy the degree. 
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teaching tsml of ghurch School Teachers 

A number of Interesting facte that help to male© a pie toe 

of tine church school teacher in the co*©peratiitg churches 

was indicated by answers received on Schedule s-4. Of to 

545 teachers reported by the churches, 365 teach in the 

children1 a division, 93 in the youth division, and 8? teach 

adults, a® indicated by Table ¥1. IM® great difference in 

m trr 

aoe moms taw® sr mcssits 
HI f m CO-OPHRAfIHG 0H0RCH1S 

(n»§4$) 

teacher© reported Ifestoer of 
Persons 

Teachers of Children* • 365 

Teacher* of Youth 93 

•Teachers of Adults, , 

number is accounted for by several factors. 2here is a great 

1©#® in church school enrollment during the youth years* 

Crossland (5, p.* 58} says the difference between churches 

that lose their young people and those who lc#@p there is in 

planning> the materials used, the leadership# and the 

enthusiasm of the group. Another reason for the large masfeer 

or teachers in the children's divisions is the size of adult 

classes contrasted with that of children's classes. No class 

in the children's division was reported with more than 

fifteen, yet six adult classes had j&enjberships well over a 
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hundred* and many more above fifty. Clesnraons (4, p. 16) say® 

that larger classes, once popular for' the lecture method of 

Imparting Biblical knowledge, are changing 'to smaller classes 

where members of the group can participate. Some adults 

want to learn fey giving information, making plans, sharing 

ideas, and asking questions. Hie trend toward smaller 

classes may he alow in developing, but evidence in the churches 

of this study would indicate that it is happening. In six of 

the twenty churches new classes have been formed during this 

year to break up old patterns of large classes with 

mmparticipation. All of the new classes have been started 

on the basis of group participation of some sort. Thus, the 

picture of the teacher changes in this regard. 

There is still an attitude on the part of some adults 

that education in the church is for children only. Clenaaons 

(4, pp. 11-15) feels that this is changing and that more and 

wore adults are participating in the church program, because 

they feel its worth to them. Progress is gradual and will 

not happen rapidly, but it aeeias to be gathering momentum. 

"Today we face the stark fact that the percentage of middle 

adults in the total population is shrinking" (24, p. 28). 

Another side of the picture of the church school teacher 

can be noted in the difference in nurafeer of women teachers 

compared with men who teach. The twenty churches reported 

442 women teachers and 103 men teachers. Two churches have 



no men teachers# eight churches have no men teachers in the 

children's division# and four have no men teachers in the 

youth division. All of the ministers indicated a desire- to 

have a larger proportion of rmn espeeialiy In 'the' children*® 

and youth gr&ug>3. As -one lalnlatar e^pmumd lt#
 MHo*r can we 

teach the Fatherhood of 0od to children #10 feaV#1 only women 

to talk to *ho» about what He is like" (ll). ' ;li»@ ehurehes 

reported more men t©cohere this year than'' last* although two 

have fewer this year* 

faMe fll shows the length of service of teachers in to 

twenty churches. the turnover is great with more than half 

©f the total ounfeer of teachers replying having tattgjtito less 

than five years* In contrast to those who have tau$it only 

0 » or two years, there were thirty-five who had continued 

at their teaching task for over twenty-five years. 

In two ehupohes where growth has been rapid, the ohuroh 

membership increase has been largely among young cobles with 

children« In both instances there are very few people 

in the church who are of middle age or older, m most of the 

teachers are comparatively new at the task. Ifiis makes 

training both urgent and imperative. Thus, in aome ease® it 

is not so much the turnover of teachers as the formation of 

new classes in the new churches that is developing. Four of 

the churches are over seventy-five years old, and the church 
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TABLE VII 

f!M®m SJEFESIZmm OF church school wobkbrs 
HI ® £ lEM2!iCt CHURCHES 

Years of teaching Mmsfeer of 
Persons 

Less than one year . . , 45' 

One or two year3 . . 84 

Siree to five years * . » . » , 92 

Six to eight yoara 6.2 

Mine to twelve years . . . 57 

Ihirteen to tweiity years 22 

Over twenty years. 35 

Median between three and five years 

membership to each oaae is auch older in average year® than 

in the other churches. this accounts for some of the figure® 

that indicate long service. In the other churches there is a 

mixture of young, old, and in between, but each church has a 

personality of its own. 

All twenty of the co-operating churches reported that 

they used approved Hethodist literature (15) in their church 

school Glasses. Four churches used the Broadly traded Series) 

designed for churches that have all the children in one or 

two classes, and the youth in on© class. Five churches use 

the Group Graded Series that are prepared for char-hes with a 

class for Beginners, Primary, Junior, Intermediate, Senior, 

and Young People. The other eleven churches use the Closely 
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Oracled Series with lessons for each year. Wie Manual On 

goals and It̂ tertiila for Christian teaching (15-) indicates 

that the use of these materials makes possible a steady growth 

toward aiaturlty of Christian concepts if the pupils learn the 

le«3ons and put the® into practice as they advance.-

Preparation of Church School teachers 

®i© advance toward maturity is dependent on how well 

aware the teacher is of the desired goals, and how well his 

lessons move In that direction. In order to accomplish this 

a teacher must be well prepared when he goes before hid class. 

One hundred and seventy-five of the teachers In this study 

were asked how Batch time they spent in the preparation of 

their lessens. A sampling of teachers selected fro® each of 

the twenty churohes gave the answers indicated in Table VIII. 

No nursery or kindergarten teachers were included In this 

question. Adult -and. youth department teachers reported in 

interviews that a little nor© time was spent on their lesions 

than was reported by children*s department teachers. tthis 

might have been only the difference in the teachers. The 

Bangle did indicate that teachers are studying their lessons, 

although they might be raors optimistic than honest in making 

such a report. One teacher, who also teaches in the public 

achoolo, reported a five-minute study period, and added that 

she really did not need to study her lesson since she taught 

the same lessons the year before (.16). 
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TABLE ¥111 

TIME SPENT m LESSOH PREPARATION BY TEACHERS 
IN THE CO-OPERATING CHURCHES 

(a-175) 

Time Spent Nunfcer of 

persons 

0 - J how . » IS 

| » I hour , » . 26 

1 - 2 hours* » 83 

2 - 3 hours. . . , 28 

3 - ft hour®. . , 1% 

4 - 5 hours* * • * » • » • * » » * « • # » « • » * 6 

Heading Materials of Cfaureh School Teachers 

All of the churches furnished tooth the student's quarterly 

and the teacher's quarterly for study purposes * In addition, 

all furnished children's department teaohers with Child 

Guidance (15), a monthly magazine giving additional help, 

Sim of the churches provide Hie. Christian Boise (15) as well. 

Other churches add other materials on request* In an attempt 

to see how much additional reading was done to give a broader 

background in Christianity, two questions on reading habits 

were asked 1 To what religious magazines do f m subscribe? 

What religious books have you read recently? (14) Of the 

430 teachers who answered this question, 183 indicated no 

religious magazine subscriptions, 102 took one, 53 had two 

subscriptions, 44 indicated three magazines, 31 had four, and 

IT had more than four. 
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Mo attenpt was made to ascertain whether or not the 

magazines were actually read. Swob, a factor would naturally 

taalce a difference is the usefulness of the magazine 

subscriptions. 

fable IX summarizes the answers given by the church 

school teachers to the two questions asked. 

TABLE IX 

READING OF BELXQX0U5 BOOKS ASS) MAGAZINES 
REPORTED BY TSACHERS OF THE 

CO-OPERATING CHURCHES 
(n-430) 

Itunfeer lead 0 1 2 3 4 
'Over 

4 

Eeligious Magazines 183 102 \ 53 j 44 
f r 31 1? 

Religious Books 226 74 45 22 14 | 8 

Religious books were not as popular as the magazines. 

Two hundred and twenty-six had read no religious books recently, 

74 listed one# 45 had **ead two5 22 listed three* 14 listed four, 

and only 8 listed more than four. 

Motivation of Church School Teachers 

Another factor is needed in the picture of the church 

school teacher in the co-operating churches. Someone or 

something must motivate men and women into accepting the task 
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s 

of teaching in the church. Table % shows the reasons most 

often given were s church loyalty, love of children, Joy of 

teaching, sense of duty, to enrich one's own life, opportunity 

for evangelism, someone mmIs to do the Job, and the idea 

that one has the skill to teach (16). 

TABLE X 

REPORTED M M P M M FOR TEACHING M 
CHURCH SCHOOL TEACHSBS XM THE 

CO-OTEMTIMQ CHURCHES 
(ns37T) 

Reasons Given Muiaber of 

Persons 

Church loyalty . . . . . . . . . . 88 

Loir® of children . • » . . . • 71 

Joy of teaching. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 

Sense of duty, . . . . . . . . . . 53 

To enrich on*'* own life 33 

Opportunity for evangelism 30 

Somebody needs to do the job IS 

Have the skill to teach. * . . . 12 

Others . . . « 10 

The Minister hold® a very strategic place in motivating 

the laity, but only three of the twenty reported preaching 

more than one sermon pointing directly at motivation, and 

only six included it at all in their sermon plans for the 

year except in a very general concept of the stewardship of 
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time. Hiere are many reasons why the educational program 

does not receive the support it needs from the pastor to be 

at its best, Johnson (12) says the status.of.the minister is 

emphasised, both by laymen.and the clergy. To gain status, 

good preaching is the first concern of the Minister, followed 

by good administration, with the condition of the local 

church*a financial standing the leading concern* fhe Mission 

Program is a part of the financial picture, m this, too, 

must fee considered, Johnson further states, Hierefore, the 

educational program is far down the list of those areas that 

wast receive the minister'a attention. Such a situation is 

often found in spite of the fact that in the light of Christ's 

ocMwmd to teach, "the mini star inevitably takes on the role 

of educator, though the reverse is not, of course-, necessarily 

true. All educators are not by any means conscious of the 

presence of Clod nor of the necessity to ransack their resources 

for the beat to lay at the feet of their pqplls in Christ* 8 

name." ®ie minister must, no matter what, and his pupils are 

all those to whoa he bears the relation of minister (23, p. 46}, 

Hi# number of courses a minister has had in Christian 

education in M s college and seminary training will make a 

difference in the place he gives the local church educational 

program (IT, pp* 38-42). if he keeps in close touch with, his 

own church school teachers, and is interested enough in the 

leadership program of his conference to get accredited and 
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to teach in leadership training schools, It is likely he will 

know better It* important place la the total church 

program {12)* She fast that the Hathodist Church receives 

80 per cent of its membership from the church school should toe 

enough to cause the minister to be concerned with who teaches 

and what 1© taught in the Sunday school classes in his church, 

Johnson further adds. 

lister says: 

With rare exceptions, the ainister haa sore 
opportunity than ®ny of his people to find out 
what the important developments in education are, 
the opportunities for training# and the new 
resources. A church has a right to look to hi» 
for that information and inspiration. Providing 
this is M s most iaportant Christian education 
task |T, p* 190). 

It should not he necessary to point out that there are 

m two teachers alike, or that no teachers have all the 

qualifications listed as desirable in Chapter III, or in 

any of the many lists that have been made of teacher 

personality traits which are approved, by general education 

or the churches. Owynn (10, p„ 112-16) points out that 

certain discernible characteristics show the teacher as a 

guide who understand® his class sieiabers, knows the Bible he 

teaches, and Is constantly learning that he my interpret 

well for those he serves. The pattern presented by this 

chapter shows a teacher in the Central Texas Conference is 

most likely to be: a housewife who has ccsspleted one year 

of college, is teaching in the children's division, has 
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taught about four years, :i& largely depeadtnt on Materials 

si^plicd by tiic charon safcoal, is a subscriber to one 

and not a reader of religions books, sp-ends die 

or two hows Is lesson preparation, teashea boeausa she loves 

children, and feels it hex- duty to teach. 

the too®! Church flans for leadership Mucat&on 

Obviously, the teaoher described above acquires* sowe of 

his personality as well as skill from the training lie 

resolves * h portion of tins training 1b represented in 111® 

background, but there should also be additional help given 

to develop his understanding of the content he teache» and 

the theology behind it* If he has not had courses In 

understanding people, those should be provided. Ghtirehes 

asust mak© well-defined plans for training if te&ehars are to 

nave adequate help In doing their task (8). 1M® raises the 

question i "Stmt plans do the local churches natee and who 

makes them? Bie second part of the question 'Will be answered 

first. 

Iftft Staffs of the Cooperating; Churches 

fhe staff ifletabers of the co-operating churches are most 

directly responsible for the plans used In the churches. OnXsr 

three of the twenty have a full-time educational director 

whoee task it Is to direct the educational program of the 

whole church, ^he pastoral staffs of the churches are indicated 

on Table XX. In one of these three churches there is also a 
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TABI»E XI 

the m s w r m SWF? OF ?HE 

Church : *fw© ©i'-

Pastors 

Otm 
Full-time^ 
Oils 
iPart-time 
:. Faster 

0&& 
•: PuXl-tlme 

Pastor 

r r — ~ r » 

0110 
:. Student 
Paster 

n 
4 # -# ' Jftk, 

2, ; x 

3.* : X 

M 
* T •# X 

5, X 

6, 'it 
jr*ii 

7. % \ 

8, X 

3. X 

10* X i 

11. ; x 

12. X 

13* ' W* 

1#, 
X 

15. X 
16. 

% 

IT. 
K 

18. 
X 

19. X 
20, 

X 



yeutti a®©4steat who i s a student in § Shaoldgidal Saainwy* 

Mi other ©terete® have atndanta aha em vaapontfM* for at 

laaat a part of tha adneat&onal program* Xtt i$£tmm of the 

ehuwhaa fha nltaiatar &® the only parson mfcing ful l t t o 

for a© elumsti# except for a f®« aaoaa aith ama secretarial 

h#3#* ®» atelatar vuat bo *aagHaaalfela for tt» total ahusoh 

pmgvan* ana i t has already b@e» indicated that he i s the tatty 

person in daaldmg the policies mm plans of the odnaatlenftl 

program. SomfWi aora and aore mm aaaopting anna 

radpoMlbll&lqr t w thia freoing tha nta&atar f w general 

«v©wi#it and promotion* ©lie roeulte not only in a better 

wwfeiwg plan# but sis# in tha Jjiwlvwwat of nova people its© 

see tha laportanae of the progra» (5$ p. 34)» 

Vba CtaNftaoicKi on Sdnaatum holds an Us^ortmtt place in 

ill# task of rswrnttiiig and training teacher® and laadava* 

ft» of the imsrd.iyi-.lQn u^raally nalcea tha dlfffavanoe 

hatwoan stt ®f#@©tj,v«s gimp and mm that ie Hntffeefeiws* If 

ha ia dodlaatad* willing to learn* and believes in the 

adttoatianal program of tha ahureh, amoh aan be 4®»s by tha 

groqp* although ha nwit certainly mm§» tha nAnlata#*a 

co-operation, and assistance to be mmt tmlpfwS, to 

the Dramatt. 

ffee Aanaval toari. of aiucation lias pv&ntad a "Cheek M»t 

of AMpanaibllltiaa of toe Commission at a&iieatlan* (3), so 

that aaati Cms&mim, my see ahat i t a ta ld be doing and 
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compare It with what is actually feeing; done, ©lis calls for 

self-study and can result in a better balanced and wore 

dynamic program. 

In the twenty churches only few had actually uaed the 

"Check List/' and only two within the last year. Seven 

Commission on Education Chairmen and six ministers were not 

aware of the existence of the paiaphlet, although it is one of 

the "Christian Education Service Leaflets" sent out by the 

Department of General Church School Work. 

Hie church school superintendent also holds an important 

place, and sometimes spends much of his time recruiting and 

planning training for his teachers. The view of his task 

varies from the one who "opens the worship service with a 

song, scripture, and prayer" (16) and thus concludes his 

work, to those who work well with other laymen and the 

minister in promoting the educational program. 

It is recommended that the Commission on Education have 

a leadership education coBsaittee as noted in Chapter XXI. 

Only two of the twenty churches have a strong working 

committee, two others have a good start with a sound 

understanding of the task and a determination to do what 

needs to be done. Three others are making plans for this 

year for such a committee, as is indicated in fable XII. 

®ie task of recruitment and training often is accepted 

as a part of the work of the division chairmen In the church 
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TABLE XXI 

mimtm m TE&CHEBS AND LEADERSHIP mmmim 
mm m mm ammmm 

Church Rotation 
of 
Teachers 

Committee on 
leadership 
Education 

1, 10 No 

2< m So 

3* fm Good 

4, Ho NO 

5* tea I3& 

6,. m Mo 

T. Yes Begw» 

8* Ho Begim 

9. »0 j No 

10. Some • - No 

11, Soae No-

12. I© Tea 

13. . Ho Wo 

14.- So No 

15. Itea No 

16, no | No 

IT. Ho No 

18. : m> No 

19. No No 

20* HO No 
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school. ©lis Is especially true of the children's division. 

"If the church does not have good leaders, it is' more likely 

to be the result of poor recruitment or training than lack of 

people of ability in the taeiabex̂ hip" 15# p« 35). 

Workers for the educational program of the churches are 

selected in many ways. Some of the«e ways reported in 

interviews with teachers, superintendents, and pastors are s 

1. fh© pastor# educational director, superintendent, 
division superintendent, and Co«iisslon on Education 
suggest people for the task, 

2. A special recruiting committed interviews 
prospects* 

3. A prospect file is kept of person® who 4©in 
the church. 

4. A laeiabership and evangelism committee keeps 
lists of prospects. 

5. Ihe director keeps in touch through the adult 
classes, looking for experienced teachers or those with 
ability who could be trained, 

6» ttea recruitment and leadership coasaittee gets 
names from wsny sources and checks the needs with the 
supply as well as qualifications, 

T» Pastor, superintendent, or teacher asks someone 
to take such and such a class with no special thought 
as to fitness for the task. 

8. Ahy of the officials of the church school coax, 
beg, or challenge folks Juct to come and do the best 
they can (16) . 

Only four of the churches had a system of teacher 

rotation which replaced all teachers every three years to 

give them an opportunity for further training, rest, or 

teaching in another division of the church school.- Two other 

churches rotated some teachers, but not all of the«u Four of 

the ministers expressed the idea that If a good teaeher had 

not asked to be replaced there was no reason for doing so. 
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leadership Training Programs 
of the Co-Operating Churches 

Hie training program of the Methodist Church started 

with the small class meeting with ten members and a leader* 

at the suggestion of John Wesley in the early days of 

Methodism in England, and it ha® been going on for more than 

two hundred years (20, p. 48). It is constantly changing in 

pattern and design* with the scope and variety of this program 

contributing to a mosaic in which national conferences# 

jurisdictional schools, conference camps, classes, and 

workshops, district and subdistrict training schools, and 

local church classes all form a part of fee figure* 

The General Board of Education reports (20, pp. 117-18) 

that more church workers than ever before are participating 

in accredited leadership and laboratory schools, Mao, more 

workers are attending noncredit classes, informal study groups, 

institutes, workshops, camp leadership enterprises, and many 

other kinds of meetings that are helping them become better 

teachers and leaders. 

Many of these types of training have become a part of 

the program in the co-operating churches. Some of the churches 

have greater participation than others, Those who are teaching 

in the twenty churches reported on the kind of training they 

have, and this is summarized in Table XIII. The table 

revealed that more than half of the teachers in the 

co-operating churches have had no training in any of the types 
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TABLE XIII 

raas of tmiwiMa mmtmm nr. teachers 
OF fflE W-QPEBATXWEI CH0HCHES 

{n«437) 

•Training Courses Musiber of Courses '3Mmho. 
0 1 1 : 2-3 ] ;7«i2 : .13-20 j 21+ 

Local Church 
draining School® 255 92 ^ ̂ 52 ! ; 23 i 13 2 •* # 

Mstriet or 
Conference 

256 78 Schools 256 78 42 33 ! 12 : 3 1 3 

Jurisdictional 
417 : Schools 417 : 13 5 ; 2 ; i * * [ y* * , # # 

Laboratory 
40 School® 377 40 19 6 1 • * # # 

provided by the Methodist Church listed here. M m individuals 

bad participated in local church training than la stay other 

tyye* Laboratory schools are eouparatively new, and their 

popularity seems to be indicated. 

®ie General Board of Education believes that people are 

ready to be trained* One exaiaple of thl« m y be found in the 

fact that in a recent survey it was revealed that 73 per cmt 

of the Methodist Churches are using filmstrip projectors, and 

71 per cent of them are using motion picture projector*. 

Veaohero and leaders want to know how to select sad imk® better 

use ot audio-visual aids, fihic desire has resulted in a request 
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for the addition of a course in visual aids in the accredited 

series for Christian Workers * Schools, Sa© use of visual 

aids opens up mm ways and areas for leadership training, as 

well as aids for teaching (20, p.. 12$), 

The executive secretary (9) off the Central Wexas 

Conference reports that the year froa June, 1959* to $wies 

I960 was the best year ever in the field of teacher training* 

throughout the Conference. There have been twelve district 

and subdistrict schools, aad at least ten local churches have 

'had their own training schools, tfee executive secretary feels 

that this is a trend upward. Bach church program is 

strengthened far more by training in ifca erw church than in 

situations where the teachers are taken to another church, 

he continued. In line with the proposed strategy of the 

General' Board, a closer co-operation between the cotimlssions 

Kill be develqped. Shift means that, more than ever before, 

the educational phases will be seen as instruments or channels 

and not as coveting agencies, fhus, Christian education will 

serve as a channel for effective iBpleaentation of programs of 

stewardship, missions, temperance, evangelism, and other areas 

of the church work, as well as the on-going program which 

stresses daily Christian living in all areas of life (9). 

national Leadership 

The training programs that are engaged in by members of 

the co-operating churches are varied in scope and type of 
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training offered, and In some Instances have different 

purposes in the selection of people to be trained. 

Participation of the co-operating churches—both national 

and Jurisdictional training—is indicated in ®&ble XIV. 

lite national meetings during the 1959-60 period were t The 

American Institute on Family Relations, the Jtothodlst 

Christian Education Conference, The National Council of 

Chiireh.es of Christ Christian Education Conference* and the 

Methodist Youth Convocation, The first three of these were 

conferences designed to help meters of the church staff in 

the local churches meet the problems the/ face in developing 

leadership, Use latest trends# newest idea®# and current 

problems were exchanged and discussed along with suggestions 

for further experiment and research. Bach person attending 

the conference had the opportunity to help in those 

Christian education problems that were raost critical in his 

own local church (l). The meetings were* not intended for 

laymen in the church, but rather for those with professional 

training in Christian education. Hie executive secretary 

and youth director of the Central Texas Conference also 

attended the Methodist Christian Education Conference and, 

by sending out letters and bulletins, shared the Ideas they 

received with the local churches after they returned {8, 21). 

Tm Methodist Youth Convocation was planned primarily 

for the youth in the local churches, but training classes 
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TABLE XI? 

NATIONAL AND JUBXSDICTIGNiUu LEADERSHIP 
m m m m immmm m nsmmm 

OF THE CO-OPEHATim 

m 
t *3wf 

€ 

§ 3 
CI : T4 # W 

; *•§ 1 
fi ̂  «ig* *1*1 rH[ 
4& *|4 $} # # ff f*5 

^ M M M m 
|R f4 m m 

•4**̂  
» I *4 1 
rf 0 0 13 S3 Q , £ <g o S 1 
4*f *4 *»"# © 
sk « «a #> : 
s | ! | ; 
£ 5 8 3 ' 

HI 
I jjjjjj 
i *$4 w I S I 

43* Hf *ri # 
; 

S « 8 o ; 
0 t» » ; 
£S & M£S. 

I p t5 6 (5 ; 

« ' O 
m 4$ 4Hf 0 
•8*8 : 
i l l : X*iO 

: 4#«-» 
® <s 
« ft 
§lf J» o 
W *r$ 

*0 H 
; "S "1 fi 

It* s 
i f f <i 

1. 0 1 1 0 % 
2. : 0 1 i 1 0 1 i 3 
W'* 1 0 0 0 1 
*T* 0 i i 0 0 1 
< * 0 0 0 0 1 0 
b. 0 0 0 : 0 ; 0 
1* | 0 0 0 0 0 
O # 0 0 i o : 0 1 
9* 0 0 0 ! 0 0 

10* 0 0 0 0 0 
11. 0 0 0 0 0 
12* 0 0 0 0 j 0 
13, 0 0 o ; 0 0 
14, 0 0 o 0 ! 0 
15« 0 ; • 0 0 0 i 0 
l6« i 0 0 i i 0 0 : 0 
17. 0 | 0 : o 0 i 0 
18. 0 0 0 0 0 
15« 0 0 0 1 0 0 
20# 0 0 0 ! 0 0 

J ; 

were also held for leaders* Attendance at this conference 

included aaany lay men and women, as well as those who were 

on a church staff. However, it seems to fee obvloue that only 
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the larger churches seat delegates to any of the national 

meetings, and only a few attended, in such instance©. 

Hie Jurisdictional Training Program 

"Jurisdictional and Area Leadership Education enterprises 

are planned to provide both refresher courses and advanoed 

training for persons who are to serve in positions as 

conference and district directors* certified leadership 

laboratory instructors, and deans" (20, p. 122). Again, 

Table XIV also indicates the jurisdictional training 

opportunities offered in the year 1959-1960. intent of 

the training program offered by the jurisdiction was,to 

provide schools for those in the local churches who were to 

serve as training teachers when they returned to their own 

churches {$)» A training school was held at Mount Sequoyah 

July 13-24, i960 (Id). The training included (1) a laboratory 

school which » t each morning and afternoon for two weeks. 

Glasses for workers with nursery, kindergarten, primary, and 

junior children were scheduled1 (2) a leadership school 

divided into two one-week classes for morning and afternoon 

sessions was held. Many phases of the church school work 

were included, with some of the classes having either 

laboratory sessions or workshops; (3) in addition to these 

©lasses a special two-week audio-visual seminar was heldj and 

(4) a week-end conference for directors of Christian education 

of the areas. 
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A recreation workshop was held In the spring of I960, 

but none of the members of the co-operating churches 

attended. However, the Conference Director of Youth 

participated and has shared what he learned with several 

groups In the local churches (21)# Here again, the number 

participating was very snail, and only the larger churehes 

sent delegates to any jurisdictional school. 

She number of laboratory schools has increased each year, 

not only on ttie jurisdictional level, but also on conference, 

district, and local level, according to Granger (9). In 

1958-59 there were three more laboratory schools than in the 

previous year, la 1959-60 there were two more such schools 

than in 1958-59. Laboratory teaching is rapidly proving to 

be one of the most effective methods of leadership education 

for church school teachers. Where formerly laboratory 

schools were for children's workers only, the national Board 

of Education (20, pp. 120-lfcl) reports that now they have 

been expanded to workers with youth, and two experimental 

laboratories for teachers of adults are planned for i960. 

1Mb method of leadership training has been described thus: 

m e laboratory experience Is a distinctive method of 
leadership education for church school teachers. It 
provides an opportunity for %e students who are 
enrolled in the class (called "student-teachersH) to 
learn teaching skills through practice in using them. 
It is a learning situation where the instructor, student-
teachers, children, or youth and parents work together 
in the achievement of goals In Christian living 
determined by the group (14, pp. 22-23). 
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Conference Trainiira for Leadership 

• Robertson, (21} reports that a new experience for the 

Central Texas Conference and members of the co-operating 

churches this year was a training situation to help certain 

leaders become certified as laboratory inst3*uotors for workers 

with intermediates. A two-year training program was held 

beginning in April, 1959. At that time the Ghmeral Board 

sent im ins true tor to start the firs t w©el? •*« end of training. 

Twelve outstanding leaders in youth work were selected for 

training as laboratory instructors. They learned the 

techniques, skills, and materials to be used. After the 

week-end together they studied,*" read, filled out lesson plana, 

and practiced some of the Ideas they had learned. In 

September the same group met again for another three-day 

session, Tfiey raade out course^lans to be used in an actual 

teaching experience. Eleven other adults were invited to 

attend to work for credit in Intermediate laboratory, while 

the original twelve were working toward certification to 

serve ae laboratory Instructors. Eighteen intermediate boys 

and girls aade up the class. After the actual experience 

the twelve leaders still had work to be done and course plans 

to finish. Hty June 1, i960 only four of the twelve had 

finished and been approved by the national Board, Three of 

these taught in laboratory sections of Christian workers' 

schools during the winter. Conference sponsored leadership 

training is indicated on Table XV. 
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On October 9 and 10, 1959 the Conference sponsored an 

adult workers with youth training workshop. Seven workers 

with youth from the twenty churches attended, along with many 
• 

others. Workers with youth are confronted with many problems 

in the twentieth century# and this was an attempt to help 

them, tee task of the leader was discussed#as well as the 

meaning of the gospel to youth. Bie leaders listened to 

outstanding speakers, and then met In small groups to share 

Ideas and problem solutions with each other (21). 

Camping programs as a means of Christian education are 

rapidly increasing, according to Granger (8). '*Ihe expanded 

use of caoapsltes from, a few stumer month© to a year-round 

operation of versatile facilities, bringa the eamp and 

conference program into a new focus" (20, p, 137). 33ie new 

caiapsite, called "Rainbow Qmm*" in the Central fexas 

Conference calls for training leaders in the caiaping program, 

la the first year it was open~1959~1960~~three training 

sessions and two caraps were held ( 9 ) . Leadership education 

courses for church oaiqp counselors are held in Jurisdictional, 

conference, and district schools (20, p. 122). 

Only two Members of the co-operating oburdtes have been 

involved in the progran at this time, but four more plan to 

participate in the summer of i960, ft workshop for family 

eampleaders will be held in July, i960, at Mount Sequoyah, 

area headquarters for the South Central Jurisdiction of the 

Methodist Church • 
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and SuMistriot draining 

Hie Conference and Districts work together to provide 

training for the Xooal churches. Ifeble XV, page 115, Indicates 

M s trie fc training# as well m Conference leadership programs, 

awl shows hm many of these leaders from the twenty churches 

attended, as well as how many received tfredlts for completing 

the work in both kinds of training programs, theae training 

opportunities have several different names. 

Its© Leadership Training School is also called a 

Christian Workers1 School and may have a laboratory School, 

Worfeshpp, or Bibles Conference as a part of its plan. Ihia 

is an effective and popular tool for training volunteer 

workers for the on-going program of the church ftehool* 

The m&t effective Christian W#rk<@r®f Schools are 
brought about through long-range planning» Sufficient 
tiia© is required for considering the needs of workers, 
for selecting the course or courses that will most 
nearly laeet those needs, for securing the best instructors 
available, and for proper promotion of tlw school 
(lS, p. S3), 

these district schools have many patterns % have one 

class in one church, and others are a co-operative effort for • 

the entire district or even the Conference, with certified 

teacher* used and courses suggested by the Leadership Education 

Si vision of the Board of SdsaeatioKu Courses are either 

enriciwent courses to aid the worker in his personal growth, 

or aethods courses to help hi® develop specific skills 

necessary to do the work in M s own church situation? 
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fhe Central Texas Conference Leadership School for 

Children* s Workers was held at Glen lake in August, 1959. 

®tis was both a laboratory school and a Christian Workers» 

School. Laboratory classes were held for nursery, kindergarten, 

priiaary, and Junior teachers. Seventeen were enrolled* There 

was also a class in Missionary Education, 

Each district is encouraged to have a training school in 

its own area, ffee District Leadership Committee plans the 

school in conference with the Dean, District Superintendent, 

and some times the Conference staff, or other advisors, Shift 

year most of the districts had either schools, or gave aid 

to local churches which wanted to have school® of their own. 

fhe larger schools in fort Worth and Waco have a 

greater variety of courses than the smaller ones* Fort Worth 

District West had sixteen course®, five of which were 

laboratory classes. Port Worth East had fifteen courses, 

with one laboratory class. Many of the smaller schools had 

only three courses—one for children's workers, one for youth 

workers, and one for adult teachers. 

In the schools represented in the Central ferns Conference 

for the year 1959-1960, all but two of Hie district schools 

were confined to methods courses, since the year before many 

had concentrated on inspirational and content courses, Only 

the laboratory sections were limited in number of trainees. 

This type of training was most often requested by those who 
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were asked If they had preference. ©iere is an attest made 

to vary the types of class©# from year to year, so that 

teachers can get hslp in whatever area they want. ffefO years 

ago several districts and churches had Bible Conferences. 

®ie purpose of the Bible Study Conference is to stimulate 

more effective use of the Bible in the adult groups in the 

churches that participate. Usually there are three evening 

sessions of two and one-half hours each. Frequently# the 

evening sessions are supplemented with afternoon workshops. 

Vhl« is encouraged for local churches or groups of local 

churches planning together. 

Several of the churches have had variations of the Bible 

Conference during the year. In two churches this was a class 

on Wednesday nights taught by the minister. Two churches 

used tii© Sunday evening' hour Just before the church service, 

la this instance the instimetors were laymen who had had 

special training in Bible. 

&oc>l Church Train! 

lore and more churches are •giving help directly to their 

leaders in addition to national. Jurisdictional, and district 

training schools and institutes. ®iere way be visitation on 

the part ©f a tea® or a single visitor, or a clinic, for the 

problems of the particular church. Sometimes a demonstration 

4® brought to the church to point out iû roveiaents that might 

be mad© or help in any area needed (?, p. 43). 
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On* church in the study brought a t#an fmm the nearby 

Geological Seminary to its Workers1 Conference to study and 

review the probles® of that particular church. 

In addition to Christian workers' schools or laboratory 

schools in the local church indicated on table X?!* the 

Workers• Conference provides an excellent opportunity for 

training. Such a meeting enables all the groups of the church 

to work together as a team, and should foe both educational 

®rxi Inspirational (10, p. 48). fhe Workers' Conference not 

only provides for fellowship among the workers, but is an 

excellent place to carry out the plans suggested toy the 

Commission on Education. In the churchea where the Conmisslon 

on Education meets monthly* the (Jeneral Board of Education 

(lj p» IT) suggests that the Workers* Conference meet every 

three months. However,, in small churches where the Coiaraission 

on Education and the Workers' Conference meet Jointly, a 

Ewnthly meeting is recoiaraended. In this case the commission 

meets separately once a year to elect teachers and other 

workers (16). fhe Board of Education has many suggestions for 

ways to make this aieeting of real significance, and help- to 

each church i however, the plans for both the Cosanission meeting 

and the Workers* Conference should b© well laid and well 

executed (l), 

myrn (10, p. 55) suggests mat the signs of the success 

of a workers * conference are i (1) the record of attendance, 
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WGkL CHURCH THAIHIK0 PROGKAJiS 
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Church Ix)08tl 
! Trailing 
School 

XjOOB.1 
Church 
Training 
-Class 

V, 0, S» 
jInstitute 

j tfogkors* 
j Conference 

1 • 0 0 ; 12 180 

2* 75 i 68 13 255 

3. 20 12 • IS 50 

4, 0 0 6 0 

5. 6 0 6 45 

6» 0 j | 0 : : 12 I 50 

7. ao : 0 10 100 

8. 0 0 6 : 30 

9* ; 0 0 4 40 

10. o 0 4 15 

11. 0 0 1 10 0 

12, : 0 0 3 0 

13, 0 o 0 0 

14, 0 0 | 2 15 

15, 0 1 8 5 25 

16. : 0 0 4 6 

17. 0 0 2 0 

18. 0 0 0 7 

19- 0 0 0 24 

2©* ; 0 0 0 0 



since most people will oome only if they receive sidj 

(2) transfer of learning to the classroom; (3) imm&sed 

loyalty evidenced by spiritual growth# more regular 

attendance, more punctual at church school, and more tiro© in 

lesson preparation; (4) a growing sense of obligation^ for 

"leadership education never registers until it makes a 

difference in the local church." Sbe Workers1 Conference 

was attended by more people than any other training function, 

yet seven of the church staffs reported that no plan® were 

made for the meeting before it started, and that the time 

was spent dlielsssing problems anyone wanted to bring up » 
M i-' 

$' J/ 

therefore, a time of potential help for teachers was wasted* 

fhe vacation church school has proved to be an 

indispensable agency, both for implementing the regular work 

of the church school and for finding and training teachers, 

fclhile the vacation church school reaches some spiritually 

illiterate who do not participate in the Sunday church 

program, and also gives additional time for the Christian 

education of the children within the church family 

'(15# PP» 48*4f), still another function is the training 

such a program provides for its teachers. Vacation church 

school leaders have training sessions especially designed for 

their work. Such training programs usually are carried on at 

both the local church and the district level, with planning 

sessions several months ahead of the school in the local 

ehurches and a Vacation Church School Institute for the 
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District. Enthusiasm and attendance were higher in regain, to 

Hi© Institutes held in all Districts than for any other 

training program, Table XVI, page 121, showed the attendance 

from the eo-operating ohurches at the Institutes held in the 

spring of i960. Classes ware conducted for the teaehers of 

eaeb age group, with suggested materials and programs 

displayed and demonstrated. After the institute, other 

training sessions were held in the local churches, la reply 

to the Question 5 I!¥hy do you prefer the Vacation Church 

School Institute to the Christian Workers * School?" 

(Appendix B), typical responses weres (l) It meets only 

one daya (2) Rjr children are in school at that times (3) It's 

more funj and (4) fhe teachers seem better prepared. 

One successful method of training leaders has been the 

apprenticeship way. Ihe people who have mmr taught can 

watch the best teachers in the church school, attend teachers* 

meetings, ask questions, and then do practice teaching, with 

the experienced teacher as a guide. Variations of the 

apprenticeship method include assignments in preparation of 

materials, evaluation of materials, teaching methods* and 

individual differences of children under the guidance of a 

well-qualified leader, the trainee should be encouraged to 

talk freely and fully in order that lemming aay be more 

rapid (TJ p. 415). Ttm apprenticeship method is often used 

in connection with the plan suggested earlier in this chapter. 
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After the content and methods classes have wet for six 

months, a period of observation and actual help in the 

classroom follows. One wall church has an apprentice teacher 

in each class for a year of observation, fhen each' one may 

become a regular teacher of a class. However, they do not 

have content courses taught during the year. Several of the 

other churches have suggested a plan of apprentice teaching, 

but have not insisted that it be put into practice (16). 

Since more young people in small cojwiwiities and rural 

areas now go to college, more and more potential leadership 

is now available. Many times people live in these areas 

by choice, even the minister, so if the leadership is poor 

it is likely to be training that is lacking, or perhaps good 

recruiting practices have not been tried (7, pp. 3 4 - 3 5 ) . She 

educational background of the teachers in the small churches 

indicates that the potential for good leadership is available. 

The church whose minister gives aid in theological 

interpretation to those with good educational background is 

developing outstanding rural leadership. 

Any Hethodist Church worker can receive excellent 

leadership training materials by writing to his denominational 

headquarters. "Here the latest experience, experiment, and 

theory meet in the minds of trained experts and recognized 

authorities . . . scores of folders, pamphlets, booklets, 
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and books are available at nominal prices to all leaders who -

desire them" (5, p, 62). 

©le Central Texas Conference, through its Board of 

Education (8), reported distributing thousands of pieces of 

such materials at training conferences and by mall, in 

answer to- requests. In interviews only three people 

specifically mentioned using such material, but no direct 

question was asked about it. 

Co-operative lesson planning is a meeting of teachers 

of the same grade, with a leader, for the purpose of 

evaluating the past Sunday* s session and planning for the 

coming Sunday. Although originally designed for new teachers, 

co-operative lesson planning can be done on the district or 

subdistrict basis. Teachers have to adapt to their am 

situations, and they must learn to be creative, furposes of 

the'lessons are discussed and exchange of ideas take place. 

Skills and techniques are reviewed and tried out* 

After the first few weeks the meetings are usually held 

twice a year instead of once a week (8). This method has 

been used either in addition to a regular training class in 

the case of two churches in this study or as an experiment 

for a .training program in one city area where several 

churches are investigating the possibility of working together 

on this. The Waco area plans to do further experimentation to 

see if this method answers the training needs of children1 s 

workers firstj if the method is satisfactory it will then be 
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tried with workers with youth and adults. Other churches in 

the district are expecting to try this plan in the future (16)• 

fhe orientation of nevr teachers can be a routine ritual, 

or it can be a valuable training experience. Uiree churches 

of the study have developed ways of making this very useful 

to the teachers. Two churches have special orientation 

sessions for teachers in the children's division, carried on 

by the superintendents and head teachers within the division. 

Leaders meet with the new teachers each week for two oonths, 

then they beeocie a part of the departiaental pee tings each 

month. In one church the youth assistant meets with the new 

teachers and sponsors in the youth division both before and 

after they take over their Jobs. At least four meetings are 

held before they start, and they continue as long as he feels 

they are beneficial. 

Boise study courses are available through the Departaent 

of Leadership Education. She student receives a plan to 

X'ollow and may, if he chooses, have suggestions made about 

his work when he sends the lesson plan in. 

Ouided reading and correspondence courses are also 

available through the Department of Leadership Education. Kb 

church reported any activity for this year in this type of 

training, although one church reported a reading group 

suggested by the minister in connection with the training 

course he was teaching. Eleven books were circulated among 

the class members, three to be read completely, while in the 
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others certain chapters were suggested, which applied to the 

course of study. 

In addition to these ways of recruiting and training 

teachers, soa® churches have discovered other ways of 

developing leaders, such as the followingi 

(1) toe church has a Sunday morning ©lass based on the 

foastmsterB* Club idea. Bach person has a different tftslf 

eaoh Sunday and takea his turn aa leader, questioner, 

©valuator, listener, reader, and secretary. .After a person 

has completed the cycle of tastes he leave® the class and 

Joins or rejoins an adult group or becomes a teacher. The 

class constituency la constantly changing, which adds 

Interest (16). 

(2) In two of the co-operating churches interest groups 

have been foamed to study sorae phase of church history. 

Christian beliefs, comparative religions, Ooaaauniss, and 

other subjects that are not usually a part of the lesson 

material* People who have made a study of these area® are 

asked to teach, and this ha® brought to new teachers and new 

class meters who did not participate In the church school 

before (ll), 

(3) Xn another church a class has been foraed with five 

people as a steering committee. ®iey chose a© a subject for 

study "The Development of the Idea of dod in the Old Testament." 

Each of the five people prepares a lesson as though he were to 
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teach alone, then the group shares its Ideas and looks up 

answers to unfamiliar questions. The group has grown to 

nineteen, and more people are anxious to join. Soon the 

group will divide and. start other groups, so that the rsaaber 

may be small enough to discuss freely, lhe original five 

leaders feel that after new groups have been fonaed, and 

their growth is assured, they would like to take their places 

as teachers in the church school to see if they can change 

souse of the "serwonette type" of classes to "groi# dynamics" 

classes ( 1 6 ) . 

Table XVII indicates the muaber and kind of training 

opportunities that were available to the twenty co-operating 

churches» The schools represented in this table are 

scattered geographic ally through the Conference, with afc 

least one in each district. There were twenty-seven schools 

held, counting Jurisdictional and Conference Training, in 

this year, 1959-i960. This does not include local church 

classes where no credit was given. The large number of schools 

and training opportunities reflects the thinking expressed 

here 1 

The increased voluiue of correspondence directed to 
the General Board indicates a growing awareness of the 
primary responslbility of the local church commission on 
education to enlist and train the leaders needed. 
Reports are received from an increasing number of churches 
this year, indicating that their coramisslorts are developing 
definite plans for: { 1) recruiting; the workers they need, 
(2) preservice training classes* (3) orieatatlcm^m^ses 
for new workers, and . (4) special guidance for workers who 
are already serving (20, p. 119/» 
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TABLE XVII 

CHHXSTIA8 WORKERS' SCHOOLS » « g 
C I W M L TEXAS m m m m m . 

mm, 

Leadership Gaining Schools 'Credit 

District and Subdietriot Schools 

Balllnger Sufodistrict 
Browrwood SuMistriot 
Cleburne Subdlstriet 
€&j»loaj» SuMlstriot 
DeLeon Subdlstrlet 
Ft» Worth last 
Ft, Worth tfest 
Waco laboratory for Youth 
Waco District 
Wttshaehle fitstrie t 
Weatherford Subdlstrict 

Worth Eaat Laboratory 

Local Church School* 

Arlington Heights 
Ferris Heights 
Grandview • 

Fort Worth 

Conference $M&nlag Schools 

®1« Laiee Children1 s Workers 
latswrtAiate laboratory 

with Fol̂ rtechiiic 

Local Church Workshops 

Stephemrill© 
GatetsviJUe 

Hamilton 
Matthews Memorial, 
Midlothian 
Bed Oak 

## 

33 
11 
150 
164 
2 

116 
76 

40 

25 
10 
T 
31 
21 1® 
aa 
21 

22 

# 
• 

*Ho credit was given 
**No record® for this school 
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training Flans Pned 

Hore and more churches are beginning to recognize that 

the ta»k of discovering, enlisting* and trainsng persons for 

leadership in the church needs careful and thorough planning* 

Several plans have been tried out in local churches, and the 

on# which has been stout successful and most highly recorasaended 

1® given here in some detail, Owminghaat (6) say* all thurehea 

should work toward such a plan as a goal, Barnes (2), Hunt 

|ll)# and Johnson |12) agreed that the Seat«U Plan, is superior 

to any other that they knew because of its ehureh-»wi4e 

co-operating thoroughness and practicability. The high points 

of this plan are$ 

fh$ class meets on Sunday morning during the regular 
church school hour for a year. The very beat teachers 
available should be the leaders of the courses. 

®ie manner in which person® are recruited for this 
ela®$ is of real significance, An Balistaeat Cc®slttee 
®a<le of persons respected as Christians and as workers 
xjt the church school jB@«t together to talk about the 
approach they will wake, before they begin jaaking 
individual visits to the prospects, 

lis potential class wafers are challenged first of 
all to service for Christ, then t the particular service 
of teaching in the church school. They are then offered 
training for it. Ifse- success of th® year's course depends 
largely on this initial challenge, It helps to set the 
atmosphere of the class as well'as the thinking and 
® % p m U U m of the individuals, 

fer#oas invited to take the Leadership- fwJjUisg Class 
are chosen to take it. Rec oiaraenda tions for menibers of the 
elasŝ  cots© from all the groups of the ohurch i from adult 
church school classest the women of the ohurch, the sen of 
the church, and from individuals, 

then the leadership Training Ccramittee or the 
Christian Education Comittee picks those to bo invited. 
Si© class is necessarily limited. Usually the list of 
potential© is twice as long as the number to be recruited, 
for many are unable to accept that particular year. 
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The year'b course begins in October with a 12 week 
course on A Survey of the Bible* followed. % a It week 
course o» Our Christian Beliefs; then. the class has 'a 
12 week course on Ways of Teaching, Observation 
follows these three courses. Sach aeaber of the class 
spends one full hour in each of til® Be vert departments of 
the ehurch school. this leads each potential teacher to 
a a t © W understanding of the whole church school an4 
helps him to decide on a department 'to'teach in. 

• The class meet together for one session to discuss 
their findings» Hien they have apprenticeship treadling* 
2hey go to the department they Mve chosen awi tea^h 'With 
those who are already teaching, for a month to six weeks, 
Much knowledge and understanding is gained from teaching 
with trained and experienced teachers and in gradually 
assuming responsibility. 

It is best if the minister can teach the Bible course 
utci the course of Our Christian Beliefs, and the Ktrt^tor 
of Christian Education teach the course m Ways of 
Teaching. However, If these persona are not available, 
outstanding laymen should be used# 

Tfca needs of the church school for teacher# and 
workers for the coning year are received from the 
superintendents of the departments and pi -jsented to the 
Leadership training Glass, Each a«feer of the class 
chooses tiie department he wants to teach in. Be Is 
asked to submit his first* second, said third choiee. 
These preferences are fitted with the needs of the church 
school. 

On Promotion Day the members of this class have 
adequate preparation for beginning teaching. Specific 
departmental training is given through their departmental 
superintendents and other in-servie# training opportunities 
a© they go on with their teaching. 

Each person accepts to teach for only one year at a 
time with the privilege of accepting for as many as three 
consecutive years, There is a new jteadership fmlnifig 
Glass each year, with roeafmrs preparing to assume the 
responsibilities of those choosing to be replaced and to 
assume added positions. 

The members of the leadership Training Glass come to 
feel the lsjportance of teaching in Mi® church school, 
fhey have learned something of how to da it, s M they 
kmm they will learn more. Hiey are eoiieertied with those 
best ways of leading persons to learn and to accept, 
•©ley realize their strength is in Ohrist, and this leads 
to effective teaching (22). 
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'Shits plan as presented here was developed and used in 

tslie First Presbyterian Church in fort Worth, fexits, Ihe plan 

also fits the suggestions made by the Department of leadership 

Education of the Methodist Church (6). ©iree of the co-operat« 

lug churches are using this plan* but have varied It in some 

detail. Two of the churches are in the second year ©f the 

plan, while one is in the first year, the churches in the 

second year of the plan already are reaping the benefits of 

it® success, and both are able to see considerable improvement 

In teaching. ®t© three churches using this plan ai"@ those 

with educational directors* two other churches without 

dlwetors are studying the planj one of those has adopted it 

for this year, but it is too early to see what suoeeas it m y 

have* 

Other long-range plans are sometimes used by local 

churches* and each provides a partial answer to leadership 

needs• Early itê the fall of 1959 one of the twenty churches 

asked the Executive Secretary of the Board of Education to 

grant special permission for its plan t© send delegates to 

Mount Sequoyah in the summer of i960. Usually each church 

has a quota of two delegates, and others are allowed to go 

only if there is room not taken by some of the other ahurches. 

The Commission on Education of this church felt that the best 

way t© provide training for the whole church school would be 

to send a teacher from each age group in their school to the 
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Sequoyah leadership training program, ffios® selected went to 

go with the understanding that they were to become accredited 

teachers of the course they took, and in turn teach In a 

training program in their own church, ©iua, raany people 

could benefit rather than Just the delegates themselves ; 

and people who, for various reasons never could go to Mount 

Sequoyah themselves, might learn the latest and best methods 

of teaching. Permission was granted toy the Executive 

Secretary, and the Commission on Education began Immediately 

to check on available prospects who would be able to pass on 

the ti'&t'Wing received in the beat way possible, % the middle 

of the winter the delegates had been selected* they knew which 

course they were to take and were doing seme reading in 

preparation for the training they were to receive* fhe course® 

would be laboratory sessions for two-week periods, and each 

delegate wmt attend for the full time, Sine® this program 

is for the summer of i960, there has been no opportunity as 

yet to @«e how it works. 

toother church has used only the course, "Adult Work In 

the Church School" (14}. Uie course was taught by the pastor 

for six Sunday mornings at the church school hour, Wim the 

course was completed those who had taken it filled the places 

of the regular adult teachers who, in turn, took the training 

course* 

Two churches have used the cours# on "teaching Children" 

(14), One church did not feel that it was successfulj the 
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other 414# Several of tine churches have no plan of developing 

leaders» ffesy my send some teachers to conferences or to 

training schools, or the teachers themselves my go to get aid 

for thejaaelves. Others try to get along by asking people to 

teach with no help or training, 

Ihree of•the local churches have a Bible study session 

with from four to six sessions. these ideas all indicate ways 

that churches plan for training. Other plans for particular 

kinds of training are used in addition to these, as a part 

of the training participated in by the churches, and will be 

discussed in the following chapter. 

fhe role of leadership education in asveloplng workers 

in the local churches is partly described toy the picture of 

the tcacthoty "Kb® methods of recruitment, and training engaged 

in by each church. 'These practices of the local churches will 

be coippared with their goals and standards in Chapter V. 
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CHAPTER ¥ 

x w m m x f wmmtmi m r n m m OF WM w m h 

dUKCSlS C0!#AM2I)WBSi fHBlR GGiUuS 

tHae goals and objectives suggeeted to local churches by 

the Board of Education of the Methodist Church, as well as 

the other specific goals and needs recognized by each of the 

co-operating churches* w#re reviewed la Chapter XII, fhe 

actual practices Ui the looal churches in the field of 

leadership education were described in Chapter IV. Ihe 

purpose of this chapter 1® to eoiipare those goals and needs 

with the actual practices to detemine whether or hot the 

looal churches are accomplishing the task they have set for 

themselves. Material used in making this conparison was 

obtained from questionnaires and interviewa with teachers, 

ministers, educational directors,- church sefeoiol superintendents, 

and other staff members of the twenty co-operating churches. 

mte$M a comparison is a forta of evaluation, vihich, in 

turn, is based on some understanding of the objectives 

involved. Maves (?) says to make a Judgment in comparing two 

ideas or items is already evaluating. The principle of 

measurement and evaluation is the same, but some of those who 

have used evaluation in Christian education (1, 3, 5, 7, 13} 

agree that it is difficult to obtain aay degree of precision 

13? 
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to those areas -dealing with the development of character and 

spiritual growth. However, they feel that some measurement 

can be mad©, and that new procedures for evaluation need to be 

triad. Each of these mm makes certain suggestions that 

could be used as a basin for some Judgment. Gwynn (3, p. 14) 

suggests that out of the joany factors that can be rnted to 

evaluate the church* 0 ©durational program the on® sost 

indicative of sueeess is the character of the teacher. 

Havighurst {5, p. 43) suggests that evidences of fruitfulness 

oaf a Christian education program can be objectively obtained 

by ««suring people involved in the program on tile basis of 

criteria of Christian personality growth. Dyer (1, pp# 

feels that reliable Judgments in Christian education are 

decisions which should be based on enough evidence m th&t 

different groups of people independently considering the 

evidence would arrive at the satae decisions. 

In a paper presented at ft» Conference on Evaluation in 

Qsristian Mueation held at Brew tftiiversity in Septesfeer# 

1959# Warrington reported that an adequate evaluation of 

religious education should include three approaches; 

(1) Tti® program can be evaluated by a logical 
analysis as to what it should accomplish; 

(2) the program can be evaluated eapirieally 
by examining the quality of teaching or instructional 

and techniques used. 
(3) She program can be evaluated empirically 

according to- the immediate or long-range impact it has 
on individual© participating in the educational 
experience (13, p. 57}. 
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Hies© three approaches will be used as the basis for comparison 

of aurrent practices of the co-operating churches with the 

practices rceo&Ba&nded by the Methodist Church and the specific 

needs of the cfturohos* 

.Evaluation of the Aecoirplis'toaeat of the 
leadership Bducation Program 

A logical analysis of a leadership €?ducation program 

would seek to determine whether the program was aecosisiishlng 

what it should. Specific objectives or goals of the oCHOjMgfutlftg 

churches have been mentioned; now they must be examined in the 

light of ̂ nether the goals h&ve been met and by what aethoct 

the:/ were aeeongpllshed, 

Ooala 

CJne goal of each of the co-operating churches mm- to 

have a teacher and a substitute for each ala»s in the church 

school, and that these teachers have the necessary training 

to enable the® to do an adequate Job of teaching. Table X, 

Page 8* indicated that only two churches had enough teachers 

for each class j however, substitutes were not included in 

this table, Xn interviews with ft&nlfttepe,- ideational 

directors, and church school eqpeâ tflnidexitWj it w&* determined 

that none of the co-operating churchea had enough substitutes 

for each claae, although tbree of the churches had sufficient 

substitutes at one time# but were not able to keep a full 

substitute staff throughout the year, ffte inadequacy pointed 
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out by tli® church* s own leaders does not mean that no teachers 

are Qualified, or that all teachers are considered of poor 

quality, but it does mean that further training is needed for 

desired ljô roveaient, A picture of the teacher1 n \t&dk&founa 

and training given in adapter If indicated the great potential 

of t«AdiftF0 in the church school j however# the fact that.&U) 

out of the 524 teachers reported t m this study jaade no effort 

to take trtvttntage of the tmiaing c^ortunltia# ©ffered in 

classes, schools, and conference® this y@ar indicates- that 

standaMa m & goals are not being net, A ftsp^tr itMlieatl#a 

is shown by the fact that wry few read religious magazines 

or books. f*fc?o church staffs* however^, felt that they were 

laatetng rapid progmm in that direction through a training 

program within the church, and the help of area, and eo»f#»ii@8 

schools* 

itloa 

ttie building, equipment* and procedures for a leadership 

training school or class can be measured to «lete«ia# Aether 

or not they meet suggested standards, as indicated in 

fable XVXXX* Shore were twenty-seven schools liter# credit 

was given far courses completed in the Central f©xa.s Conference 

this year* ta were single classes, and some had as laany as 

fifteen classes within the school, the buildings and e^utpaent 

were well suited for training purposes, according to the 
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TABLE m i l 

immsmAww B m m m m m w m m t 
AMD PHOCEDURES IBB© PGR IMMmmf TRAINING 

Questions 

lie 

I s i t adequate in size? 
Is I t easi ly accessible? 
I s i t central ly located for 

those attending? 
I s to equipment appropriate 

for *.Leadership School? 
fhe School or Class 

Was i t well organized? 
Has i t well financed? 
Was i t well advertised? 
Was i t well s taffed? 
Was i t well attended? 

Ihe Room (Each class In school) 
Is the room inci t ing and a t t ract ive? 
Is the room adequate in stmt 
Is the room well lighted? 
Is the room well ventilated? 
Mm the famishing® appropriate to 

the age ©roup ( i f I t 10 training 
class fo r children's workers)? : 

I re the pie tees appropriate to' the 
age gmup (if I t i s a training 
class for children1a workers}? 

Is there a place for teachers1 

supplies? 
Is there a place fo r wraps? 
Is the equipiaent adequate for a 

leadership school? 

Fair fo©r 

24 
26 

a? 

19 

19 
27 
27 
21 
3 

§2 

l 
60 

61 

77 

90 

l 

# « 

• # 

6 
20 

10 

12 

10 
k 

1 • * 

#• * 

* * 

# ir 

# * 

4 
# « 

6 a 

10 

9 
# * 
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findings of tfie investigator. However* the attendance was 

not m good m it seems at first glance at Table XVIII 

because the four schools rated as poor m m the four largest 

of the Omfftrenee* Again# the fact that the training is 

available for teachers, but they do not respond# is another 

factor in the position that the training program is not 

accomplishing what it needa to do. 

Kinds of Training Most Hetofful 

Another significant point is shovm in Table XIX. In the 

TABLE XIX 

IIMM OF Tmwxm mmmm mm HSFFOL TO 
» ItSA'BERSHIf OTCAf» 

(n*Sl4) 

Kinds of IJraining Teachers , 

Replying* 

Local church training school. , . * « * . « • « - « < * • 57 

Christian Workers1 Schools. 47 

Workers' Conference 42 

Laboratory. . . 39 

Beading or correspondence 25 

Summer wop or coaf 24 

Si$>ervl8lon 19 
• S « persons checked more than one 

kinds of training marked as most helpful by the students 

themselves* it is clearly indicated that those taking courses 

I 
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would like to Mm sme training offered in tfcia&r own churoh 

in addition to what 19 given in District or Genferwiee 

schools, Interviews with teachers who had not taken training 

courses further attested to this. Several reasons were given 

for not attending Christian Workers« Schools, including ti®e# 

transportation, the differed© in teaohittg situation between 

churches# and •Que feeling of rapport in a local group of 

t®aoh#r®» As indicated in "Fable XX, those same reasons point 

to the need for more local church training* More ana more, 

the area and Jurisdic tional conferences are plai»id to help 

TABLE XX 

REASONS GX¥EI BY TEAGMmS FOR HO* 
A m r a m caaisfiAM vomits* ' 

SCHOOLS • , 
(n-=22l) 

Beasons 
ttpliriisg 

foo bn«3r. 62 

foo far' may. • 

Did not get around to i t . « • • 

Repetition of other courses.. , 

Small church situation ignored. 

X*x$e church situation, ignored. 

Teacher dull. 

47 

41 

19 

19 

If. 

15 
transportation, . . . . 6 

# # # # # 

Felt unwelcomed 



train people to return home, and In turn train the teachers 

in their own church. However, it is difficult to get enough 

people to go to the area schools* and this makes local church 

schools mm mm important since they must hair® certified 

teachers if they are to he accredited. ' 

In a previous chapter the Workers* Conference was 

Mentioned mis a possible source for improved training in the 

local church. 3Sie need for this conference, in addition to a 

training elas® or tohool, was indicated both in questionnaires 

and interviews * %hl@ XXI shows the responses that were made 

in interviews to questions concerning tee Workers* Conference, 

B&ny felt that they wasted their time in going to such 

meetings since fee time was usually spent on unliaportant 

details, and the program was very poorly planned. Several 

indicated that they would like the tine used for training 

purposes in the areas of their particular need. Only two of 

the twenty churches reported using the conference in this 

way* and these two were the largest churches, each with a full-

time educational director. Even in the case of these two 

churches, only one session of the year was devoted to training 

in what the teachers felt was needed, (Appendix % Interviews). 

Supervision has had little use among the co-operating 

churches of this study. Since it was the type of training 

least requested# inquiry was made as to the reason, fhe 

answers indicated that many teachers did not really understand 
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how It could be used as a teaching aid. Sam of the® were 

thinking of supervision as ',SflooperviBion,,, In one church 

where supervision has been correctly tried it has grow la 

popularity. Ihose who serve as supervisors have taken 

laboratory training at the Jurisdictional schools and ar© 

well versed in their field of teaching, They were chosen for 

their ability to help others without causing friction, as 

well as for their knowledge of teaching methods? * 

Mo guided reading or correspondence course® taken for 

credit are recorded in the Conference office for this year, 

Indicating that those listed in Table XII, page 105# were 

either in years past or were being planned by the Individual 

on his own. Ho interviews turned up any further knowledge of 

this type of reading, although one youth teacher said she 

"had read tons of literature from the publishing house 

related to youth work" (9). Mo other questionnaires gave 

evidence of this type of reading program, either. 

Among the questionnaires listing laboratory schools as a 

type of training most helpful, two significant ideas were 

found. Several people mentioned the desire for a laboratory 

class for adults in methods of teaching. Central Texas 

Conference has had no laboratory class for adult workers as 

yet, although one for fee area was held at Haunt Sequoyah in 

the summer of 1959. A definite need and future potential for 

training would appear to be possible at this point. 
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Mother Idea expressed among teachers of children was 

the need for laboratory classes using facilities like their 

own. Teacher® from small churches with limited space and 

equipment felt that a course especially designed for their 

situation would fee helpful. 

Another analysis of accomplishment of specific objectives 

can he made from the material in Table XXII, ©lis table 

TABLE XXII 

VALUES RECEIVED BY STUDENTS FROM LEADERSHIP CLASSES 
(N-194) 

Values Received Slumber of 
Persons* 

Everyday situations 156 

Personal religious problems. 127 

The Bible. 84 

Worship. . . . . . . . . . 67 

Teachings of Jesus . . . . . . . . . . . 26 

Music. . 15 

Drama, . . 7 

•Some students marked more than one area of value 

presents the values received by students from leadership classes, 

either in local church schools or in Christian Workers1 Schools, 

as they indicated on Schedule E-3. One hundred ninety-four 

students filled out this questionnaire. Some indicated that 
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they received, aid in several areas, One interesting set of 

answers from a class In Church Finance showed great aid on 

pergonal religious problems. fl» fact that this year'* a 

schools were mostly methods courses rattier than content or 

inspirational would have considerable bearing on the answer® 

to this questionnaire. to turn, this would indicate that# te 

a decree, these classes and schools were accomplishing uhat 

they;intended as far as values received were concerned. 

Evaluation of the Quality of fa&ehing and the 
Instructional Methods Used 

Warrington (13* p. §5) feels that Christian education 

and higher education have much in cowman on the issue of 

evaluation in regard to personnel and teaching methods used. 

On® of the first questions asked in an evaluation of m 

institution of higher learning would be t $ho are the teachers 

and what are their qualifications for teaching? Table XXIII 

©hows the academic background of those who are certified to 

teach in the leadership education program in the Central 

Texas Conference. Since many of those listed with a Bachelor 

of Arts or Bachelor of Science degree were ministers, mo&t of 

them had some seminary work or the Conference Course of Study 

required of ministers who do not have a Bachelor of Divinity 

degree# and yet are mendaers of the Conference, Indication 

can fee seen at this point that the academic teckgrotmd of 

those who are certified to teach is very high. 
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TABLE Kill 

J&nJCATIQNAX. SACKROUMB OF THOSE G m s m m 
m rmm immmm* .emcatxoh ut «e 

CENTRAL flttS 0 W E W C E 
Education Completed Jfumfcer of 

Ferson® 

JUlgh school • » * • » • » « * • » » • • • « • • • • - » • 0 

B« 3« or Jt3* A < dŝ rGfi » « • • • « * • « » * • • » • • • 103 

S4astery£ degree. IT 

B • P« dsjjp®6 • • * * * • * « • » # » • « • • • * • » « 66 

Doctor's degree. . • . 6 

®i© provision of a competent faculty to guide adult 

student® In a growing, zanders tending of their leadership 

problems and in the development of specific skill® necessary 

for dealing with those problems i® of primary concern. 

Undoubtedly, a foundation requirement for any teacher is that 

he be well grounded in the content .material of his own field 

(6, p, 2). lie should also possess the necessary skills 

(3, pp» §7-90) for successful teaching, and haw ted 

eâ erienc# that comes fro® working in. real situations (6). 

Table XXIII indicates that only eight of those certified to 

teach courses in leadership education in the Central Texas 

conference do not have college degrees* the value of the 

work experience of these eight can be seen by the fact that 

row of the eight are regarded as excellent in their fields, 
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according to m e conference staff (9)« Fifty-seven different 

teachers taught In the ninety-six alassee of Chriofct&n 

Workers * School 0 for the year .1959-1960. 

Kegarding ths teacher* s fea«kgroimd of experience, results 

of an inquiry are shown in Table XXIV, It will fee seen that 

TABU& XXXV 

wnmBisimMs STATUS m Tmm omafiss TO 
TEACH IS m m CKSTHAL TEXAS GOKFERHKCE 

Professional Status lumber of 
Persona 

KLniotere. . . . . . . . . . . . . . » 98 

I&us©wivea * 31 

Ministers' wives . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 

fsa,eh®rs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 

Educational directors and other church staff . . . . 10 

College professors * • 8 

College student® . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 

Others . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 

slightly more than half are ministers, twenty-eight more are 

either jainistera1 wives or are on church staffs, serving as 

educational directors.# or in other full-time church related 

work> indicating that they have had experience in their field, 

ae w»jl a® training. Twenty-two were teacher®t either in the 

public schools or in colleges, inlying professional training 

in education. Recordr, of the Conference Board of Education 
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indicate that, although the Conference staff menders teach 

more course® in leadership schools than any of the other 

certified teachers, the rest of the teaching load is well 

distributed. 

fo conclude from these data that those certified to teach 

ia the leadership education program of the Central Texas 

Conference stand high in academic attainment mmm Justified, 

and while many of them did not have academic degrees in 

"education" their present.-position would indicate actual 

experience in the area# x.a which they are teaching. 

Objectives of Christian Workers1 Softoole 

to empirical examination of instructional methods would 

suggest the necessity of some knowledge of the objectives, 

teaching methods, and effectiveness of the teaching done, 

Tablet XXV shows the objectives as given by the teachers in the 

leadership schools in the Central Texas Conference during the 

last year. fhi8 table emphasizes the fact that the teachers 

were aware of a general objective of all the Softoolst to 

etresa teaching methods for this one year, Some teachers 

indicated two objectives and further mentioned in interviews 

that actually the method is not separated frm content, but 

rather that both are put together in a form usable by teachers 

to give them the greatest aid. 

Or* the same questionnaire, Schedule E-S, Appendix A, the 

teachers in the Christian Workers' Schools of more than three 
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TABLE XI? 

TEACHERS' STATEMENTS OF OBJECTIVES 
Bf CHRISTXAM WORKERS' SCHOOLS 

(n«67) 

Objective Teachers' 
Semites* 

To give understanding of 

teaching methods. . . * §6 

To promote personal religious growth , 47 

To Increase understanding of 

theological or religious concepts » , » * . „ „ * # $ 

To give factual information about 

the Bible 9 

•Some indicated two objectives 

classes were asked to give their estimate of the effectiveness 

of the school as a nteane of training church leaders* Sixty-

seven teachers answered this question., Four felt that the 

school was generally ineffective, sixty-one thought that it 

w m moderately effective, and two thought it m s thoroughly 

adequate. Fifty-three of these teachers indicated that they 

felt that additional local church training should be used to 

supplement the classes in Christian Workers * Schools« 

Interviews with some of the teachers brought out their ideas 

as to why the school was not more effective. Some of the 

reasons given were: lack of teacher preparation* lack of 

pV5>il preparation* too wide a difference in training and 
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experience of those attending, and pupila did-not know what to 

look'for. 

Instructional Methods 

Rating wale# are of great value in an of 

las true tSouaJl methods, according to Warrington (13), and 

these done % the teachers themselves give one side of the 

picture, Teaching methods used need to be exanlfiftd* also, 

flhe teaching methods used in classes in Christian Workers• 

.Schools are indicated on '"Table XXVI- Bacludtd in this were • 

TABLE XXVI 

TSACHiHa mmsm mim m tstumsmx CLASSES ammmm 
W MEMBERS OF WE CQ-OPERMPXIKJ GIIWBGHSS 

Teaching -Method 
l^SSSSw *m = 

... Re»i.its : 
: ^uieat" "1 
: MmtXm 

lloi'i; "******""' **** 
Bffeetlve* 

Ifeed mmm&t : Jr©ri 
. cent? 

' 'Pfflfclr rWnp'"": 
: 

; 16i®ir 
Cent 

lecture \ 1# : | 21 : 116 •: 54 31 i ! 16 

Discuneioti ! 6l i : 91 j m : ' 43 • 192 99 

Demonstration ' Sf8 | 42 22 ^ ! 10 ' 103 53 

Recitation 3 ; 5 0 0 0 0 

Claas report 18 ; 27 35 ; 16 3 ! 1 

Total 67* ai4# 
I—*—1 

*Several teachers and students marked two types used and 
most effective, 

••Several failed to answer this part of the question,. 



teachers» and students' estimate of which methods were used, 

and the students' estimate of the most effective method. 

Sixty-seven teachers and 214 students answered the question 

on method. Some students did not answer the question on the 

most effective method, and in all three questions several 

listed more than one. Some indicated that a combination of 

methods was used. In an interpretation of this table it is 

evident that students found more of the lecture method being 

used than teachers realized or admitted. In general, the 

teachers themselves felt that they used discussion more than 

anything else# but the students thought that the teachers 

lectured more than anything else. Ihis would indicate a 

point at which the teachers are not accomplishing what they 

intended. As far as demonstration is concerned,'in view of 

the fact th&t students feel that it is a very effective method 

in helping thera to learn, further inquiry was made of teachers 

as to its lack of use. Some teachers indicated that it was 

more work to prepare a demonstration, some were afraid of 

this method, some felt that they used it more than they 

actually did, 

laves (?) maintains that a collection of opinions can 

stimulate thinking about purposes and outcomes of a program, 

m well as provide clues to the effectiveness of the teaching 

procedures., ttis idea m y point out reasons for teachers to 

re-think the methods they use in order to make purposes and 
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outcomes more real to the students. One minister ($) 

expressed the opinion that leadership el&sw#© could be jmtch 

©ore effective if students knew what to look for, how they 

needed to improve, and the purposes of the qpoolfle. course 

they ware to take. 

Quality of teaching is helped or hindered by the 

facilities used for classroom purposes and by the composition 

of the class, table XXVII indicates that the size and 

TABLE XXVH 

seachsrs1 of stack in© cowosmoti m tas 
® m W B M LEADERSHIP VHAXM2M CLASSES AmM&SD 

Bf JfflSBtS OF TO CO-OfMAfJii CiWGHES 

Space and Composition Favorable in-
favorable 

Of MO 
Especial 

Size and location of roc® 48 7 12 

Seating and desk facilities ! 32 10 25 

Coss>o0itiort of group: 

Age rang© 46 4 17 

Jfuiabers 45 : 12 10 

Educational background 11 46 10 

Initial seriousness of intent 63 4 | 0 

Gut-of-class study or effort 22 1 40 ! 5 

Classroom co-operation ! 57 4 6 
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location of classrooms la leadership schools were generally 

favorable, although In a few Instances rooms mm listed as 

too large for good teaching, All© one was too crowded. A 

few wished for a table where all could sit around and discuss 

ware easily than with rows of chairs that wore provided. 

Some felt that the ratio of students per teacher was too high 

for effective teaching. 

Composition of the Group in Leadership Slawes 

The eoi?®K>sltlon of the group was saarked favorable by the 

teachers exempt for two very important factors, Out-of-class 

study was lacking* and teachers saw a definite point here 

that needed correction if such training- is to be successful* 

The other unfavorable area wa® In the ©durational background 

of the group. Ihoae with no high school or college training 

were enrolled with those who had advanced work, fhose who 

were trained in methods of teaching m college were in the 

same classes with those who had never had any such courses, 

The sacs was true of those with years of experience in 

teaching, for these, too, were in classes with beginner® in 

teaching. MeCarty (8) points out that the process of training 

for beginning teachers should provide a close tie up of theory 

and practice through laboratory school or workshop eaqperietice, 

In the area of assistance to experienced teachers there is a 

corresponding need—that the classroom provide opportunity 

for students to present their own problems and learn through 
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the stimulus and assistance of the group, as well as fro® the 

teacher and the materials. 

Hie femaX for Christian Workers * Schools (6) suggests 

that some courses be offered for those who are beginners# and 

some for those more advanced. At no point in the investigation 

of the schools was any class reserved for those who had had 

other courses. All classes were thrown open to anyone 

interested in the field. Interviews with teachers taking 

training courses and teachers who did not, showed that many 

who went felt that they "had the same old thing and would 

never go again" (9)» Some of those who did not go felt that 

it would be "the same old thing" (9) and gave this as a 

reason for not attending. 

The General Board has insisted for many years that the 

Christian Workers' School will give greater aid if successive 

years of training are taken (6). While evidence is shown by 

the material collected for this study that many take only the 

course and never go back for further work, there is nothing 

inherent in the plan of leadership training that would prevent 

the schools from dealing more effectively with this problem. 

In order to see how the educational program was regarded 

by those closest to it, each church staff was asked to rate 

its own local church program. Schedule E«4, Appendix A, was 

used for this purpose, and the results are shown in 

Table XXVIII. The minister, educational director, church 

school superintendent, Commission on Education chairman, and, 



TABLE xxiriii 

I0OAX> CliURCII STAFFS' RA.TING OF 

Program Ztane foor : vair: Cteod' Hone 

Vacation Church School 

for 195® : 1 j 1 : 12 ' ; 6 ^ * 
Extended sessions ; * # 5 ; i 2 ; * if 13 

MXF (intermediates) ; 1 • 4 ! 3 i : 6 

Iff (Seniors) 1 ; 5 i io ! # * : 4 

MP1 {Young People) 3 2 i 5 # .# : 1.10 

Class space : 3 9 ; • 5 3 ; * . # 

Upkeep of pupil records 

by teachers 3 : 6 ; 8 : 1 | 2 

Older Adult. Program : 3 : : 5 : ' 6 : $ M j 6 

Flan for eeeutftng teaches*® j 6 1 8 3 j * jm : 3 

iltteadancie at teachers'* 

meetings i . 5 j 6 6 : 2 ; l 

Teacher attendance for 

the year : ** # ; 8 ] ; 9 ! 3 : 

Tewher jvumtoalitir ' ; s : 
3 ! ! 13 • 2 ' 

Hi gooa lustam#s.t division chai«ae» were asked to fill out 

this schedule* Table XXIX shows their estimate of £h$ value 

of trailing to the program. Sojtae of the nseds recognized by 
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TABLE XXIX 

uoGkh m m m STAFFS1 MTXHO of fimpua A ® im 
valve wm nm wmmmr 

(This rating was done by the Minister, Director of Education, 
Sunday School Superintendent* Coaaission Chairman &P Division 
Superintendent*) 

draining ?oor Ife&'t *** 
ffif > 

Good SmAllwrtt None 

Training class for ?* 0* S, 1 ; 5 1 : 11 1 | 2 

She church library up to 

date 10 * * ; i 2 T 

Use of library by teachers j 9 : 3 1 « * i ; ? 
Methodist literature 

subscriptions by teacher i T 1 5 ! j 4 ; 1 2 2 

Visitation of other church 

schools by teacher® 8 ; i 6 • i * # 1 : 5 

tfee of pupil records j ; 6 . i § 6 : * * ; 3 

knewlaftge of th© ; 

objective# E, ) j 6 7 : 5 a • # 

Ufce of the goals' chart : 8 : 5 : 1 I 2 : 4 

Visitation of pupils1 homes 5 7 j 5 1 ; 2 

Study groups for teachers j 10 j 2 : I 1 6 

Parents > awareness of 

church school program 6 : T j 5 2 *• # 

Dedication services for 

workers | 2 2 | 6 : 2 8 

Teachers* use of materials i 1 1 8 | 10 i * * 1 

Use of visual aids • 6 6 j : 2 4 2 

*Three or more staff »©Bii«rss did the rating In each church. 
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the church school staff discussed in Chapter III oaiae from 

this same questionnaire. Perhaps more of the points at which 

the church fails to meet its own needs and goals, as well as 

the proposed goals and standards of the Methodist Church, 

are shown in these two tables than in any others. All of 

these items are recoiamended procedures or program it«sw# as' 

far as the Jfethodist Church is concerned, yet all but five of 

the twenty-six items are lacking In one or more churches}, and 

the#® five are items that could hardly be lacking If a church 

school were held at all. The two tables will be discussed 

together sine®' they are so closely related, 

|3.) Vacation Church School rated higher than any 

other portion ©f the program, which raise# some Interesting 

questions but gives no answers, However, the training class 

or institute for the Vacation ©lurch School varies?* did not 

rate m high a* the school itself. One suggestion for the 

success of this program, given by one teacher, was that the 

institute for training only lasted one day and the Vacation 

Church School one or two weeks. The shorter period of tlae 

coiupared with year-around church school aiade the difference {9). 

(2) In thirteen of the twenty churches no extended 

sessions were held at all, and in four others it was only for 

a series of four to six sessions for mission study. This 

indicates a great difference between the recoramended procedures 

of the Methodist Church and what is actually being done* An 
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exsualnafclon of the curriculum of training classes ia the 

Conference showed that only two courses wave offered giving 

training m aattoaOofl sessions, and the group in both of these 

instances was quite small. 

{3} Sie program for Sunday evening fellowship groups is 

represented by the three Methodist fouth Fellowship sessions 

in Table XXVIII, page 158. Uie fact that @0 a w do not have 

a young peoples group is partially explained by the lack of 

young people in several of the smaller churches, or they 

teach in younger departments, or they are away at school most 

of the year, or they marry as soon as they leave the Senior 

Department and become a part of the Adult group. However, 

in mterpreting findings from the other sections of Schedule 

E-4 and Use records for the Conference Journal (11)» 

indications are that there are enough young people for a 

group, in some instances, but no leadership has boon motivated 

to take it over. In the Intermediate and Senior groups 

ministers and superintendents, aXUce# deplored the difficulty 

of getting people who were willing to serve or to take 

training to work with youth. Jfeny of the classes in leadership 

schools were designed to help this group, including the 

Conference laboratory school to certify teacher* for teaching 

laboratory classes in Christian Workers* Schools. From the 

General Board on down to the local church this lack of 

teachers and willingness to train la a recognised gap between 
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need and goals and actual practice. She gap is particularly 

critical in the youth division, 

(4) Pupil records of some kind are kept by all hut two 

of the co-operating churches. However, interview with 

teachers indicated that these were, in most cases* attendance 

records only. Mo church school reported keeping records of 

pupil knowledge or attitude®, although material on this is 

suggested by both the General Board and the Conference Board, 

(5) Glass space or reorganized class space was listed 

by many of the churches in regard to their needs, both 

because of expansion and change of procedure in teaching* 

This represents a physical lack quite easy to see, and one 

about which there was more concern than some of the other 

areas, 

(6) Hie older adult program is designed to give added 

learning experiences to those in the mature years. It 1© 

apparent from the table that a need here is not being met, 

IMs is not because of the lack of adults, because onl;r two 

of the churches have no older adults or very few. Son© of 

those who felt their program was fair had limited it to 

taking a magazine to shut-in members. Recognition of the 

needs of older adults has resulted in abundant material and 

plans, but there is little evidence of any thorough work in 

this area among the twenty churches. 

(7) 2he plan used for securing teachers was described 

as a crucial point in the training of teachers in Chapter XXI 
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and in Chapter IV* "Hie table Indicates that very few churches 

have an adequate plan, although three or four are staking 

progress in that direction. More concern in this area m s 

Indicated through interviews than for any other phase of the 

training program. Three churches had no plan at all, merely 

asking anyone available when needed, and six others indicated 

their plan was poor. The lack of a good philosophy of 

recruitment for training is apparent here, 

(8) Attendance at teachers* meetings varied greatly 

throughout the twenty churches. Shis has been discussed in 

other chapters, as well as in other sections of this chapter, 

la general, church school staffs agree that better programs 

at the meetings, planned specifically to aid certain teaching 

problems, would help the situation. Teacher attendance and 

teacher punctuality rated fairly high and seems to be much 

closer to the expressed goal than most of the Items on the 

list. 

(9) Itoe church library has been mentioned several times 

as a goal for churches in use of books and as a need from the 

standpoint of equipment. The situation is expressed by 

Gafol© in this ways 

Books and their use confront us with a strange 
contradiction. They have been published on every 
subject that bears on the work of a church. Xn 
Conferences, conversations, and correspondence 
church workers show that they are looking for answers 
in these very subjects. Yet how hard it is to bring 
the books and the workers together (2, p. 76). 
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Seven of the twenty churches have no library at all# and ten 

have very poor ones. ®te fact that there is & gap between 

what teachers need to read and study and what they do Is 

further brought out in the item of Methodist literature 

subscriptions by teachers* .and the lack of study groups for 

teachers, ®ie teacher's use of mterials rates ias»stet 

better, but waa interpreted to mean only the quarterly and the 

teacher "helps" furnished by the church school. 

ClO) other areas of training there appear to fee 

evidences of failure to take advantage of opportunities that 

are within s*esch of nearly all church jsehool tmelws* 

Tisitation of other church schools by totoefcArSj to see good 

practices and observe well-developed situations, is suggested 

by the Methodist Church, but very few of the teaehers of the 

cooperating churches took advantage of this os##rtmlty« 

Hie w e of visual aids, has iwjsroved 4ty6 knowledge of how and 

when to us® them is changing from the old Mm of using 

pictures to fill in when nothing ela© was piaimed* One ehurob 

(9I has a vlrnial aids chairman who not only s©@& that all 

equipment it in working condition and tallies car© of scheduling 

on Sundays, but also has made a study of all literature used 

by the classes &&& furnishes a list of pictures available and 

appreciate for each lesson. This is only one church la 

twenty, but does indicate some progress. 
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{11} "Si© dedication service for workers is becoming 

widely used and Is recognised as a helpful factor in 

iiotimtloMu It. shows the importance of the teacher in the 

3$PO$raB of the church. Hie fact that eight otmveixea have m 

such service indicate* a point of need. *&e dedication 

&e?¥iee is one of the ways pmettts can fee pad# aware of Hi© 

church school progran and what it seeks to aoco^lish, 

(12) Churches have been soaking extensive efforts in 

the iteM of education far their constituency for may years. 

Much planning has gone Into curriculum materials for 

r«£lgloua imtm&tX&m and into methods of guiding, experiences 

to hunt p?@aca?ih©€i goals for Ghristlaft living. However* it is 

not so certain that the reason for doing* teaching* and 

lo&rR&ng is m well understood by the ®hmmh mhml teachers 

as a whole* Hor do the teachers realise how rouch defends on 

their doing their work effectively, lliey ar© m t oapablo# 

without adequate training, of adapting lesson materials 

to the needs of the individuals in their classes. Shey have 

littl# concern for nays ttM&r teaching oonld to* more 

f»daetiv© la texas of perftoti&Xlty growth (IS), $Sw goals 

set up by the ftetbotttat Church for teaching In eiob age group 

were <U*cuas«(& in Chapter III. She fact that four churches 

mad® no vm* at all of the chart, mA eight more regarded 

their um m poor, indicated a failure on the part of the 

teachers and staff in knowing what they are trying to 



accomplish. Several churchcs need if. in the C&tildren' a 

Siviaion* but d M not. even teow that it appXl©«t to other 

divisions or that it was to be regaled as .a g»S4© for their 

t#achli3g# 3av$ra3. church school gup@,plRtea$nnt;fl .and ijju&atarf 

ted m knowledge of its as&atonca previously < 

Xa aOdltioa to the ©valuation of eoefc loaal. church 

sfcsff> the teaohars were aaked to sale© their mm evaluation* 

3fabia XXX alions. how they ©ensured their own church pjpô Rs®* 

Si® ¥a©at&ofi Ohfureh School was rated highest* Attenaaiico m & 

punctuality of the teachers was the* -seoondl highest. they 

enas&tovec! elan® spmce googj a® well as the Senior program 

of the Mfrttakt&et %mth fellowship, and attaoOttna* at taaohars* 

a#et|j^s4 intended sessions had the lowest rating*- «hll@ tha 

QMm .HmtH Seagram and tha Older Adult Program were rated 

m poor* .Sue averag# rating of each church show that sob* 

of the smiles t churches measured tfeamsalvaa a*.high a® some 

of the larger churches* She church which had the lowest 

average rating «&& eonsitttently low in all aro&a of the ohurefe 

program# anil the two Mgheftt were also aog^i«t&rrtly high. 

Pupil. records was interprets as moaning attandatwie record# 

rather •««*» information about the pupils* Mctgimma, m € 

program* m this- itea has little value for evaluation. 

Becruitmanfc Plan and the 3&tam&ltata IProgra® nas rated as 

fair* Attendaises at dashers8 ffcettsgo i»er©rata<S us oijly 

fair* indicating that the teashera themselves felt that tfcoy 

should irapr,ove at this point. 
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Teachers fro© the twenty co-operating churches also 

rated the training value of their program, as indicated on 

IS&ble XXXI. bleaknesses in the program were especially obvious 

in the" us© of the library by the teachers, study groups for 

teachers, the keeping of the library up-to-date, and 

visitation of other church schools for obserration of teaching 

methods, Tho teachers1 use of materials had the highest 

rating, with training for Vacation Church School and knowledge 

of Christian education objectives second highest. Is a vfiiole, 

the median rating on training value was lower than the median 

rating of the program itself. The rating made by the teaehers 

was very similar to that made by each church staff* 

Examination of the results of all these 1 tenia, therefore, 

would indicate that churches are not meeting their goals and 

noeds in raoat areas, although progress is being made in both 

satisfying needs and. attaining goals* 

Self and Supervisor Evaluation of Change 
in the Co-operating Churches Because of 

Leadership Training 

1&@re is no single answer to how the learner chafes m 

a result of a training program.. Harrington (13, p, 60} says 

that unless there is sows luaaediat© iagpact ̂ pon the one being 

taught he doubts that any long-range or lasting effects will 

follow. This is a difficult analysis to nake, but Hagen 

p. 29) supports the idea that since it involves one of 

the chief purposes of educational programs it should be 
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attempted and. those changes that can be observed should be 

made a part of an evaluation, Here, again# rating scales 

are of value* both those rated by observers and those don© by 

the participants themselves. 

Warrington further says; 

Me are often unrealistic in our expectations 
when we look for liamediate large scale developments 
during and following relatively Halted exposure to 
an educational program. Small but persistent 
increments of change are more reasonable {13, p. 62) . 

gosagj Obvious Changes in Classroom 
ArranSSeifr"ai 

Some changes are easy to see, others very difficult. 

Interview© with teachers and church staff members, as well as 

meetings with teachers as a group, brought out some srm.ll 

changes that were a direct result of leadership training 

classes. One church reported t© the investigator the following 

changes in a three-month period following a Christian Workers' 

School in their own church; (1) three classes were shifted 

to more appropriate rooms, (a) two classes ehanged the 

arrangement, taking out old pews and putting in a table and 

chairs, (3) four children1s rooms were painted, the pictures 

were lowered to a child's iye-level, new toys were added to 

the nursery, and some "bad" art removed entirely, and (4) two 

women who had never taught classes agreed to do so* 
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Self-Evaluation of Improvement by Teachers 
•Iiiiwji<w>)iw wwwiwn»in>iniw»-ii»jiiww*i Hiww»>atwiii»|M n» iwaî wnariin-m tgraiL̂ w friawwi* oa»ii i nw n mnjiliiilijai m ii'wiiU wm iW iTrttMim.r imoniiî  tmaij W0imm> 

She tjrpe of rating scale most often overlooked is that 

done by the students themselves, according to Warrington (13}* 

Schedule E-7 in Appendix A was given to aeventy-two teachers 

in the twenty churches who had taken leadership training 

classes during the year, and they were asked to evaluate 

their own improvement as a result of the training they had 

received. These teachers were selected on the basis of their 

being available. However, not more than five from any on© 

church were used, and each of the four sizes of churches 

was represented by at least ten teachers. Table X30CII ©hows 

the result of this evaluation. The three items given 

indicating much improvement were pupil attendance, both 

at church and church school, and room arrangement. ffae 

fact that these are three of the easiest items in which to 

see change may have had something to do with the reports on 

these items. All but two of the teachers felt that they were 

already adequate in ability to work with other teachers. 

Attendance and punctuality of the teaeher were marked high, 

also, ©lose items where some improvement took place that 

were especially indicative of impact on the learner were: 

lesspn preparation by both pupil and teacher, ability to involve 

puplla, and use of the Bible. 3his would lastly that classes in 

teaching methods had been at least partially successful and 

that if the following statement of Biomton was true in past 

years, some improvement is being mades 
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TABLE XXXII 

TEACHERS' O W EVALUATION OF OTRCVEMSW? AFTER TRAIUIHG 
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It Is ray contention that leadership education 
as carried on fey the Protestant churches during .the 
last Quarter of a century has been based on the 
tacit assumption that the job of the church is to 
find individuals who enjoy leading, enjoy dominating, 
and then to equip-the® with more information, wore 
skills, primarily information about the Bible, with 
which they oan spray their captive audiences in the 
name of religious education (12, p. 257). 

Supervisors1 Evaluation of Improvement 

Table XXXIPEX shows another side in. the picture of 

improvement of teachers as a reouit oi* training classes. The 

information in this table was obtained by asleing supervisors 

to rate improvement of their teachers • This was done on 

Schedule £-7# Appendix A, and only reported in regard to 

teachers who had taken training classes of at least five 

sessions. Only those supervisors who had an opportunity to 

actually observe and only those with a knowledge of teaching 

methods* the specific goals involved, as well an a knowledge 

of the teacher1s pretraining work, were asked to fill out 

these questionnaires. Thirty-nine teachers trere observed* 

There are certain similarities in the way the teachers 

evaluated themselves and the way the supervisors rated the®* 

especially in three items where greatest improvement was 

noted. Ifcere are also certain differences. More insppoVem̂ nt 

was noted in the use of all kinds of material. 

There seems to be little evidence that what has been 

learned in training situations is shared with others in the 

local church, but interviews suggested that more thorough use 
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of Materials is "catching" from one teacher to another, and 

from one church to another. 

So far there has been little accomplished in training 

church school teachers to teach their pupils to think. The 

way to do this in dealing with a person's theology has not 

been clear and not enough attention has been paid to teaching 

a person to think for himself in applying his knowledge of 

Christian principles to everyday living. Too much enphasis 

has been placed on covering a certain amount of material 

ra-her than allowing time for thought and exercise of 

Judgment (2). The interpretation of the information in 

Tables XXXII and XXXIII can make only a partial analysis of 

the impact on the individual from leadership training. Some 

of the application of principles to everyday living cannot 

be measured yet. 
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SMMMY, CONCLUSIONS, NECOMMM,SIOMT 

i\m SUOAISFIOHS FOB F U M RESEABGH 

Summary 

®ie purpose of this study was to evaluate the effort of 

selected local Methodist churches to- prepare persons to aeet 

the leadership needs of these churches, this study proposed 

to make this evaluation by cawparing the actual practices in 

the twenty representative churches {1} with the ©hardies* 

specific needs, and (2) with goals- and standards set up by 

the Hethodist Church. 

Hie basic plan of the study was to examine the goals 

and standards of the Methodist Church, then by use of 

questionnaires and interviews to find out what the loaders of 

each of the twenty churches considered to be its greatest 

needs, A study was then made of what is actually toeing done 

in the local churches. Visits were made to leadership classes 

in session, and to church schools and workers* meetings where 

plans were wade and executedj interviews were held with 

Minister®, staff jMnfeers* ami teachers in an effort to see all 

sides of the program. Ques tionnaires were eojapleted by the 

staffs and teachers in the local churches, and by teachers and 

students of leadership classes, 

178 
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Information obtained regarding current leadership 

education practiees was compared with the picture of leadership 

needs expressed by the personnel of the cooperating churches. 

In addition* current practices were studied in the light of 

the recommendations for leadership education of the Methodist 

Church. Conclusions were drawn from those two types of 

comparison, and reconmendations were derived with regard to 

possible improvement of the leadership education program of 

the Methodist Church, 

'ilhe needs expressed by the leaders of the local churches 

were s 

1. More teacher® for» 

a. Classes already organised 

b. Mew classes needed 

c, Raking possible a substitute for every class 

2. Better qualified teachers with: 

a. Broader background 

b» Knowledge of materials 

e* Greater understanding of goals 

d, (freater use and understanding of materials 

3. A better training program with: 

a, A functioning leadership education committee 

to plan recruitment and training 

fe. A regular training plan for a year's study and 

observation before teaching 
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c. Rotation of teachers 

4* An In-service training class in addition to 

district or conference schools 

e. Greater participation in local, district, 

conference, and area training programs 

f. Teachers trained to teach other teachers in the 

local church 

g. Training opportunities closer to the local 

church 

4, Dedication of teachers for better teaching and 

continued growth with t 

a. Begular attendance at church school and 

teachers* meetings 

b* Punctuality at church school and meetings 

e. More time spent in preparation 

5. Better facilities and equipment with* 

a. lew buildings and classrooms 

b. Rearranged classrooms 

c. Sai&ller classes 

d. More equipment suited to ttoe needs of each class 

Hie major recommendations of the Methodist Church were i 

1. A qualified teacher for every class with s 

a. Leadership training on the local, district, 

conference, and Jurisdictional level 

b. Advanced training for those with prior training 

and experience 
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c. Continual training—study of the Bible and 

other literature, and. helpful group ejsjserlenc© 

2, An adequate training prograsa on the local church 

level mth s 

a» Hae minister trained in Christian education 

b. A leadership education cowaifctee to plan for 

recruitment and training 

c. A workers* meeting that works 

d. fe&chers cong>etent to train others 

3. £nccnjirageiaent and help froa the local church for 

those Mho ta&ch, with; 

a. Appreciation expressed through a service* dinner, 

or some other means of public approbation 

b* Awareness of parents toward the educational 

program of the church 

c. Help in attending training schools 

d* Rotation of teachers 

4 4 Understanding and use of goals and juaterials 

The findings regarding current practices included the 

followingt 

1. Teacher status, with; 

a. Thirty-eight per cent more teachers needed in 

the local churches 

to, The system of rotation ox* teachers used In two 

churches and begun In another 
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c. Five churches with teachers certified by the 

Methodist Church to teach training classes 

d. Teachers in small churches regular In attendance, 

but teachers in the larger churches 'hot regular 

in attendance 

2. A training program, v/ith: 

a, A leadership education cosmittee in three churches 

to, Two churches using the Sentell plan for a year1® 

full training before teaching, and another 

preparing to start its use 

c. A few delegates from the larger ohurchea sent to 

area conferences and all except two of the twenty 

churches having some participation in district 

schools, but with the total percentage of 

participating teachers very snail 

d. A regular training class in one of the churches 

e. A workers' school in four of the churches during 

the year 

f. A program dealing with goals in three of the 

churches 

g. a dimmsim of the use and understanding of 

materials in four churches 

3. ftje indication on the part of all the churches that 

th&y needed more space or rearranged space, as well 

as additional equipment 
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4. Son® spots of sgriseiwmfc with the Methodist Church 

la the best concepts of educational philosophy and 

practices* both In teaching and training among the 

ministers, ssiperinteadeitts* and teachers. 

Conclusions 

Considering the- findings of this study, with it3 

implications and limitations, the following conclusions are 

reached, 

1« ftie needs of the local churches as the leaders of 

each church sees them, are not mt in: 

a, "She teaching staff* since • 

(1) Thirty-eight per cent store teachers are 

needed to teach class©® already organized 

(2) Oth-irr teac.hsrs are needed for classes that 

should b: forced 

{3} Mo church has a substitute for every class 

b. 1h« quality of teaching# since each church staff 
t 

Indicated a need for better teaching 

c * The leadership training grogr&% since i 

(i) Leadership education committees are rarely 

ussd to recruit and plan a training program 

for teachers 

(a) Th<? Workers' Conference la often wasted time 

for teachers 
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(3) Church school teachers are not reading 

religious books and magazines to help the® 

in their work 

(4) Hie plan of teacher rotation is not 

practiced by most of the churches of this 

study 

(5) Not enough teachers attend training 

conferences on the local, district* 

conference, and Jurisdictional level 

(6) Only five churches of this study have one 

or more teachers certified toy the Method!ist 

Church to teaeh a training class 

(7) Teachers requested training nearer home 

d. m e dedication of teachers, since they are often 

tardy, irregular in attendance, and poorly 

prepared 

e. Buildings and equipment, since all churches 

indicated a lack of space or a need for rearranged 

space, and a need for new equipment 

2. 'She major recommendations of the Methodist Church are 

not followed, since i 

a. there is not a qualified teacher for every class, 

indicated by the fact thati 

(l) Although the leadership education programs of 

the Central Texas Conference have well-

qualified teachers and satisfactory buildings 
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and equipment, and offer a variety of 

training opportunities, they are poorly 

attended and largely ineffective for training 

leadership 

(2) Hie large churches are the only ones, in most 

instances, who send delegates to national and 

Jurisdictional conferences, and only a few 

members of the large churches take advantage 

of such opportunities 

(3) Many of the leadership schools are held near 

the large churches, but the majority of 

teachers from these churches do not attend, 

while the teachers fro® the snail churches 

find the schools inaccessible 

<*) Smaller church groups also find the classes 

geared to large church interests 

(f>) People who have attended several training 

schools and are experienced teachers are not 

given advanced training, but are in classes 

with beginning teachers 

(6) Questiannaires and interviews showed that the 

most popular and apparently the oost valuable 

method of leadership education was the 

laboratory classes 1 however, mmt teachers 

had not been motivated to attend such a class 

or it had been inaccessible to them. Only 



the large churches sent their teachers, with 

only a snail number of these attending. 

She workshops and national conferences were 

poorly attended* also, and those who did go 

were from the larger churches. 

ftie training program in the local church Is 

Inadequate, since i 

(1) The churches are not making use of the 

materials and aids prepared and distributed 

by the Hethodist Church, such as Hie Check 

List, fhe goals Chart, and leaflets 

describing the work of each teacher and the 

purpose of all teachers' meetings. Ehose 

materials which are provided free are not 

widely read, and their purpose is not 

understood nor are the suggestions used 

(2) Progress is being made in some churches' 

with the adoption of an intensive plan of 

training for a year before teaching, and 

greater use of visual aids; the larger 

churches are the ones making the greatest 

progress, and these are the ones with 

educational directors; some small churches 

are learning to take advantage of the fact 

that more and more people in the rural areas 
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are college trained 

(3) Church libraries are generally inadequate, 

and what is provided, in most instances, is 

not used 

{4} Home study courses provided by the church 

are not being med 

(5) Although the sinister is recognized m the 

key person in the education program of the 

church# he is sometimes indifferent to the 

church school and often untrained in 

Christian education 

c. The local church has begun to give encouragement 

and help to those who teach, in the form of a 

dedication service or some other means | far too 

few of the churches include this in their program, 

or few give financial help to those who are 

willing to take training to become better teachers $ 

parents are not aware of what the educational 

program is trying to accomplish 

d. fhe goals and purposes for teaching set by the 

national Board of Education of the Kethodist 

Church are not well known by the teachers in the 

local church. 

Sfcere is a great difference between the concept of 

leadership education held by many ministers, church school 

officers, and teachers of the local church and that held by 
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the National Board of Education of the Methodist Church. 

OJierefore, there is an additional unrecognized need for better 

concepts of the philosophy of leadership education before the 

local church can achieve a satisfactory program to develop 

leadership. 

Reeowaendations 

In the light of the foregoing conclusions, the following 

recoiaaendations are made: 

1. The leadership education program could be made more 

useful to the local church program in the following 

ways i 

a. Financial aid and encouragement by the 

conference to teachers In the smaller churches 

isight be given, 

b. Leadership schools for a few small churches close 

together might mice these classes store accessible, 

c. Classes especially designed for rural churches 

with enphasis on their problems and using small 

church equipment could be used, 

d. Advanced training courses should be offered for 

those with a rich teaching and training experience 

so that they might continue to grow, and 

e. Beginning teachers need courses adapted to their 

needs. 
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2. Since the laboratory method of teaching is 

considered -the most effective training approach,, 

it would be desirable to have more teachers attend 

such schools* To mice a laboratory school accessible 

at all, more leaders who can be trained to teach 

teachers should be sent to area schools and 

workshops with the understanding that when they 

return they show what they have learned by teaching 

the teachers in their own church or nearby churches. 

Such training should be financed, if necessary, by 

the conference or the local church. The same 

approach could be used to send leaders to area 

workshops or national conferences with results 

shared with other teachers who could not attend, 

3. The minister could be better trained in Christian 

education either by seminary courses or by special 

workshops designed to train ministers to teach their 

own teachers in the local church. 

4. The conference might give trained leadership and 

financial aid in launching the Sentell Plan in 

small churches without an educational director. 

Further use could also be made of persons trained 

for teaching in public schools. 

5. The leadership education committee should be used and 

carefully trained to recruit and plan for leadership 

in the local church. Such a committee could plan 
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programs successfully for the Workers' Conference, 

that would be valuable training aids for the 

teachers who attend. ( 

6. The local churches could be encouraged to plan for 

use of the materials that give aid in understanding 

the educational work of the church. The vast amount 

of excellent material available could be put in nore 

usable form. A handbook might be worked out with 

the material needed by each official of the church 

school Included. At least an- officer'a file to be 

passed on from year to year would help. 

7. Improvement and promotion of church libraries to 

encourage reading and study could up-grade the 

quality of teaching. On-the-job training would 

receive help from such 'tudy, too. Teachers should 

be motivated t§ use the Home Study Courses when they 

are unable to attend leadership classes. Reading 

one book a quarter or a year's course of study 

planned by the Commission on Education could also 
\ 

iajpcove the quality of teaching. 

8. Greater recognition of goals and standards could be 

attained by using a Workers' Conference each year 

for study of those most useful to each age level. 

Visual aids might be used for greater emphasis. 

9. A system of teacher rotation could be put into practice 

in each church school if the Sentell Plan were adopted. 
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Suggestions for Further Research 

A number of questions have arisen In the course of this 

study which adght be the basis for further research. Among 

them are the following: 

1. What kinds of personalities and religious outlooks, 

• as well as vocational backgrounds of layaen provide 

the best potential out of which successful lay 

teachers for church schools may be developed? 

2. What elements of the present system of certification 

of instructor and accreditation of schools make any 

real difference to the learning of the students who 

are the ultimate consumers? 

3» Is there any real difference between the improvement 

made by church school teachers who have taken content 

and inspiration courses and those who have taken 

methods courses? 

4* What is the relation between leadership education and 

Sunday School "fall-out"? or What needs in the 

training program are indicated by the group in 

students during the junior high school and the high 

school years? 

5. What are the real reasons that so xaajny teachers take 

only one training class and never go back for more? 

6. How would Sentell Plan work if churches with no 

educational director were to use this system? 
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In the present role of leadership education, are 

more effective results secured by the average 

teacher when given (a) no help at all# (b) a variety 

of suggestions fro® which choice arnst toe made, (c) a 

general outline with encouragement to modify this, 

or (d) specific instructions embodying the best 

present knowledge to follow as carefully as possible? 
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Schedule E-l 

Leaderehlp StatuB of Church School Teachers 

Haaae City 

fears of teaching., 

Wmt age group are you teaching now? 

How long have you taught this age group? 

What other positions have you held in the church during 

the last five years? 

If you are not teaching would you be willing to teach?_ 

What age level? 

lhat is your occupation? 

Check education completed: Eigh School College 

graduate 

Have you taught in public schools? 

Vacation Bible School? Summer Confesrences7 

State nunber of courses taken at the followingt 

Ima.1 Church Training schools Laboratory schools 
M s trie t or Conference Training schools 
Jurisdictional schools Otheri"""* 

Name two courses that have helped you most in your work 

Why do you feel they helped? 
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Schedule E- !-«»Continued 

To what religious magazines do you subscribe? 

What religious books have you read i»ecently? 

What type of church work do you feel beat qualified to do? 
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Schedule E-3 

Student's Evaluation of Training Class 

Title of course 

1. teat aid you hops to gain from this course? 

2. Sid you receive aid in the us© of any of the following? 

dram worship teachings of Jesus 

xauslc the Bible everyday situations 

aid in personal religious problems 

3. What methods of teaching were chiefly employed? 

lecture discussion class reports 

recitation demonstration 

Which of these methods do you think were most effective? 

Would another method have been more effective? Which? 

4. What aspects of this course wefite most helpful to you? 

What did you consider unimportant? 

5. How jaany leadership training classes have you attended? 

(Be as specific as possible) 

6. Which of the following have you found of greatest 

assistance? 

Local church training school 

Supervision—including observation and coaching 

Workers' conferences 
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Schedule E-3—Continued 

Laboratory schools 

Reading or correspondence courses 

Summer camp or conference 

Suggest any course of study you would like in future 

training schools. 
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Schedule E-4 

Leadership Status of the Local Church 

Educational Staff i (Check those employed In your church.) 

Minister Associate Minister Educational Director 

Youth Director Children's Director Other 

Mhat educational conferences did your staff menders attend 

this year? 

What financial aid does the church provide for staff Members 

to attend conferences? 

What financial aid is given teachers and prospective teachers 

for training conferences? 

How Is this allocated among divisions 

What further space do you need for educational purposes?^ 

What room rearrangements need to he made? 

Do you have planning sessions with your teachers? 

HBw often? What do you do in these sessions? 

(Answer by divisions and use back of sheet if needed) 

Your teacher training program* 

How many teachers attended laboratory schools this year?_ 

Type A Type 33 Type 0 Type D 

How many attended District Training Conferences? 
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Schedule E-4—»Continued 

From Children's Division? Youth Division?^ 

Adult Pi via ion? Others 

How many attended conference training schools?^ 

Mhat kind? 

Jurisdictional Schools? 

National Meetings? 

Other? 

How aany workers' conferences have you had this year?, 

Give the subject of each. _ _ 

How many attended each Workers' Conference? 

How often does your Commission on Education meet? 

How many attended? 

Do you have a functioning Leadership Education Committee ?_ 

What did it do this year? 

Teacher status? 

Total nuafcer of teachers and officers 

Teachers and officers in Children's Division, 

Youth Division 

Adult Division. 

Women Teacherŝ  

Ken Teachers 

General Officers 
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Schedule E-4—Continued 

Number of teachers needed • 

Children* s Division, 

Youth Division 

Mult Division̂  

Total Sun&er of classes 

How many new classes needed 

How much money is provided for resource material? 

Do you rotate teachers as often as every three years ? 

In what ways do teacher© who attend special training courses 

share their experiences with those who do not attend?_ 
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Schedule E-4—Continued 

Items to Evaluate 

Staff Evaluation, of 
Church School Program 

Items to Evaluate 

§ I * 
<H1 
6 

• j 

' M 
: a 

# 

HI 
| 0 

1 i 

Vacation Church School, 1959 
Training Glass for V.C»S. 
Extended Sessions 
M5TF 'Intermediates) 
MXF (Seniors) 
MXF Young People) 
The Church library up to date 
Use of library by teachers 
Methodist literature 

subscriptions by teacher 
Visitation of other church 

schools by teachers 
Upkeep of pupil records by 

teachers 
Use of those records 
Teachers« knowledge of the 

objectives of C.E. 
Use of the goals chart 
Visitation of pails' homes 
Study groups for teachers 
Parents' awareness of Church 

School program 
Class space 
Dedication services for workers 
Gutter Adult Program 
Plan for securing teachers 
Teachers* use of materials 
tlse of visual aids 
Attendance at teachers« meetings 
Teacher attendance for the year 
Teacher punctuality 
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Schedule E-5 

Teacher's Evaluation of Course 

Title of course 

Text, or primary source materials recommended 

1. a. Give a brief statement of your objectives in this courset 

b. What teaching method did you use primarily? 

2, Indicate your opinion regarding the following factors in 
your teaching situation, as they may have influenced the 
accomplishment of purpose. 

Favorable Unfavorable Of no 
especial 
influence 

Size and location of 
room 

Seating and desk 
facilities 

Composition of group: 1 

Age range 
Numbers 
Educational 
Initial seriousness 

of intent 
Qut-of-class study 

or effort 
Classroom 

co-operation 
Other factors 

(Specify) 

3. What suggestions for improvement would you make in any of 
the above which you may have marked as "unfavorable"? 
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Schedule E-5—'Continued 

4. Check on the scale below your estimate of the effectiveness 
of the Leadership Training School—as a means of training 
church leaders* 

Generally Moderately Thoroughly 
Ineffective Ineffective Adequate 

5. Have you suggestions for other, or supplementary, 
processes and methods which you personally regard with 
favor? 

6, Please continue comments on hack of page. 

Signature 
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Schedule E-6 

Buildingi Equipment, and Procedures for 
School or Class 

School or Class Date 

the Bulldliig 

Is It adequate lis size? 

Is it easily accessible? 

Is It centrally located for those attending? 

Is the equipment appropriate for a 

leadership School? 

The School or Class 

Ma© it well organized? 

Was it well financed? 

Mas it well advertized? 

Was it well staffed? 

Was it well attended? 

She ROOM (Each Class in School) 

Is the room inviting and attractive? 

Is the room adequate in size? 

Is the room well lighted? 

Is the rooa well ventilated? 

Are the furnishings appropriate to the age group? 

Are the pictures appropriate to the age group? 

Is there a place for teachers' supplies? 

Is there a place for wraps? 

Is the equipment adequate for a 
leadership School? 

1 u 
• is* 

ft 

.<2 

W M X W * 
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Supervisor* % Observation Sheet 
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Items to Observe © 

!1 
oiS : 
{25 O 

i 
m 

8 
III 

1 

i t s 
SH B 

C> M 
fit# ®Sj ® hja 

00 

: t © 

h4*-ts i 

i O 
H *Q 

Attendance at Church services ; 
Participation in other activities 

of the Church 
Regular attendance at Church 

School 
Pupil attendance at Church School 
Pupil attendance at Church 1 
Punctuality of teacher 
Punctuality of pupils 
Preparation of lesson "by teacher 
Preparation of lesson by pupils 
Ability to Involve pupils 
Ability to work with other teachers 
Use of the Church library 
Use of visual aids 
Use of Bible 
Use of Church literature 
Reading Church magazines 
Room arrangement 
Reaction 60 teacher to pufsil 
Reaction of pupil to eacher 
Care of the room by pupils : 

— 

Attendance at Church services ; 
Participation in other activities 

of the Church 
Regular attendance at Church 

School 
Pupil attendance at Church School 
Pupil attendance at Church 1 
Punctuality of teacher 
Punctuality of pupils 
Preparation of lesson "by teacher 
Preparation of lesson by pupils 
Ability to Involve pupils 
Ability to work with other teachers 
Use of the Church library 
Use of visual aids 
Use of Bible 
Use of Church literature 
Reading Church magazines 
Room arrangement 
Reaction 60 teacher to pufsil 
Reaction of pupil to eacher 
Care of the room by pupils : 

Attendance at Church services ; 
Participation in other activities 

of the Church 
Regular attendance at Church 

School 
Pupil attendance at Church School 
Pupil attendance at Church 1 
Punctuality of teacher 
Punctuality of pupils 
Preparation of lesson "by teacher 
Preparation of lesson by pupils 
Ability to Involve pupils 
Ability to work with other teachers 
Use of the Church library 
Use of visual aids 
Use of Bible 
Use of Church literature 
Reading Church magazines 
Room arrangement 
Reaction 60 teacher to pufsil 
Reaction of pupil to eacher 
Care of the room by pupils : 

Attendance at Church services ; 
Participation in other activities 

of the Church 
Regular attendance at Church 

School 
Pupil attendance at Church School 
Pupil attendance at Church 1 
Punctuality of teacher 
Punctuality of pupils 
Preparation of lesson "by teacher 
Preparation of lesson by pupils 
Ability to Involve pupils 
Ability to work with other teachers 
Use of the Church library 
Use of visual aids 
Use of Bible 
Use of Church literature 
Reading Church magazines 
Room arrangement 
Reaction 60 teacher to pufsil 
Reaction of pupil to eacher 
Care of the room by pupils : 

Attendance at Church services ; 
Participation in other activities 

of the Church 
Regular attendance at Church 

School 
Pupil attendance at Church School 
Pupil attendance at Church 1 
Punctuality of teacher 
Punctuality of pupils 
Preparation of lesson "by teacher 
Preparation of lesson by pupils 
Ability to Involve pupils 
Ability to work with other teachers 
Use of the Church library 
Use of visual aids 
Use of Bible 
Use of Church literature 
Reading Church magazines 
Room arrangement 
Reaction 60 teacher to pufsil 
Reaction of pupil to eacher 
Care of the room by pupils : 

Attendance at Church services ; 
Participation in other activities 

of the Church 
Regular attendance at Church 

School 
Pupil attendance at Church School 
Pupil attendance at Church 1 
Punctuality of teacher 
Punctuality of pupils 
Preparation of lesson "by teacher 
Preparation of lesson by pupils 
Ability to Involve pupils 
Ability to work with other teachers 
Use of the Church library 
Use of visual aids 
Use of Bible 
Use of Church literature 
Reading Church magazines 
Room arrangement 
Reaction 60 teacher to pufsil 
Reaction of pupil to eacher 
Care of the room by pupils : 

Attendance at Church services ; 
Participation in other activities 

of the Church 
Regular attendance at Church 

School 
Pupil attendance at Church School 
Pupil attendance at Church 1 
Punctuality of teacher 
Punctuality of pupils 
Preparation of lesson "by teacher 
Preparation of lesson by pupils 
Ability to Involve pupils 
Ability to work with other teachers 
Use of the Church library 
Use of visual aids 
Use of Bible 
Use of Church literature 
Reading Church magazines 
Room arrangement 
Reaction 60 teacher to pufsil 
Reaction of pupil to eacher 
Care of the room by pupils : 

Attendance at Church services ; 
Participation in other activities 

of the Church 
Regular attendance at Church 

School 
Pupil attendance at Church School 
Pupil attendance at Church 1 
Punctuality of teacher 
Punctuality of pupils 
Preparation of lesson "by teacher 
Preparation of lesson by pupils 
Ability to Involve pupils 
Ability to work with other teachers 
Use of the Church library 
Use of visual aids 
Use of Bible 
Use of Church literature 
Reading Church magazines 
Room arrangement 
Reaction 60 teacher to pufsil 
Reaction of pupil to eacher 
Care of the room by pupils : 

Attendance at Church services ; 
Participation in other activities 

of the Church 
Regular attendance at Church 

School 
Pupil attendance at Church School 
Pupil attendance at Church 1 
Punctuality of teacher 
Punctuality of pupils 
Preparation of lesson "by teacher 
Preparation of lesson by pupils 
Ability to Involve pupils 
Ability to work with other teachers 
Use of the Church library 
Use of visual aids 
Use of Bible 
Use of Church literature 
Reading Church magazines 
Room arrangement 
Reaction 60 teacher to pufsil 
Reaction of pupil to eacher 
Care of the room by pupils : 

Attendance at Church services ; 
Participation in other activities 

of the Church 
Regular attendance at Church 

School 
Pupil attendance at Church School 
Pupil attendance at Church 1 
Punctuality of teacher 
Punctuality of pupils 
Preparation of lesson "by teacher 
Preparation of lesson by pupils 
Ability to Involve pupils 
Ability to work with other teachers 
Use of the Church library 
Use of visual aids 
Use of Bible 
Use of Church literature 
Reading Church magazines 
Room arrangement 
Reaction 60 teacher to pufsil 
Reaction of pupil to eacher 
Care of the room by pupils : 

Attendance at Church services ; 
Participation in other activities 

of the Church 
Regular attendance at Church 

School 
Pupil attendance at Church School 
Pupil attendance at Church 1 
Punctuality of teacher 
Punctuality of pupils 
Preparation of lesson "by teacher 
Preparation of lesson by pupils 
Ability to Involve pupils 
Ability to work with other teachers 
Use of the Church library 
Use of visual aids 
Use of Bible 
Use of Church literature 
Reading Church magazines 
Room arrangement 
Reaction 60 teacher to pufsil 
Reaction of pupil to eacher 
Care of the room by pupils : 

Attendance at Church services ; 
Participation in other activities 

of the Church 
Regular attendance at Church 

School 
Pupil attendance at Church School 
Pupil attendance at Church 1 
Punctuality of teacher 
Punctuality of pupils 
Preparation of lesson "by teacher 
Preparation of lesson by pupils 
Ability to Involve pupils 
Ability to work with other teachers 
Use of the Church library 
Use of visual aids 
Use of Bible 
Use of Church literature 
Reading Church magazines 
Room arrangement 
Reaction 60 teacher to pufsil 
Reaction of pupil to eacher 
Care of the room by pupils : 

Attendance at Church services ; 
Participation in other activities 

of the Church 
Regular attendance at Church 

School 
Pupil attendance at Church School 
Pupil attendance at Church 1 
Punctuality of teacher 
Punctuality of pupils 
Preparation of lesson "by teacher 
Preparation of lesson by pupils 
Ability to Involve pupils 
Ability to work with other teachers 
Use of the Church library 
Use of visual aids 
Use of Bible 
Use of Church literature 
Reading Church magazines 
Room arrangement 
Reaction 60 teacher to pufsil 
Reaction of pupil to eacher 
Care of the room by pupils : 

Attendance at Church services ; 
Participation in other activities 

of the Church 
Regular attendance at Church 

School 
Pupil attendance at Church School 
Pupil attendance at Church 1 
Punctuality of teacher 
Punctuality of pupils 
Preparation of lesson "by teacher 
Preparation of lesson by pupils 
Ability to Involve pupils 
Ability to work with other teachers 
Use of the Church library 
Use of visual aids 
Use of Bible 
Use of Church literature 
Reading Church magazines 
Room arrangement 
Reaction 60 teacher to pufsil 
Reaction of pupil to eacher 
Care of the room by pupils : 

Attendance at Church services ; 
Participation in other activities 

of the Church 
Regular attendance at Church 

School 
Pupil attendance at Church School 
Pupil attendance at Church 1 
Punctuality of teacher 
Punctuality of pupils 
Preparation of lesson "by teacher 
Preparation of lesson by pupils 
Ability to Involve pupils 
Ability to work with other teachers 
Use of the Church library 
Use of visual aids 
Use of Bible 
Use of Church literature 
Reading Church magazines 
Room arrangement 
Reaction 60 teacher to pufsil 
Reaction of pupil to eacher 
Care of the room by pupils : 

Attendance at Church services ; 
Participation in other activities 

of the Church 
Regular attendance at Church 

School 
Pupil attendance at Church School 
Pupil attendance at Church 1 
Punctuality of teacher 
Punctuality of pupils 
Preparation of lesson "by teacher 
Preparation of lesson by pupils 
Ability to Involve pupils 
Ability to work with other teachers 
Use of the Church library 
Use of visual aids 
Use of Bible 
Use of Church literature 
Reading Church magazines 
Room arrangement 
Reaction 60 teacher to pufsil 
Reaction of pupil to eacher 
Care of the room by pupils : 

Attendance at Church services ; 
Participation in other activities 

of the Church 
Regular attendance at Church 

School 
Pupil attendance at Church School 
Pupil attendance at Church 1 
Punctuality of teacher 
Punctuality of pupils 
Preparation of lesson "by teacher 
Preparation of lesson by pupils 
Ability to Involve pupils 
Ability to work with other teachers 
Use of the Church library 
Use of visual aids 
Use of Bible 
Use of Church literature 
Reading Church magazines 
Room arrangement 
Reaction 60 teacher to pufsil 
Reaction of pupil to eacher 
Care of the room by pupils : 
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Interview 1 

Questions for Teachars 

How has your teaching aided in getting support for world 
missions? 

How much time do you spend in preparation of the lesson? 

How do you prepare? 

What do you do to evaluate what you have taught after the 
lesson? 

How much do you make use of visual aids? 

Are the materials you have for class work adequate? 

Can you get more if you wish? 

Do you feel that the curriculum provided by the Methodist 
Church is adequate? 

If there are gap© that are not covered, what would you suggest? 

How many Sundays have you missed this year? 

How often are you tardy? 

Have you had some recreational activities with the class? 

If so, what? 

Has your class planned and executed souse service project? 

How often do you visit in the homes of your pupils? 

What do you do to encourage group relationships ? 

Do you help the group define its goals? 

What records do you keep? 

How do you Interpret your records? How use? 

206 
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Interview I--Continued 

'What kind of training would you prefer! 

Would you take that training If it were offered in your 
church? 

What help have you received fro® training school? 

Workers1 Conferences? Why do you attend? Why not? 

What use do you wake of the goals chart? 

What use do you make of maps? 

What use do you make of the library? 

What use do you make of pictures? 

What use do you make of the planning session with pupils? 

Why do you teach? 

Do you feel that it is more important to change attitudes or 
to teach facta? 

Why do teachers prefer vacation Church School institutes to 
leadership training classes? 
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Interview 2 

Questions for Officers 

How do you motivate present workers to new training? 

What records are kept of various teachers and their special 
skills? 

On what basis do you Judge the competence of a teacher? 

Wmt resource persons contributed successfully to the program* 
and how is the record of their contributions made available 
for future use? 

Why systematic approach is made toward the problem of 
everybody going after the good teacher? 

Are the parents really a part of the on-going program of the 
church school? In what way? 

What fellowship is established between teachers and parents? 

What new experiences in training have come to be appreciated 
by leaders? 

What does recruitment reveal of a Job description or 
fundamental expectations? 

In long-range planning how many teachers for October do you 
have in April? 

What use is made of an orientation class for new workers? 

Do you recruit for training rather than Job? 

What do you consider the signs of success of your workers' 
conference? 

For what age group is it easiest to find teachers? 

What happens when you suggest that teachers attend Leadership 
School? 

What is the attitude of your teachers toward new ideas and 
suggestions that you make? 

Who plans the Workers* Conference? 
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Interview 2—Continued 

Who plans the Commission on Education meeting? 

Which types of programs have been most successful? 
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Interview 3 

Questions for mnlaters and Educational Directors 

Would you rearrange the space you bow have in the church 
school? How? 

Bo you have opening exercise for all ages? Why or why not? 

Hhat size classes do you hold as ideal? 

Does the educational philosophy of the church school 
superintendent parallel yours? 

What workers are needed? 

What kinds of training do new teachers need? 

What kinds of training do other teachers need? 

How can workers be motivated to take training? 

How can workers be helped to see the need for reading and 
study? 

Ifcat should leadership education accomplish? 

Who determines the goals ©f the Sunday School? 

How does your church measure what it needs in leadership 
education? Who does it? 

through what group is the leadership education program 
carried out? 

How do the people #10 attend workshops, laboratory schools, 
etc., ccHEsnunlcate what they receive to their own local 
church? 

How effective is the sharing? 

On what level is the sharing? 

What suggestions could be made for further sharing? 
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